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RE-AWAKENED.
BY

EDWIN

.

‘When pent-up waters burst their bands and
:
sing,
tejoicing all the Jand with sweet refrain;
When flowers begin to bloom on grassy plain,

with gladsome

exultant

birds

Such joyous life bad been a lesser thing
Without the death in which it long bad lzin.

Beneath the icy crust of unbelief;
life by heaven-sent
Awakened to new
beams

Ne

\\

and

countined
;

So, dormant hearts once close
dulled

with which the world iy filled,
Of light diyine
Kind by hums grief,

~~ Brought nearer human
their

out

Send

streams.

BY THE

DOL-

REV. C. ¥, PENNEY.

so emphatically

has

The crisis which

_ come upon the Maine Central Institute is
one which must be met now, for it cannot
be postponed to a more convenient season.

To remove the onus of the debt, for the
removal of which in the past such strenu-

ous efforts have been made, the citizens of
Pittsfield have generously pledged
the

sum of $10,000, every dollar of which
they guarantee, through responsible parties, shall

This is on condition

be paid.

that the same amount be raised by
Trustees and friends of the School.
The first day of June next, according

the conditions

of

the

the
to

subscription,
the

$10,000 of the Trustees and friends of the

Prof. Kings-

School must be guaranteed.

bury Bachelder, so long and successfully
principal of the Institute, is now working
—it might almost be sald day and night—
to compass this end.
The conditions of
payment, as dtated in the Star of last
week, are three installments, June 1882,
Jan. 1883, and Jan. 1884. It can be said
that upon the response which his efforts
meet during the next 30 days hangs the

fate of the school.

Iam not overstating the

facts,
This money must
be pledged.
A
good many who read these lines have given once, some twice, some three times, to
relieve this schoel of its debt, and have
felt, perhaps, like the writer, that they
could do no more. .
;

Bul with the présent assurance that the

_ debt will

be entirely canceled

and

the

School placed beyond the peradventure of
failure who will not respond anew?
Let
us give once more to save the institution
which we cannot afford to lose; whose
past record is so honorable that its 108s now
would be the more painful and shameful.
Is it not much better to give once more
and secure what has already heen given, of
money, as well as toil, sacrifice and self

dental, than to withhold and suffer the re-

proach and shameof. losing all?
It will be impossible for the agent, if he
could multiply himself many times, to visit every church or party with whom he
might desire to communicate. We must
become personally interested to aid him in
this work which just now, under the cir-

Do

cumstances, is’ first.

not wait

for

Prof. Bachelder to visit you, or for any

letter asking your gifts; just consider what
amount under the circumstances you ought
to pledge to save this school. Let the an-

swerhe speedy,

large or small.

whether

the pledge

be

Prof. B.'s address is Lew-

iston, Me,
Augusta, Me., April 27.

:

future, the old

may present- mountains of diffi-

and

and purposes fill the head, stimulate the
muscles, and constitute the philosopby of
the works and progress of the world.
This is true of Christian work and sucThe

young

Christian

sees

the

* flelds already white,” and with hopeful
zeal enters vpon the . work assigned.
Thinking, studying, planning, resolving
and working by day, and praying and
by night,

the

young

minister

lives in the future, expecting success.
And so long as a man with holy ambition;
hopeful energy, and trusting confidence,
plans and labors for future success, he is
a young man; if a hundred years old.
Father Coffin, of sacred memory, wha
was a young, successful evangelist after

he was

sixty, ‘was

a noble

example.

vigorous and progressive; or the body
remain youthful while the mind lives
mainly in the field of memory. The heart
may grow old and cold, resisting and

re-

senting new friendships and clinging to

others only by memory, while the intellect
is keenly alive to progressive thought, or

Men may be old respecting some subjects

stances and demands of new experiences.

and young upon others. Many are old
going back to
by Canada, If Ireland were wise and cautious respecting religion, always
and comforts
proofs
for
experiences
old
lasting
opportunity,
in improving her present
blessings might come to her land and people. - of piety, finding the best Christians und
greatest works in former years, and feelThe Hebrew Student is the name of a- new .ing but little spirit or hope in works bemonthly journal published in Chicago, in the
in-

fore them, while in business affairs’ they

terpretation. The Hebrew, however distasteful to the mass of scholars, will never want

are vigorous, hopeful, and determined as

for those who shall master its -difficulties, dis-

ayoung colonel. Politicians and statesmen

are generally young in ambition and pur-

interests of O1d Testament

cover

literature

its meanings, its strength

and perpetuate its study.

and

ying

and

beauty,

* There ig nothing so successful as

success,” and whoever lives energetically
and” hopefully in the future, living by
faith, may expect success, and whoever is

wanted.

But neither

the church nor the world can see any use

for a man

who

.does not even expect

success, who lives, in the past and only
desires to hire out to preach sermons—to
supply pulpits.
We have too many old men under forty,

and not enough young men over sixty.
Some are old in body and are sick, some
are old in heart and are cold, some are
old in intellect gnd are contracted in

alive to the

triie inwardness of the hellish traffic than

they are to-day.
friends

Never have the wdtking

of temperance

been

in

better |

for us clearer skies and a purer atmosphere
soon.
a
Unmistakably the tideof popular favor
all over this country is setting strongly
toward legislative enactment as the most

the criticalness of their situation. They
need no Demetrius to assure them that
wherever -a prohibitory law is passed

their “‘ craft is in danger

to be

set at

the hearts of bleeding victims measures
their power over the State. - Their fattening coffers take sudden streaks of leanness only when the emergency of a pro-.
hibitory law

threatens

them.

Then

ill-

gotten gains leak from loosened pursestrings as the frog-plague leaped from the
ruing of Egypt into the palace of Pharaoh.
‘When, in }866, the Metropolitan Excise

tion on that day,

all

good

mon

rejoiced

beauty or cultured manners.
i) over the peaceable fruits of that law.
Nevertheless;
:~ many. of these men ar
Ministers, religious papers, public meet:
very pious and, when wearied with the ings were enthusiastic in praises and conworld and not quite satisfied with the gratulations. Not so the liquor-dealers.
past, think and talk much of heaven, They saw that this law had all the grip of
often singing,
i
.|-prohibition and was robbing them of more

poses till death, aod’ therefore honored
i

Gov.

gentleman promptly
That
Seymour.
vetoed it and at the next election the people promptly vetoed him." A prohibition
candidate was elected. The law was
again passed by the legislature and signed
‘by the Governor. But the patrons of the

the

best living where

there is no law, fought fiercely against it.

They prepared another Gibraltar.

The

Courts were appealed to and it was very
soon declared unconstitutional. But the

sentiment of the people has remained unchanged. Despite the swarms of lies
and artful sophistries with . which the
press has been filled with regard to the

from those wi are able to detect the errors and fallacies. Not to weary: the
reader by asking him to follow us through
at one sitting, we will resérve the carving
of the Portland goose and the vivisection
of a New York lie for our'next banquet.
Pa

:

WAITS PROM LEWISTON.
BY IDA HAZELTON.

to restrictive liquor laws, I believe, if the

question of license or no license were subaga

Sg
I]

saw the plain

Cadmus

was

when

of future Thebes

ground.

:

battle,

covered

from

Lewiston,

the

;

To the superficial

even,

unfolding of character and such

such

Divinity

* Sometimes as occasion offers I drop into the

fous truth

ers, a Bates professor

incident

ous places in the older States.

the

his

usual acuteness in judging of human
ture was at fanlt.
‘Well, sir, you do

nanot

seem to me to be very promising,” he

said

Dr. Hastings
has assumed the duties of his
chair within the year, and from his Presbyterian standpoint right worthily does he fill it.
His ripe scholarship, his long experience as a
pastor, his cultured voice and clear, incisive
methods of teaching, make him a most fitting

teacher of teachers and leuder of leaders.

to himself of a youth from a rural town in
Maine, who presented himself as a candidate for the

college preparatory

Bat that same youth

who

sat,

children duly of believers should receive’ this

course.

rite; and emphatic words were uttered to induce these new preachers to see to it that all
the children of believing parents be broughtto
the font, or the font carried to them.
The

somewhat awkwardly under the penetrating glance of the professor's keen eye, although a recent graduate, is already reflecting much honor upon his Alma Mater
from a conspicuous place of responsibility.
The Bates students, with such of our
citizens as are intérested in metaphysics,
just now at the commencement of the summer term, are in attendance at the Chapel
upon a course of lectures delivered by Dr.
Ex-President of

College.

¢ Postutales

In his

Abrahamic covenant wus the assumed authority and foundation for infant sprinkling.
IX
say assumed, because there is not in my opinion the slightest Scripture authority or warrant for predicating infant sprinkling upon the

Abrahamic

teresting young gentlemen come from, who
appear every year on the platform, at the
closeof the Spring term, as representatives of the Senior class of Bates College.
On every such occasion we are reminded

interested

in a

slightly verdant
youths, who four years before gathered
at the college but have since become lost

among the crowd of their fellows.

Are

8elf possessed
same?—these
these the
young men, so calmly discussing moral,

covenant.

‘That children should

be conseerated to God and trained up in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord is an unquestioned duty devolving upon parents. Let

them be brought into the.church. Let the
minister lay his hands upon them, and 18 him

Harvard

of Revela-

tion,” the learned Doctor winds easily and

pray

for them, giving

them to the Lord, and
the presence of God
bring them up for

let the parents promise in
safely ia and out among the early philosophers, prophets, apostles, modern scientists . and the congregation to
Jesus. Let all churches
and sages, picking out the true from the
baptism where the Bible
false andaltogether resting his postulates
upon

the foundation of reason

28’

religion. The lectures are designed for
advanced scholars alone, but in spite of
the formidable array of classic - authorities
the

popular

is caught by the many quaint as
beautiful illustrations with which
tures abound.

The

college,

ear

well as
the lec-

in

short,

favored with a little * Summer

is

School of

Philosophy” all by itself.
During the season of Revival Meetings
which have been in progress for the past
two months, and are still

our city, many

to

continue,

things have

interest

in

been

beside

an

The laymen sent out by the Y.

the

conversion

of,

M.

to be

not.

only

revivalists

but

re.

people,

to

be

true,

I

think;

‘they fail to attract, because their great

occa-

Many of these
sions occur in other cities now.
meetings which are to come off will attract our
own citizens, but strangers from abroad will
be-few. Nevertheless, pleasant things will be
said and done, and money will be raised for the
OBSERVER.
causes represented.

those

among us who have borne the chastisement

The controversy over ‘the nomination of

with patience, meekness, and a prayerful,
teachable spirit have been blessed; those
‘who have feared to turn away these strangers, lest they might after all be Heavensent, have discovered the presence of angels, in their hearts at least. In this work

Dr. Newman Smyth to sacceed' Dr. Park
at Andover, has revealed the present status

of New England Congregationalists. The
trustees and faculty of that institution are
better indices of that status than is Dr.
Dexter on the other side. Besides, it~Dr.
Smyth

fails to

be

confirmed

at

Andover,

the same peculiarity is observable as in the Yalé, the rival seminary, will probably selabors of so many evangelists. No one | cure him, as he has received a call from Dr.
can have failed to notice that, in the hands
of Moody, Hammond, Earle, and other well-

known revivalists, the Bible

is a

diferent

book from that of our daily handling.

though such
the New

men

Version,

scarcely
there

ever

seems

Al-

mention
to

be

a

freshness in their vigorous interpretations
of the old doctrines. It is inexp licable,
but there certainly is an originality, a magnifying power given to these men that few

readers or expounders of the Bible possess.
He, alone, who aftef a rare occasion of
special and intimate communion with the
Father, has turned to his Bible and opened
at™nce to some text or chapter which
seems to stand out with a new and startling distinctness, finds it illumined with a
light that never fell across the page before,
knows something of this spiritual new
version of the Scriptures.

less actively engaged in this revival work.
It seemed at times as though there was to
be a general reformation amoag all who
have been even remotely influenced by

Christfan work and life.

The

-

Anniversary weekin New York drew large
It wasa
crowds from all parts of the country.

Society, and many other kindred societies,
hold small meetings here in May as of old, but.

The sword of reproof has cut

proved

Our churches and people, some ofsthem, are’
preparing for the May Auniversaries. - Of late,
these gatherings and annual meetings are tame
and unattractive, compared with what they used

Board of Commissioners, the American Bible

deep in many instarces, but one thing has
been

was right, when he said,‘ Great is.the mystery
of godliness”, etc., as the all of religion is a
mystery and the sacrament is a part of that
in the flesh” by our
‘ Manifest
mystery.
“ This do in reLord, still it is a’memorial.

The old Anti-Slavery Seciety,
time all round.
with Garrison and Phillips and a host of others gathered together in Broadway Tabernacle (when,as Theodore Parker saidy ‘“eloquence was dog cheap”), 18 no gore; and we
miss the clarion voices of Phillips, Burleigh,
Foster and many others we think of, many
now gone across the dark river; but slavery’
has gone, too, thank God. The Awmeriean

but to rebuke on the right hand and on the
left whatever savors in their eyes of a
worldly nature.
They make short work
of hypocrisy, pride and slothfulness in the
church.
They strip the church-fair and
festival of all its religious sanctity.
“And
the very fearlessness with which they place
all his short- comings before the reluctant
eye of the believer convinces him of their

sincerity.

transubstantiation- or consubstautiatien, and
thus go to the other extreme. Doubtless, Paul

¢ feast of reason” and a stirring and animating

formers.
Their labors with church-members, and ministers too, have been no less
earnest and unremitting than with the unconverted. They seem not to have come
into our churches to make unto themselves

pleasant friendships among God’s

said that it is Hiore than a mere memorial
vice. There is a mystery about it deeper tha
a mere memorial service suggests, and he,
rather than accept the rite upon this lew
ground, would almost be willing to accept

to be in former times. 'I can remember when.

_C.-A. of the State; and invited to this city;
seem

|

membranee of me” is the divine command.

in

revived

souls.

do this, and leave
leaves it,to be ad-

ministered to adult believers, and adult believers only. Of the Lord’s Supper, Dr. Hastine

revealed

in the mathematical certainties of natural

and scientific definitions,

OIF .

this occasion, he dwelt largely upon what his
creed denominates the baptism of infants;

no ‘doubt,

Hill of Portland,

Baptism and

the Lord’s Supper, with incidental references
to pastoral duties, were the topics of the hour.

humor-

where

Monday

duties of the ministry.
Some of these young
gentlemen go to China, Japan and other foreign fields, and some to the far West and vari-

school,

sometimes

an

On

ble information to the Senior class, which is
about to graduate and enter upon the active

church as though it were a breathing reality. As a peculiar illustration of the value
of ten years spent among books and teachously alludes to

ean truly appreciate.’

last, Dr. Hastings was imparting much valua-

the
on

of

April
27. ©

¢lass room of the Union Theological Seminary
to listen for an hour to the lectures given to
the divinity students.
They are often instructive, always interesting and helpful, affording stimulation to thought sand culture
which Bible students and searchers for relig-

complete will be this up-lifting and transforming process; just.as you have noticed,
sometimes, the striking difference between
the performance of the student who, on

the

Me.,

earth in the
7

At Union Seminary; Dr, Hastings; Infant Sprinkling
and the Lord’s Supper—The May Anniversaries, ..

live among books: “It is also true that the
farther the student proceeds in the higher
departments of mental training, the more

leaving the halls of

on

NEW YORK CITY, April 27, 1882.

develop-

over
who,

thoughtfulness

NEW YORK LETTER.

“i
observer,

wide-spread

réligious subjects whichis the blessed
“proof that the Divine Spirit whom Jesus
still walks up and down the
hearts of men.

with-a harvest of warriors who bad sprung

up, armed and ready for

deep and

sent to take his place among his followers,

he

During these past months many of the
We always wonder, some of us, where
these earnest, mature and altogether’ in-’ charches in Lewiston have been more or

Maine law; despite the lavish use of of having béen curiously
money-bribes and office-preferments by group of immature and
the ram-power; despite the large influx
of a foreign population whose ideas of
American liberty are always antagonistic

and the dragon's teeth, but we are quite as

surprised as ever

discusses some prominent doctrine

Law was passed with thé benevolent obof years and gray hairs ; but when old in ject of giving to Brooklyn and New York
heart and head without courage and hope- a Sabbath-day rest from the hellish ‘panfulness, they will be left to the past in] .demonium which had its weekly culmina-

two to one, it found its Gibraltar in

jodgments?
This wonderful transformation has indeed been more gradual than that.
of the old mythological story of Cadmus-

rising till it sweeps the pestifereus strongholds of Satan with the besom of retributive demolition. But the enemies to pub-

ness of poison, the creep of the tiger, or
extolled, they would feel the currents of crawl of the venomous snake. The depths
new life, see the promised fruits of labor to which they can thrust their fangs into

which they live, regardless of youthfd!

tell. We know that a holy influenceh
apparently settled convictions
and matured | been about us and that there has been a

‘commencement day, moralizes
great truths of religion, and he

prayer-meetings with
the vld zeal so often

calls as they could meet. The churches
never were more anxious for success than
they are now, nor ' more willing to accept
of any labor or laborers which can accomplish the work desired. Sometimes
even questionable measures and men are
endured for the sake of success. So long
as men are young in spirit and enterprise,
they will be wanted and needed, regardless

HOH

r

effective method of reformation. Under
the Providence of God, may it continiie

lic peace and sobriety are also alive to

18.

philosophicsl and political questions with

ment of mind furnish one of the clearest
and most practical ‘illustrations of the
molding power of books and the men who

naught.” Legal suasion has taught them
subtlety, and while they are no less strenthought, and some are old in purpose, uously jealous of the honor of the great
are weak and fearful. If some of these goddess Diana,” they know better than to
old men would go out into the highways make a ‘‘ great uproar’’ to advance her in
aod hedges, the vacant churches and popular favor. Their weapons, both ofschool-houses;
the social circles apd fensive
and defensive, have all the silent-

mostly upon past’ « bar,” who get

vote, a resolu

tion petitioning the Crown to bestow upon
Ireland rights similar to those new enjoyed

more

Never

The vineyard is open the eleventh hour
and the promise of reward as good for the
than a seventh of their spoils. What did’
¢ Jerusalem my happy home,
last hour as the first. The fields are alOQ, how I long for thee.”
: they do? They raised large sums of
ways white, ready for the harvest, and he. Bat, after all, dying is not living, heaven money and sent them all over the State to
that. ** reapeth
receiveth wages,” and is not labor, aud that man who lives in elect an Anti-prohibition legislature.
“shall come again bringing his sheaves the past and in heaven, without doing the Fifty thousand dollars
went to Albany to
with him.”
« work while'it is day "', might about as wipe out that ‘‘miserable failure” of a
But when a man shakes his head in well be in history and heaven as to dis Sabbath Excise Law.
solemn pity for the young who must meet | courage others with his weakness and deHere wasa child of the Maine Law of
with such terrible disappointments, and | spondeneyin the churches: ————
the strength of its an-onlyone-seventh
who would net entertain such delusive |
John Wesley,the founder of Methodism, cestor and yet the rum-power was willing
hopes if they had learned what he knows; was a young man when eighty years of to expend thousands of dollars to strangle
when he sees weakness in all instrumen- age, but Robert Brown, the founder of it.
talities for good and ‘probable failure in the first Congregational church in Eng
If such laws are so miserably nugatory,
every
enterprise; when he sees
no land, was an old man before he was and promote rather than diminish drunkchurches, missions and schools to estab: thirty-five. ¢* Paul the aged” was still enness, why need these shrewd political
lish, nor hope of success in Christian young in the Roman prison after thirty economists lavish their money so prodieffort, he is probably growing old, even years of unpaid church service and ter gally to kill it? Pro bono publico, no
if he has lived less than half a hundred rible persecutions, aad,
:
;
forgetting those doubt.
‘years. When a man’s thoughts and com- things which are behind and reaching forth
The New York Sun, has‘found a corforts are more in the past than future,
unto those things which are before” wrote respondent in Portland, Me., who has remore upon subjects of memory than sub- the Philippians the most cheerful of all cently marshaled figures strongly at varijects of labor, when he keeps the eye his epistles.
ance with other recorded results of the
:
:
upon oases past, instead of looking: for
« The hoary head is a crown of glory, Maine law. There is a tone of gxultaothers to come, he may well fear the ap- if it be found in the way of righteousness,” tion, too, in this figure-parade which is
proach of age.
« but he that endureth to the end shall be not less perspicuous than singular in one
A minister at the General Conference saved.”
so professedly a friend of temperance as
oa
of 183Y wus speaking to a friend of the
the Portland correspondent. Like Peter,
wonderful revivals he had seen,and closed ANTI-PROHIBITION IN NEW YORK. his speech bewrayeth him.
oh
with the statement that he ‘‘ never exThe strangest part of it is to find a
BY W. L. G.
pected to see another such work.” The
plenty of other papers of a different politwriter looked upon his robust form, ap| ial caste than the N. Y. Sun, and usualparently about 25 years old, with astonProhibition in this State is still the ‘‘un- ly making liberal discounts upon the
ishment, wondering
why such a man
der dog in the fight.” . Thirty-seven years marvels published in that doughty jourwith such attainments (?) could not im- have elapsed since the people, by a large, nal, seizing upon this delicious tid-bit
prove a little and do ** greater things.” majority, first expressed their emphatic from Maine and devouring it as voracious.
But" the man's estimate ot himself was disapproval of the license system ; and yet’ ly as if it were set with the seven seals of’
probably correct, for no such success was during all this time the popular will -has. John the Revelator.
What, published in
ever héard of him afterward. Lest this been constantly thwarted. Nine years, ‘the Sun, might have limited influence
reference might be considered too per- passed —years of evasion, fraud and po- except among those already pledged to
sonal in regard to living men, it might be litical wire-pulling on the part of the, li- disloyality, as the Irishman, who, when
said that he died, in more senses than quor interest—before this emphatically
he found out there was a government,
one, years ago.
expressed popular decision could contrel quickly assured his fellow-voters that be
One may grow old in one department the-tegisiature largely enough to secure was ‘agin it,"—when-taken up and reof his being and not in others. The body the pussage of a.probibitory law. When echoed in organs professedly loyal to
may be worn out while the mind “i§ at Jength a prohibitory law was voted, temperance and decency, claims attention

Parliament,

after a lobg and an enthusiastic sitting, adopt-

field.

will find a

reference to the future. “These thoughts | and hear the voices of three times as many

subjects and experiences, while the heart
is still. warmly alive to all the circum-

* A few nights ago the Canadian

junction, ** Occupy till I come,” and who-

successful will be

with hopes of similar successes thought
and plan and purpose are united with

cess.

have the people been

deeps.,”

There is a divine * philosophy in the in- dowment of the prophetic spirit to predict
ever will do that successfully

culties, but it is expected that with the
lessons from these failures, and personal
skill and energy, the frigid tops of these
mountains
will be surmounted.
Success

the thoughts may turn

>&

ed, without one dissenting

in God's

life's work,

may be

been stirred to ‘lower

struggle with false
assumptions and
groundless projects, but still the struggle
for future successes gives life, and meets
the general demands of human society.

in the past. The line of distinction is not
always, nor generally, shown by gray
hairs and wrinkles, but’by the spirit of
enterprise and ambition, and the plans
and efforts for results. In early life
thoughts and hopes of learning and personal attainments are entertained, and
ability for success expected. Warnings
from others’ failures, aod their own judg--

dreaming

i

SHALL THE TEN THOUSAND
LARS BE RAISED?
-

Tuller

in.

love

human

Worldlings

which

foolish in their plans and hopes, live upd

BY PROF. RANSOM DUNN, D. nD.

is seen in every field of

work, with demands upon

retire early from congregations

YOUNG OLD MEN AND OLD YOUNG
MEN. |
in the

It has been

them.increasing with years, while pastors

oe

ment,

F. NASON.

When earth released from winter’s icy vhain,
Awakes to life beneath the sun of &priig;

And woods
ring;

active,successful

Are “ children, ”—that is all!

live

the

statesmen could continuein

call for young men.

Yet cared for here they might grow
time
:
Most fair and sweet and tall.

The young

the result would be as emphatic and unequivoesl for prohibition as it was in the
year 1845. There have been no retrograde movements among sober, thoughtful people. Never in the history of reformatory efforts has the public mind
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evangelists

have the names of over 300 persons who
have been seeking the way of salvation,
written upon their books, and there have
been some marked conversions. What the
harvest of souls will be, or how many of
these inquirers the various churches will be
able to claim and hold, no ome can now

Bacon’s old

Church

Smyth's _great, sin

at New

in

Dr.

Haven.

Dr.

Dexter's

eyes

consistsin making so much of those passages in the New Testament which speak of
preaching to the spirits in prison.

In other

words, Dr. Smyth holds that as nothing
but faith saves, so nothing but equally intelligent rejection of Christ can damn any

soul that ever lived.

It is but fair to Dr.

Smyth to say that his view is supported by
Dorner and Martensen, scholars who in alk
other respects have been considered most
orthodox.— Watch Tower.
18 it not high time to call a halt, to send"

out a bugle cry of alarm

on this Sandav-

school library question? Is it not high
time to insist that purchasers of books for
our children and youth shall no longer aim
supremely to find books which
merely
please? To please a child simply is to ruin
it, soul and body.
No parent, no teacher,
no Sunday-school has a right to make its
mere pleasure a supreme end. More than
this, he who does so commits a crime.
He is false to his own obligations, to the:
child’s interests, to the just expectation of’
the Church, and to the Christ who looks

to the Church

not to injure but

to lead

the child to his side to be folded to his
heart of love. Ob, that our libraries were

fully consecrated to this blessed aim !—
Rev, Dr. Wise.
;
General Grant is to be credited with the

veto of the Chinese bill. He believes. that
an enormous commerce can he established
between this country and Eastern Asia.
John Russell Young was appointed Minister to ®hina upon his recommendation,
and before the close of President Arthur's
Administration great schemes will be developed for an increase in our trade with
China.— The Howr.
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THE
"FATHER JASPER."
BY

MARGARET

SYDNEY.

It was a damp, disagreeable

Sabbath

afternoon in March when, yielding to the
‘wishes of our hearts, and the importunity

‘of friends, we started to find the African
Mount

Zion

Church

of Richmond,

Va.

It was a somewhat difficult matter to do
this. Everybody knew ¢¢ Father Jasper”,
of course, and smiled when we asked our
direction. But as to finding his church,
it took several old men, two or three
women, a stranger or two

like ourselves,

and an.unlimited number of boys to set
us completely right.
:
At

last, ip this interesting

manner, we

found * Father Jaspers”, and passed into
the little church just as the services were
beginning.
It is a neat structure on the

“into those expansive smiles that

what it is

authorized

are oft-

deal

from

¢ John,

Mark”, and invariably ending with—
“ Now if you don’t b'lieve dat is so, you
kin jist go to the Bible an’ look an’see
for yourself I don't want you.to say,

¢ Well, it must be so if Father Jasper
such

thing. . I wont

have it!

look for yourself.”
Then came

when, with
cheerfulness

You

jist

a

the reverse of the

picture,

remarkable candor and a
that grew with each sen-

tence, he consigned

the two ‘‘non-per-

not

expenditures,

improper demand ; it is

enly slate as suggested
by numerous
texts, ¢* Father Jasper” went on rapidly,

a. great

Better

go

into

no

call t-

It is no

evidence

of

*¢ illustorates” this fact by Revelation 7: 1.
‘“ And after these things I saw four angels standing on the four corners of the
earth, holding™ the four winds of the
earth, that the wind should not blow on

the earth, nor on the sea, nor on any
tree.” ‘Now the four angels that stood
on the four corners of the earth”, argued
the

preacher,

‘‘are an.evidence

that

the

earth is squar and not. round, for anythin’ that has got four corners is not
round, but SQUAR!
So we is livin’ on a
four-cornered earth sot steady.”

Entering with the late comers who
were vainly trying to find seats in the
crowded

bouse, a colored

elbow escorts us up

brother at our

the aisle; urging us

-on-at-every step by a loud whispered
invitation

to

‘“Go

up

front.”

Pausing

vo seats before the pulpit, he’
8 us—*“Dar’s a fun’ral; go up
wo up front!”
At last, considerrown, and it must be to the re-

ry one else, we were seated on
rm, back of the sacred desk,
aen we had sufficient leisure
.h to look around, we found sev-

eral other‘* white folks” distinguished by
the same honor
With great r
lest we should have
intruded at a time when grief wants no
spectators, we glanced around for the
signs of such an occasion. But there
were sone; and everybody seemed to
have expected us, judging from the smiling, interested faces turned up to meet
our gaze. Suit was all right; apd we
composed ourselves to listen to ¢¢ Father
Jasper”, who had now begun’ the exercises-by calling upon a good brother below in the audience to lead us in prayer.
A most remarkable prayer
it- was, fer-

dese

onbelievers”,

he

declared

in"

his

‘most impressive way; and leaning over
the pulpit cushion he swept his piercing
eyes sternly over his congregation, while
one long black forefinger was shaken
warningly at them all—¢ Don’t you be

found with ’em—now I tell you!”
‘It is impossible to put into words the
intense scorn with which this command
was uttered. But his people understood
him; faces drooped and sighs and groans
went around the little church as ¢ Father
Jasper” warned
them “in impéssioned
words, like a prophet of old, to flee from
the wrath

to come,

-

And now occurréd one of those evidences of the excitement that sometimes
thows these simple. worshipers into religious enthusiasm and wild emotion beyond their control. A middle-aged sister, a * perfessor”, became, to use Fathér Jasper’s ewn words, *‘ overwhelmed
with de Sperit of God”, and losing sight
of all her surroundings, she gave herself

up toa paroxysm of delight, declaring,
“I am goin’ to glory—I. am!” This
broke up the assembly, as it was impos-

sible 10 hear anything above the sister's
¢xalted strains.
And so most of the people quietly dispersed, leaving us for a lit-

tle chat with the pastor.
In simple language, he told of his labors, displaying a tireless energy in ministering to his people; making us feel
glad as we left him that such as he can
exert an influence for. good over these ignorant

souls,

heavily

the darkness of bondage.

on

whom

has

rested so

wp

G. C. WATERMAN.

>

1.

gin of the Sabbath for what purposes it

corporation, or each member of it; seeks

attenda proper - observance of it; for
*¢ the Sabbath was made for man,” for
his physical, intellectual, moral and re-

to understand

the

true

condition

of its

accounts,
The reason often given that it
would be detrimental to make an exact

report, has not much

weight.

Far

more

{detrimental it is for a few only ‘to ander:
stand things as they /are,

and,

when

a

society has become well nigh bankrupt,
“then to deelare to all’ that a millstone is
attached to their necks and they must
save themselves speedily.
Members of a society should know
what is going on, they should attend the
regular meetings when they can, and
each has a right to call for a bill of items,

a deacon,

and

three lay. members,

Horace Greeley’s

like

young man, are going

West ; but not to settle.

California, with

its sunny slopes and lofty mountain
peaks, is their objective point.
Rest,
pleasure, and the acquisition

edge, ‘are their motives.
tious

members of the

of

knowl-

- Soule
party,

face-

howev-

er, affirm thatit is the loco-motive which
draws them toward the Golden State.
Leaving Boston Thursday, April 6,
with a company of one hundred and fifty
congenial companions, they have followed the course of the sun for more than
two thousand miles. In Colorado they
tarry

ten

days,

making,

for

a

week,

Manitou their headquarters. The Centennial State
presents
many strange

sights.

Its inhabitants are oddly mixed.

Largely from the East, many appear familiar enough; but side by side with
them may be found pilgrims” from other
lands.

The

much-abused,

almond-eyed

stranger from China is here,

working on

railroads, delving in the mines
and
washing shirts.
Mexicans with - their
gaudy colors and fierce weapons may be
found among

the ranches;

and

skulking

in the wilderness is the neglected ward
of our government. The red man is sel-

dom seen and, fortunately

nowadays.
Almost
of his existence are
ply trains of mule
through Manitou and

seldom felt

the only reminder
the occasional. supteams which pass
the Ute Pass on the

‘way to some Indian reservation with ra-

to'man,

my, are not ‘asked to come Home to si,

=

Our subject is the Holy Sabbath. - We
wish to learn from the Scriptures the ori-

was given

Soldiers at the front, in face of the ene.
up those whose battles they are fig

Conducted by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

suspicion of dishonesty; it is no unjust
intermeddling, when, once.a year, a

corner of ‘Duval and St. John Streets, defessors” to the place described in the latnominated Mount
Zion, and always
* filled; partly from curiosity, on account ter part of the 20th verse.. If the other and never should be refused or put off.
of the fame of the preacher, but more pictures were graphic, these were fearful. Let the humblest. member meet with as
“from a reverent, earnest desire to hear The words seemed to burn their way into much respect as the so-called leaders.
the soul-stirring words that the pastor the hearts of each one present with the This course of action will promote a betunquenchable fire they portrayed. Not
has at his command.
ter understanding, more good feeling,
one
ray of hope did ‘ Father Jasper”
The Reverend John Jasper is the faand enlist more cheerful help. In a
‘hold out as to the future salvation of
mous preacher who stanchly insists that
faithful diagnosis, if it be found that the
the ‘sun do move.” In the celebrated those who had forgotten to obey the Lord patient has a fever and consumption and
.sermon preached on this subject, he
il- in their lifetime. He seemed to take a a cancer, it would not be the wisest course
lustorates™ his argument by many striking special delight in having the matter so to prescribe for the two fornter and ignore
texts. One was Ecclesiastes 1: 5, ** The finally settled as to leave no shadow of the latter.
EqQuaL RicHrs.
* sun also ariseth, and the sun goeth down, uncertainty resting on the declaration of
>
>
Holy
Writ
that
the
wicked
shall
be
punand hasteth to his place where he arose.”
ished.
To‘stand by the Scriptures to the
FROM SHORE TO SHORE.
‘“ Thar’s an evidence that he arose, for
very last word is ¢¢ Father Jasper’s” one’
MANITOU; COL., April 18,1682.
if he had not done left the place, he could
thought—his sole desire.
:
not haste to whar he arose.” * Father
A part of the Free Baptist denomina“Don’t you have nothin'to do with
Jasper” also firmly believes that the earth |
tion"is moving westward.
A clergyman,
is not round, but to use his own expresssiou ‘“squar.”
In this same sermon he

BY

un-

and then

og the society to pay the same.

ener seen than are well
described.
From one picture to another of the heav-

quoting

for.

Wissions.

THE SABBATH.

ter take time.for a list of items than to
preserta bill, but a few understanding

—————
TT
—

and what blessings

SHAWMUT

AVENUE.

It is for

:

the men who cannot

£0

hting,.

to the

-| front to send supplies and words of cheep

We have been there. At the corner of to those on the outposts, Missionaries
Rutland St., in a néighborhoed which is on returning from their contact with heaall that any one could desire, stands the thenism ought to find an inspiriting
g¢.
‘“ Shawmut

plain,

Avenue

Baptist Church”,

solid, stone = building

light ‘and air on all sidés.

a

receiving

On the first

mosphere-in

|

i

| the simple negro preacher a magnetic,
‘inspired leader. He swayed themas one
man; now moving them to tears and
groans, now making their faces to relax

1n

©
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the churches that shal fan

their zeal. They should not be agkeq in
their weariness to lift out of its sluggish.

floer are commodious vestries, parlers ness and torpor a chureh in which the
testimony ; if they speak not according’to and other rooms, all high above ground, pastor has neglected his duty
— Mission.
.
?
“this word, it is because there is no light light and cheerful ; above these.is the au- vary Herald (Boston).
in them.” We ask a candid, prayerful dience-room which will accommodate six
FRANCE.—It is the testimony of thoge
perusal of what is to be offered on this hundred people. *This is the building
in
the field, and” those who “have eye
that
our
church
would
be
glad
to
buy
for
subject. It is the duty of every one, it
It would make them a home means of knowing, that France is to-day,
is the interest of every one, to understand its home.
in all its parts, open. to the reception
what our heavenly Father requires of us, in every sense of the word: A large proof
the
gospel. ‘There is scarcely a town of
portion
of
the
present
membership
would
in reference to his holy day, and to fulbe quite as well accommodated there,as any considerable sizé within the bounds
fil those requirements.
in
the place now occupied. Many who of the Republic where Protestant church.
1. Origin of the Sabbath.
¢ Thus the
have
been unable to unite with' them in. es have not already been organized or
heavens and the earth were finished, and
their
present
house of worship would at movements inaugurated forming the ny.
all the host of them; and on the seventh
once
do
so
in
the proposed
location. cleus of Protestant organizations. The
day God ended his work which he had
The
Boston
church
cannot
buy
this great needs now are men and means,
made, and rested on the seventh day from
and, with these furnished by the Church,
house
without
help.
Other
parties
want
all his work which he had made.
And
God blessed the seventh day and sancti- it, and are able to pay for it if they France would soon take her place ameng
fied it, because that in it he had rested from choose to buy it. Our people have made the Protestant nations of the earth; ang
‘his work, which (God created and made.” the owners an offer for the property and what that. would mean toward the great
Gen. 2: 1—3. Sanctify, as defined by: the case will probably be decided in a work of evangelizing the world, those
who understand the vigorods life, the
‘Webster, means, ‘to make sacred or holy ; few days, or weeks at the farthest.
We earnestly hope that every Free pushing enterprise, aud the enthusiasm
to set apart to a holyor religious use; to
consecrate by appropriate rites.”
; Baptist in Boston will speedily make of the French people, need not be told.
himself known to Bro. Perkins and lend The power of the Roman Catholic
" The term, * sanctified i,” decides the
appropriate duties of the Sabbath, and | a helping hand: in the good work of se- Church in France is dead. The question
the fact thatit was instituted at the close curing this desirable church-home for our ismow; Shall France be infidel or Prot
| estantP—The Christian at Work.
’
of the work of the creation indicates that people in that city.
it was intended for all mankind...
8
ANTHONY HALL,
* THE NosLE BRAHMANS who have been
God gave the children of Israel the Ten
. The work on this noble memorial
lauded to the skies by distinguished men
‘Commandments, as the law of their lives;
building, at Harper's Ferry, is going
1of
a Christian civilization, with all their
but as these commandments dre of a mor- steadily forward towards completion and
al or religious character, they are binding arrangements are in progress for its ded- enlightenment and privileges of caste,
on the Gentiles also.” The reason as- ication on the next Anniversary. It is to are base deceivers, instructing the ignosigned for the fourth commandment,
be hoped that'it will be completely fin- rant people under them in the vile prac.
shows that it was inténded for the world. ished at that time, and it will be if funds tices of this diabolical religion, while
“For in six days the Lord made heaven are sent in to pay for the material and they pride themselves that they do not
and-earth, the sea and all that in them is, work. No debt will be contracted and believe in the idols at whose shrines they
and rested on the seventh day.
Where- none need be if the friends of Storer Col- are fed. The Brahman regards himself
fore the Lord blessed the seventh day lege will continue to indulge in the. as twice borr® and in this second birth he
and
hallowed
it.”
Hallowed
means
choice luxury of doing good as they have soars above the superstitions of his coun(Webster) *‘to make holy ; to set apart for opportunity. A word to the wise is suf- trymen, and claims to believe whatever
be pleases. He can be a follower of Her.
a holy or religious use ; to consecrate; to ficient.
:
bert Spencer, or of August Comte, or of
treat as sacred.” This alone decides the
The Heart of Fire.
Friedri
ch Strauss, or of Ernest Renan:
proper employments for the Sabbath.
Missions were born in a travail of spir- 80 Jong as
he violates none of the rules
Bat as “line must be upon line, line upon it of which
we have little conception. of caste, he would
do no violence to his
line, precept updn precept, precept upon
They have upon them the consecration of standing
among. those of his own faith.
precept, here a little and there a litile ;” blood and
of fire, of the love of God, the It is this fact,
more than any other,
we propose to examine still further the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. - The men which
renders every effort to reform
Scripture testimony on this subject.
who, after Christ, have made epochs in
Brahmanism by small dilations of ChrisThe word “remember,” with which missions, have entered
into the original tisnity, as Brahmo
ism contemplates, a
the fourth commandment commences, in- travail of the-Master,
and been drawn in- complete failure
.—
Rev. G. H. Smith.
dicates that the Sabbath must have been
to his passion for saving souls, and led to
in existence, previvus to the giving of the follow in his steps, with
much of the
IsLaM IN INDIA.—While Christian mis.
Jaw.
“ Remember the Sabbath day to same result‘of giving all to’ gain
all. sionaries of every church and
sect, Cathkeep it holy. Six days shalt thou labor Paul knew about this. So
did Wesley, olic and Protestant,
acknowledge their
and do all thy work, but the seventh day Martyn, Brainerd, Carey,
Dafl,
Living- utter failure to produce any
iaghe Sabbath of the Lord thy God:
noticeable in Stone, Pattisop, and many
more. We impression on any. Mohammedan
it {hou shalt not do any work, thou, nor
commauare impressed, as we come in contact nity,
Islam in India steadily, but unobthy son, nor thy daughter, nor thy manwith their inner life, with the oneness trusively,
continues to make proselytes
servant, nor thy maid-servant, nor thy
which was theirs with Christ, in the incattle, nor the strapger that is within thy
in
every
direction,
from every tribe, and
nermost heartof them-—ian

ligious interests.

gates.”

*¢ To the law and: the

ER>20:/8-10.

This is clear

and full. There is no chance for evasion.
Bat God, well knowing the proneness of

man to disregard his law, repeated

the

h,
1
V
!
3

the costly con-, in’ ‘every rank. Thése conversions are °
not ta be regarded as fortuitous and pass-

seeration they made, counting not their
life dearunto themselves, so they might

win men to the Jove and obedience of the
True God. This baptism was on Xavier

=
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ing incidents, but rather, it may be, as
the premonitory symptoms of a great and
growing change. We may yet be puzzled, both those of us who record and

he divided

his subjects, and he saw no reason for
denying himself
free expression, there
. was none of that unpleasantness that af-

fects an audience at sight of embarrags-

© ment in the pulpit. In clear, bold language, “ Father Jasper” drew

”
“Wy

from

his

fervid imagination wonderial pictures of
a state of future blessedness, thrilling beyond description. The gates of glory
seemed swung back for his eyes alone to
penetrate the hidden mysteries

beyond.

Then arose in him that peculiar power

-- Over his congregation that often makes

SOCIETY REPORTS,
The workings and true condition of any

society or organization should, as often
as once a year, be clearly understood by
all the members composing the same.
If its interests are entrusted to a select

number of persons, it is far better for
such persons; as for the society, to have
a faithful report of their doings. We have
known many instances of dissatisfaction

to grow out of a seeming attempt to with-

hold some things in business transactions

which others had a right to know.

Bet-

fact recognized

that,

when a native thinks a given price is too

high, instead of bickering in order to
lower it, he simply remarks, ‘I didn’t
come here for my health.”

Whether

not that statement is

or

t to

cheapen the-article for sle, it is impossible to say. .
A,

~The forty years’miracle in the wilder-

| “ Were

matters as they ought to be,”

says Mr. John, the

Jess in which the manna was given. six £0 among the churchesmissionary would
ini order to get

1

[

——"

nary spirit of my church,
is so low,’ or-because * we are not doing
as
niuch ‘as we used to do for Foreign Missions.’ In this the missionary is really

om upon earth?
BE

LS

AS

a

a.

ar

i
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some places ; but it is the most neglected

the gospel into other parts of the island.
——The island of Java is 500 miles long
In these times we fight for ideas, and
and 100 broad. Dutch missionaries have
for
every
sin,
it
would
be
supposed
that
newspapers
are our foriresses,— Heine. v4
been very useful among
the Javanese.
hothing would be reserved till the last expected to do
the work of the pastor, ——A cathedral in New ool has dat
In-this world all things react; and the ju idgment. Again,if God now did not
Do the pastors of our churches fully ap- been consecrated which cost $300
Very extremity of any force is the seed | openly punish any sio, it would
be pre- ‘prehend the fact that it is their business —~—The inhabitants of four of the Gilbert
and nucleus of a counter-agency.—D¢ sumed that there was no divine
Islands are so much given to fighting
provi- to keep their people alive respecting
the that the eatin
Quincey.
has been redoced
dence.— Augustine.
interests of God's kingd
If open punishmeut were now inflicted

Db Db CF E>

from London to
Constantinople, and 500 miles wide in

place as far as regards missionary efdays, and withheld on the seventh, is a inspiration, and
return. to his work
standing memorial of God's regard for strengtaened
in soul. The reverse, how- forts. The missionaries of the London
the Sabbath.
Missionary Society are at work there
Not even should bread ever is the case.
Ho is invited to go and
amid
from heaven be given on the Sabbath, to deliver a miss
difficulties.
They have
ionary sermon or address, formed great
cause labor on God's holy day.
a
few
churches
,
but
meet with
‘because ‘ my people want to be stirre
d,’ or great opposition in their efforts
Stoneham, Mass.
to carry
because ‘themissio
BMgh

Os Ph OT

this

from 10,000

to 5,000 since 1876,

“

a

of the two classes into which

commonly is

=

As there was no doubt in the mind of volce added hesitatingly, * An’ dere'll be
the speaker concerning the destinations some white folks dar, honey, some !”

oR = ice dP, I «. BE «

commandment many times and with va- when he said, * Whatever
tions of food, clothing and tools.
form of death
Dwelling
rious
forms of expression.
Keep the or torture awaits me,
places
here
are
as
oddly
mixalthough we might ‘desire for them a
I am ready to suffer discuss events,
and those who have admore enlightened teacher, * Father Jas- ed as are the inhabitants. So rapid has Sabbath dayto sanctify it, as the Lord thy it ten thousand times for the salvation of mihistrative
respon
sibility, by the perebeen
the
God
commanded
thee,
Six
days
shalt
growth
in
population
that
per” possesses a great organizing power,
a single soul.”
:
grinationsof a Mussulman Moody and
homes
can
thou
labor
and
do
all
thy
work;
but
the:
scarcely
be
provided
for
the
and for more than fifty years has held his |
The great joy of the early missionaries ‘Sanke
y combination.
The numerical
congregations together with magnetic constantly increasing numbers. "Resi: -seventh day is the Sabbath of-the Lord to India, over their first: converts, after streng
th
and
the
socist
influe
nce of the
_dences
of
wood
thy
God:
in
it
thou
shalt
not
do
any
and
stone, such as ‘are
force. He is a unique representative of
long waiting, was really but the expres- Indian Mosle
ms are growing year-by
considered
work,
thou,
nor
thy
son
nor
thy
daughIndispensable
to
comfortable
sion of the intensity of their travail of year.— Zhe
"vent, full of the imaginative devotion the old-time negro preacher.
Friend of India.
:
In one corner of the little church sat livingin the East, are here largely dis- ter, nor thy man-servant, nor thy maid- spirit over them, to the end that.
80. peculiar to the colored people,
they
pensed
with as being unnecessary luxu- servant, nor thine ox, nor thine ass, nor might be born again.
the
sister
who
had
been
*
overwhejmed
and expressed in the quaint and imChristian life is
Missionary News and Notes.
ries. A piece of canvas large enough any of thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is- sustained by the spirit
pressive style that it delights them to with de Sperit.” She was talking in a
that gives it birth. _ Burman. —By the direction of the Govfor a tent, or a few boards out of which to within thy gates; that thy man-servant Every age of
missionary activity must ernor-General of India, Mr.
+ use. Then the full chorus of singers in subdued strain that flowed on and on
Bernard, the
construct a shanty, suffice for that narue and thy maid-servant may rest as well as be held in the focal
with
gentle
utterance,
evidently
relating
warmth of that divine chief commissioner of Britis
the large gallery at the end of the church
h Barmah,
go
full
of
meaning—home.
thou.”
Dent.
5:
12—15.
Ia
this
passage,
The climate
heat in which it was conceived. Only has addressed
broke into a sweet, soulful melody, ring-- .her-experience. Her face was peaceful
a strong remonstrance to
here
is
such
the
necessity
for
rest
is
fully
recognized,
that
dwelling
thus
in
taberthe Divine Spirit can give to missions the Gove
ing through and through all hearts with beyond expression; while the joy beamrnment of Burmsh Proper on
nacles is perfectly safe. The air is dry and servants must not be debarred from their supreme seal
as of God, and to do the subject of the
its weird. parmeny. - In perfect time and ing in her eyes lighted up the dark feattrade monopolies grantand,
though
that
privilege.
‘
Not
so
strictly,”
says
at
times
cool, is never penea deeply renovating work.
rhythm the song swept.on, but for vol- ures with something so indescribably
:
ed by that Government, which ure seritrating
like
the
Milton,
*“
has
our
Lord
imposed
labor,
as
dampness
of
our
coasts.
° How much of this travail of spirit there ously
ume, seeming as one voice praising the beautifal that I drew near to catch a
injuring the commerce between the
Rain-falls are rare. Showers are frequent to debar us when we need refreshment.” is at home and abroad
glimpse,
if
I
could’
do
so
without
intrudin what we call two countries. If this
Lord.
fib
remonstrance is
only
through
June,
“
Six
days
shalt
thou
do
thy
work,
and
July and August.
the missionary era of the Church, only disregarde
On the instant that the Jast note died ing. She was talking to twa or three old Daring the
d, as has been the case with
other
nine
the
seventh
day
thou
shalt
rest,
that
thine
months
of
the
year
One can know. At this day so many two
away, * Father Jasper® arose, and giv- women and a few children. Glancing
preceding, it will probably result in
one may safely leave his umbrella standcivilizing forces play in with the work of the
around,
she
saw
me
and
smiled
up
‘into
ing
a swift, comprehensive
glance
suspension of friendly relations being at his front door. It will not be
. evangelization and keep pace with it,
around, he proceeded with the most busi- my face.” ‘Oh honey,” she said, ** I'se
stolen. What watering the earth re12. “Doth God are employed by it, there may be dangeror tween the two countries, if not in war.
ness-like air to read a number of letters. so happy—so happy!»
——The health of King Thebau is said to
I returned the smile, and, obeying the ceives must come by irrigation. Brought take care for oxen?” Yea, verily. In his that this hiding of power be not sought be serio
These were requests from surviving relausly impaired by his excesses.
in
ditches
from
streams
that are fed by command, to keep holy the Sabbath, the- as at some other periods,
tives for funeral discourses. And now invitation expressed in her face, went up
when these civ- He has been sick, and was repor
melting
show
ted tobe
“high
needs
of
the
cattle
are
not
forgotten.
“Six
up
the
mountains,
ilizing forces were put in antagonism to mad.
we could not but admire his economy of to her side. * Yis, honey,” she said,
His death would not be unexpectwater
must
be
distributed
days
shall
work
be
done,
buat
on
the
through
the
the spirit and aims of the Church. More
time and strength in providing for the marking off nearly every word with a
ed at any time, although at the latest acgardens by hand or by damming up lit- seventh day there shull be to’ you'a holy crying unto
God for men, for means, for counts he was
needs of his congregation. It appears gentle httle touch on my arm—*‘ oh, I is
reported better, ——Anothtle
channels
day,
a
sabbath
of
rest
to
the
Lord.”
Ex.
so
that
they shall overflow
the baptism of the Spirit upon all, at
Don’t you know, my Saviour
that he waits a sufficient time till several 80 happy!
er cause of disagreement between the
their
banks.
35:
2.
“Six
days
shail
work
be
done;
Fortunate
is
the
New
Enghome and abroad, would be a sign most
members of his churchdepart this life; died for me, an’ I'm goin’ to glory with
Government and the kingdom of Burmah
I can’t help hoppin®’ with joy, I'se land farmer, careless of umbrellas and but the seventh day is a Sabbath of rest, full of promise; and one that even this is the bound
then he preaches one funeral.
sermon: him!
ary-line between Burmah
rditches
alike, who minds not a whit a holy convocation: ye shall do no work
generation needs greatly to see and feel. and
over them all! On this particular Sab- 80 happy, honey!"" D
Munipore, a semi-independent state
therein
;
it
is
the
Sabbath
ot
the
Lord
in
whether,
when
his
crops
are soaked, he
At that, a little, old, weather-beaten
— Gospel in All Lands.
bath afternoon, he had rather a difficalt
which is under the protection of the Indihimself is drenched or not. He ought all your dwellings.” Lev. 23: 8. Convo-.
tisk before him; as two of the seven for woman, her face peering out of a dilapian
Government. An expedition has been '
not
to complain of rocky,
barren soil. cation means an assembly, a meeting, a
THE OUTLOOK AT HOME.—The Rev.
dated black hood, that, owing to her acwhom such. a service was required were
despatched to settle this boundary, which
Let
him
holy
meeting
on
the
Sabbath.
‘Thus
lift
his
face
to
the
spring showGriffith John has written a letter to Ennot ‘‘ perfessors.” Bot ¢¢ Father Jasper”, tive religious joy, had become unsettled
may result in serious complications.—
At Central saith the Lord; Take heed to yourselves, glish Christians on the occasion of
+ Was equal to the demand, and showed his to that.degree that the bowof strings was ers, and thank God for rain,
his
deWith the month of January was begun
City
in
this State water for drinking pur- and bear no burden on the Sabbath day, parture for China, to
usual tact in overcoming this trouble, under her ear, while toe fop flapped disresume his work in the issue of a
new magazine of general
poses
is
carried
about
nor
bring
it
in
by
the
gates
of
Jerusalem
;
the
streets in carts
that empire. He writes with all the ensaying that he would * funeralize ‘em all mally with every word she uttered,
literature from the Mission Press, Ranneither
and
carry
sold
forth
at
a
three
burden
out
barrels
of
your
for
a
dollar.
thusiasm of hope respecting the prospect goon
from the text, John 5: 28, 29"—¢ For
Roy. J.. M. Strachan, M. D.,
the crowded in between us and uawilling to.
hour is coming, in the which all that are be overlooked, declared earnestly, ‘* An’ Gold is found not only ‘in the mines, but houses on the Sabbath day, neither do ye in China, but confesses to a feeling of Or many years a missionary in Madras,
in
also
the
springs
of pure drinking water. any work; but hallow ye the Sabbath- | deep anxiety as he
in the graves shall hear his voice, and I'm so happy, I is, honey!”
considers the attitude has been nominated to succeed Dr. TitPrices in the mining aistricds are high day as I commanded your fathers.” Jer. of the churc
resi ned, as Anglican missionary °
As I turned away, there came floating
shall come forth; they that have ‘dome
hes in England in regard to comb,
bishop of Rangoon.
here
for
all
kinds
17:
21,
22.
**
Six
days
thou
shalt
work,
of
commoditie
s,
and
the
after
good, unto the resurrection of life; and
me the soft toneseof the two sisters’
missionary enterprise. One point he
‘they that have done evil, unto the resur- voices in the old refrain— Yis, we're the * one price” plan is not in vogue. but on the seventh day thou shalt rest; in makes is well worthy the consideration _ IsiEs or THE SEA.—New Guinea is
supposed to be the largest island in the
goin’ to glory—we is!” and then one Strangers are especially liable to get earing time and in harvest thou shalt: of pastors on this side the ocean
rection of damnation.”
, world. It is as long as
taken in, as the slang phrase goes. So rest.” Ex. 84: 21.
For,
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Leaven of the Pharisees. Mark 8: 1-21.
Chis! feeds five thousand. Matt. 14: 14-21.

took to interpret his advice literally, as

attempt to poison their food, or against

Matt. 107 1-137

Pharisees denounced.

8.

Hypocrisy rebuked.
30-383.

Matt. 23: 13-39.

Ezek. 38:

Isa. 58:17;

-

the leaven

Beware ye of

TEXT.—

GoLDEN

procuring any food of such corrupt persons, or something of that kind. Jesus
gently rebuked their dullness, reminding:
them that he could very easily furnish
food for their bodies ; that they had greater need to be anxious acd careful about

of the Pharisees, which 18 hypocrisy ’—
5

12:1,

Luke

spiritual food, and to

( Revised

Inthose

days,

that “the Scriptures were sufficient and
made great account of the traditions of

Version.)

when

great multitude,

there

was

and they had

again

their

fastingto

uway

8 and if I send, them

and
the
me
eat:

home, they will fuint in the way; and some
And his dis4 of them are come from far.
ciples answered him, Whence shall -one be
here in
bread
able to fill these men with

How

And be asked them,

5 a desert place?

Seven.
to sit
seven
brake,

6 many loaves have ye? And they said,
And he commandeth the multitude
down on the ground : and he took the
loaves, and having given thanks, he

and gave to bis disciples, to set before them :
‘and they set them before the multitude.

7 And they bad a few small fishes : and having
blessed them, he commanded to set these
8 also before them.
And they did eat, and
were filled: and they took up, of bregken
feces that remained over, seven baskets,

end hypocritical in their professions. The
latter class were the refined liberalists of

the age denying many fundamental truths
of religion, Herod was one of this sect.
Against the sly and often unsuspected influence of the dangerous teachings of
these classes Jesus warns kis followers

in the figure of the léaven which works
so secretly and fet so surely until it
affects the
placed.

sent them away,
And straightway
entered into a boat with his disciples,
came into the parts of Dalmanutha.

11

he
and

And the Pharisees came forth, and began
to question with him, seeking of him a sign
12 from heaven, tempting him. And he sighed
“deeply in his spirit, and saith, Why doth this
generation

seek a

eign?-verilv

you, There shall no sign be given
13 generation.

And

he left

I say

unto

and

again

unto

them,

this

entering into the boat depurted to the other

- 14
15
16
17

18

_

side.
:
And they forgot to take bread; and they
bad not in the boat with them more than
one touf. «And “he charged
them, saviug,
Take heed, beware of the leaven of the
Pharisees and the leaven of Herod.
And
they reasoned one with another, saying, We
have tio bread.
And Jesus perceiving it
saith unto them, Why reason ye, because ye
have no bread? do ye not yet
perceive,
neither nuderstand ? have ye your heart
hardened?
Having
eyes, see
ye
not?

and

having

ears,

hear ye

not?

and

do ye

19 not remember?
When
[ brake . the five
loaves
among
the five
thousand, how
many haskets full of broken pieces took ye
20 up? They say unto him, Twelve. And when
the seven umong the four thousand, how
muny basketsfulof broken pieces took ye
21 up?
And they say unto him, Seven,
And
he ssid unto them, Do. ye not yet understand?

entire

mass

in which

II.

A

little with God's blessing

TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
I.
The food-preparations of our Saviour’s times.
II. What faléé doctrines are at work
now ?

:

111. How may they best be coumnteracted?

'GLEANINGS.
¢ Fron

Rev. Dr.

Jesus and the hungry (vs. 1—9). The
account of this miracle is very similar to
the previous marvellous feeding of the
five thousand. But there are some points
of unlikeness in the two miracles. The
five thousand were fed at the close of the
first day of the presence of the multitude
with Jesus, the four thousand at the close
of the third day; the provision is somewhat larger, while the number fed is

case, the benevolent

"Notes and Hints.
Connecting Link~Our Lord

passionate

1-12.

in the last

‘And

lesson, came again to the Sea of Galilee,on the

There

in

the

accounts given us of the multitudes

thronged Jesus during his earthly
try,

eager

to hear

that

his wonderful

dis.

cheated by the pretending helpers
came

occasion

about

many of them

from places far distant, and had

been already in attendance for three days.

discourse,

and their

life.

souls

They seem to have taken little note

their own needs, until

weeks

before,

and

probably

fur from the same place.

Again the multitude

church,

quantity

not

A sign asked.

remained,
they who are

Immediately

after

this miracle, Jesus and his disciples

took

their little vessel and crossed the lake
again to Dalmanutba, on the western
shore.

Here, or not far . from this place,

certain Pharisees

came to question

and

entrap him; with them came, for the first

be‘‘ enthused ” have

teacher, that he would faithfully attend
upon all the means of grace provided for
bis advancement.
|
4. The teachers’ meeting would then
receive its full attention,

most helpful in ministering to others, are
best fed themselves.
i

II.

can

8. 1 would take a pledge from each

fully

proving the gesuineness of the miracle.
So in the feeding of our souls Jesus gives

richly and abundantly, and

who

been secured, I would select from those
who are the most active members of the
older classes of the school, as many as
are necessary to teach all the classes of
the school.
* 2. I would not have over five or six
scholars in the classes taught by these
young teachers.

As be-

was

TEACHERS.

for

here,

more

more than anywhere else, must the theory
of Sunday-school work and teaching be
learned.
;
5. During the time for actual teaching
the superintendent should carefully ‘and
critically watch the course of these young
teachers. Where he sees that improve| ment can be made, a kind suggestion will
be received as kindly as it is offered. A
word of prudent commendation will be

time, some of the Sadducees, a sect of the
Jews, in no way friendly to the Pharisees of great service to the young teacher.
but willing to join with them in persecut- |

ing Cbrist. They asked him for a sign

from heaven, or as some would say, a
sign in the heavens, as if hg had not al-

‘ready given them signs enough to satisfy
any reatonable inquirers. His life, char-

acter and history were

before them and

they might easily see, if they would, bow
clearly and fully they corresponded with
what had been foretold of the Messiah by

their owt prophets. His miracles had
been of many’ kinds and wrought in
various cirsumstances, “where
, was

impogiible.

If

deception

they would not

re-

ceive the jo of the signs already
given,
no ahers would avail to prove
A

As it is with the child,so it will be with

in

the teaching

de-

partment. But time must be had, and
patience must be exercised.— Gospel
Teacher.

His mortal life nigh ended.
For blest remembrance sighing,
He gave sweet promise—** Thou shalt be

In Paradise this day with Me”

2

”

;

* Womin! behold thy son!”
Thy mother!”

His love grew not cold,

FROSTED

of

merit in school, and ran eagerly home to
her mother, saying, as she entered the.

humble dwelling, “I

sky all the way

home,

held it up to the
mamma, se that

papa might see what a good girl 4 am.”
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him that heareth say, ‘ Come;”
whosoever is athirst let hiln take of the
water of life freely.— Spurgeon.
ar

R.V. PIERCE, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y.: Dear Sir—
I muat tell you what your medicine has done for
me. Before taking your * Favorite. Prescription”
1 could hardly stand on my feet, but, by following
our advice, I #m prriectly cured. "The ‘ Favor
le Prescript on” is a wonderful medicine for dé.
bilitated and nervous temales. 1 cannot express
how thankful I am to yon for your advice.
Yours tealy.
Mgs, CORNELIA ALLISON, Peoata, Ia.
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Pay Kier.
Unlike most medicines, 1618 perfectly safe even in the hands of a child. Try it
prove its value. Your diuggist has 1b at 256¢., 50¢., and $1.00
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gnd family

H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants.
Students fitted for business
or-college.”
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
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Butler's Commentary
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when

he stoops down to drink, he shouts aloud,
« Come!” The next, hearing his voice,
«« Come!”

Education]

ance and Anti-Slavery.
1f also 11a:
General Conference, Literary . titn

Church

—For

its rider some distance in advance; then
after a little space, follows another; and
As soon
then at a short interval another.
as the first man finda water, almost before

word,

Missions,

Kuoowlion.

cour:e
complete and
practical.
Admits both
sexes.
Secures good influences.
For furthér information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
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AN ILLUSTRATION.”
I have heard that in the deserts,
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Buzzell, Stinci field, Colby, Mar
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A vcl. of about 300 pages, revi

Board, $2 to

of teachers and course of study.
are fitted for teaching and for college.

assure

honest joy in the service of God, and it
we fail to discriminate between that and
the pangs and pains to which it muy give
rise, we shall full infinitely short of the
conception embodied in the language of
Christ.

repeats

Systematic

Biter

_KIDNEY-WORT

the

refers to duty

if

be-

Collegi-

Room. 40 to 75 cents a week.

Ii 18 published by an«

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Spring term begins Monday, Jan. 30th, 1882.
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For Catalogue address J. H. Parsons, A.
B ., Principal,
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meetings,

any other way than as a delight.
The
cross was something distinet from it, but
never to be identified with it; and if we
it

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

m church-building.

2sutler’s A'beotogy
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questiont
of dectrinal thevlogy,
and tht
anthers wmewi
are those generally accepted by.»
sain
$1.66 postage. 12 cents,
;
Centennial Record.
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thiority of the General Conference.
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tage, 1 cent
Dectrinal Views
Gin
/
is a emall book in pore covers, embracing
the firsé-44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, ClassiScientific courses of study for both sexes.

cal,

and medjgings have before failed.
If you have either of these troubles

meat and drink to do the will of His Fath

look upon

Stimmer

usages

D.

York. This schoel was pever in _ better condi.
on for Jotng thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue,
address theP.
pal.
R. M. BARRUS, ~

misapprehend the
He said it was His

er, and He never once

February 6, 1852,

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

of
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to

Ph.

ology, Homiletics and Church History.
Theological students have access to the classes and -lectures ot the college.
Finuncial aid 1s rendered to
those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

I am sorry to dissipate the comfortable
I am

Meservey,

College.
are two courses of study,

Scriptures,

FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF
CONSTIPATION.

discharge of these obligations, but on the
whole they think it should entitle them to
a place in ‘ the noble army of martyrs.’
them that they totally
doctrine of eur Lord.

The Memorials of the Free Baptists
give the rise and progress of this body

Christians in New York, till the time of then
union with the Freewill Baptists.
$1.00.
Whe WMreatise
contamng a bref statement of the doctrines
held by
the
denomination,
and our general

Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

ly religious nature. By the force of their
will, and with the aid of sundry admoni-

illusion, but

begins

There

I

desires,

up

B.

and library fees, only $156 a year.

Burlington,Vt.

and, indeed, to do-anything of a distinctthemselves

A.

f

detail, the early events of our
denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage.

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commércial, Preparatory, Music and Art
RAFUCRIS. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough ard cheap.
Finest college:
buildings in the
Northwest.
uition, incidental

Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,

Not unfrequently are Christians. heard
to speak of duties as crosses to be ‘borne,
and I am convinced that some among
them regard their performance as a complete compliance with the law of self

bring

Rev.

Theological Department

among otherwise good people:

tions, they

H.

ILLSDALE

Dr. Lorimer's lectures, attention is called

the social
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arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
y
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less ages."—Christian at Work.
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term

begins

Songs.

of every session, and the

is; show me him, that with all my soul

than

each

28th,

Series, for both adulis

This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
editionis a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than hali of the tunes found in the
larger book . and is for the vestry and social
worship,but is often used in churches.
. TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the: supPly of churches.’ Postage, 10. cts. Abridged book,
5 and 60 cents. Postage 7 cts.
;
:
The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetmgs.
cents; postage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first hali century or our exisience,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

unclouded eyes look upon its glories, we
shall not be content with a view of these.
No, we shall say, ‘* Where is Christ? He
to whom I am indebted for what heaven

tor has noticed, oftener

N.

$2.25 a week.

And when he was pointed out to him, he
embraced him with tears of gratitude
and joy.
ry
So, when we reach heaven, and with

every

term

April 24, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
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Discontinued
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is the denominational Hymn Book, exten.
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Warren’s Wild Cherry and
sent by mail for 25 cents.
MEDICINE CO., Manchester,
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Geo. C.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
coursesof study for beth sexes. Connected with
the Institution 1s the best commercial college in
New England.
Telopranhy a specialty.
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teacher of Penmanship in the State.
KXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.

‘éaabled
doctor.”

to a mistake which doubtless
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S. 8. Quarterly.
:
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the International lessons for turce montns, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. It is intended:
be equal to the best.
TERMS: 15 cents per copy in
kages for the
year, or 20 cents to single subseribers, 5 cents for
one Copy.
.
Lesson Papers
-

are as low as in any similar school in New Eng-.
land. - For catalogue, or further particnlars,
Send to
:
J. F. FRISBEE, Principal.
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communications,
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State. The Course of Study extends over three
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Under the management of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
B., and
J. F. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants.
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city, and adjacent to Bates College, 1toffcrs ad-
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The Little Star aud NMyrile
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternatd
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of t
same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
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=
95 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when

Lewiston, Maine.
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Seiatics, Backache,

looked upon the face of his wife, who had
been so true and faithful to him; and then
his children were brought, whom be had
8) often fondled, and, whose charming
prattle had so frequently fallen upon his
ears.
He then exclaimed: ‘O, why have 1
seen all these before inquiring fpr. the

A COMMON ERROR.
In the following extract from

Sunday

-

The Morn
Star:
:
is'a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
fifty-third volume.
Itis able, literary and pro}

Educational.
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through

ome

I
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THE

was handed a rose; he had smelt one before, but had never seen one; then he

may adore and praise him

for

This institution is

TWOOD INSTITUTE. — Send for circulars to
L.C. CHASE, A. M., Principal, Lee, Athens

C0, Ohio.

- Spiritual

LL REMEDY
REBUMATIS
=z NEURALGIA,
= CRAMPS,

ago I think I could have given yon sight.
Ic is barely possible that I can do it- now,
though it will cause you much pain.”
¢* I can bear that,” was the reply; * so
you but enable me to see.”
The surgeon operated upon him, and
was
gradually
successtul; first there

man by whose skill I have been
to bebold them!
Show me the

Goodwin

EXTERNAL

“Your blindness is wholly artificial ;

blind

who

Baltimore, Md., U. 8. A.

your-eyes are naturally good, and could I
have operated upon them twenty years

The

them

A A box of Dr.
Sarsaparilla Troches
Address AMERICAN
N. H. For sale by

_..A. VOGELER & GO.

Globe.

this country called upon them, and, examining the blind man with much interest and care, said to him:

more distiney vision.

those

ver, N. J.

$0LD BY ALL DRUGQISTS AND DEALERSTN MEDICINE

light,

the worst season for

D. D. BISHOP, rector of St. John’s church, Do-

its claimz. ‘pi pETIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

intellectual vigor and with many engiging social qualities, found a woman who,
appreciating his worth, was willing to
cast in her lot with him and become his
wife. Several bright, beautiful children
became theirs, who tenderly and equally
loved both their parents.

of

at

TEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with Prof. O. G. Aogir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a gradoate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishingto attend this Institution will address
“A

that

the impaired

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to be of the utmost value to those -affected in any
way by temporary difficiities with the vocal organs, or more seriously aflicted by that most provoking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement “of
the mucous membrane.
Faithfully yours,

No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcons OTL as & SATE,
SURE, SIMPLE and CniEAP External Remedy. A trial entails
but the comparatively trifling outlny of 50 CENTS, and every
one suffering with pain can have clieap and positive proof of

A BEAUTIFUL INCIDENT,

glimmerings

EAR

AND
ACHES

A man blind from birth, a man of much

faint

restores

or confections as they had used.
The verdict upon them is unanimous in their favor, and now we

:

while

and

Vermont.

Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

with singing, so much easier than usual, that I
was actually better the next day instead of the
“oustomary Monday throat and chest lameness.
»For the next choir rehearsal I distributed the
troches to the members of the choir for thé purpose of having them compared with such pastiles

HE

The breath alone remaining,
The light of life fast waning—
‘Father, My spirit,” loud he cried,
To Thy hands I commit!” So died
He, who on high suspended,
+ His life to us campmended,
And, having died, ascended!

XK

through three services, including Sunday-school:

Joo,

powers of hell defeating,
mighty task completing—
It is finished ”+~then
work for sinful men.

voice

hoarseness, and something ofa cold on the

BLINN
SCAT.
%
EY,
Bodily Pains,
General
’

i

just

I used
.
SS

Then from the hot veins throbbing,
Bribe nature’s urgent sobbing—
“I trust I”—for He was man with us,
And for our sakes He suffered thus.

were

FEET

EARS

He raised the cry appalling,
“My God! My God! Why hast Thou Me
Forsaken?’ Oh, unknown agony!

{

daily and exhausting vocal labors. It found me
with the regular breaking-up-of-winter throat,

AND

His life was well-nigh ended.

surgeon,

me

SPRATNS

Dark horror on Him falling,

The
His
Hae said that **
He sealed His

ST. JOHN'S RECTORY,

Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches came to

AND

Though, on the cross suspended,

Cénter,

elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swollen and overcharged glands instead of merely
causing a temporary relaxation or stimulaation of
the membrané, is felt in every training school and
and musical conservatory to be a great desideratum. All preparations for that purpose should be
tried by those tests and qualities.
Your-box of"

SWELLINGS

* Behold

Courses of Study.—College
Classical,
Engligh;
ere
Spot a
;
tion given to those pre
ng to teach.
‘ExJodses low, The best
Commercial Department
n the State. Stadents will be conveyed, free of
charge,to and frcm the depot at Waterbury at
the beginning and cluge of each term on applieation.
Address Rev. 8, D. Church, at
Waterbory, or the Principal, Miss Lizzie Colley.

:

has a curative stead of a palliative effect,

5
y
QUINSY,

Mother and (end near standing
Heard gentle words commanding,

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, Waterbury

Catarrhal

DOVER, N. J., March 15, 1882.
Medicine Co.,
Manchester, N. H.

‘releases the

To the base robber dying,

Could Hardly Stand on Her Feet.

A widew's child received a reward

-

aT,
SORENESS
or Tin
CHEST,

again takes up the cry, ‘* Come!"
the teacher—*¢ Train him up in the way nearest
until the whole wilderness echoes with
he should go, and when be is old he will the word, * Come!” So in that verse of
not depart from it.” But training Is the Scripture, the Spirit and the bride
let
positively essential. Time and patience say, first to-all, * Come:” and then and
will work wonders

OO

Speakers,

throats, my own and other people’s. A troche that

BACKACHE,

‘H

denial.
It is a cross to pray, to speak, to
commend Christ to others,, to attend

But it is asked, how would you secure
efficient teachers P
I. After all the older members of -the

gives to his disciples to set before °the
fed, ‘and a large

The

EFFICENT

fore, so now, he commands the people to
be seated in an orderly manner upon the
“ground, and blessing the few loaves and
fishes brought to him,he breaks them and
people.

never seen the bread multiplied.

found them-

all sources of supply. Jesus knew it all,’
and, as on a former occasion, had compassion on them. His disciples seem to
‘have forgotten all about the astonishing
miracle wrought in similar circumstances,
a few

the
and
hew
had

-b-O-0-0

selves without food and at a distance from

very

these

They seem to have forgotten, for
momeut,all about the. former miracle,
to have been as completely at a loss
the multitude should be fed as if they

less concerning
they

to fill

bread here in a desert place?”

we have a most striking illustration of the
compassion and the power of Jesus, and
are taught that he has both the disposition and the ability to supply all real
human needs, temporal and spiritual.

had been fed with the bread of eternal
of the flight of time and

one be able

‘him;

feeding of the flve thousand, to which
the reader is referred.
Here, as there;

it must have been! Their minds had
been stimulated
by the
quickening
thought and incisive speech of the Master's familiar

of Christ (vs. 2, 8).

faith ‘on the part of the disciples. In
times of difficulty and distress, there is a
tendency in all of us to forget former
deliverances, and to yield to doubt “and
despair. Beyond this, the miracle of our
lesson suggests the same lessons as the

What a delightful and refreshing occasion

w.

for the

less we will be surprised at this lack of

ings he had to bestow -on the sick and
suffering ones who had been mocked- and
Oa this

solicitude

more be know of our own hearts, and the
deep root of unbelief that is there, the

minis-

courses and to receive the gracious bless.

them.

former;

disciples answered

shall

men with

is some-

almost pathetic,

mind

his

Whence

. eastern side, Here he seems to have remained
afew days, sttracting large numbers from the
‘surrounding country, whom he taught and fed
in a miraculous manner.
.

A multitude fed.

the

hungry multitude originated in the com-

Parallel passage,. Matt. 15: 20-39; 16:

I.

in

i CG

.

From Jesus, high suspended,

An eminent French

R. R. Meredith.)

LUMBAGO,

they do!”~Such grace could flow

— Christian

| and the remaining fragments in this case
fill but seven baskets, while in the former
they had filled twelve. Asin the former

Torics—A multitude fed.
A sign asked.
A caution given,

thing touching,

will

go a great way.

smaller in this case than

r=

it is

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS,
I. Jesus regards the physical needs of
those who seek bis instruction.

9 And they were about four thousand : and he

10

For deadly foes appealivg—

Not what

the fathers ; they were excessively formal

a

pothing to

z eat, be called unto him his disciples,
re $-gaith unto them, I have compassion on
multitude, because they continue with
now three duys, and have nothingto

__&. =.

“ Father, forgive them, for they know

with

While I never wrote a‘recommendation of any
_ sort of prepared medicine and do not like the
practice, still in the case of Dr. Warren’s Wild
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought to tell
| you that they fully accomplish the pwrposes for
which they are employed. As an elocutionist, and
with considerable experience in the training of
choirs, etc., I have some knowledge of voices and

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,

wom

Troubled

. Affections.

>

7

Outbursts of tender feeling

guard

againsf the errors taught by the Pharisees
and Sadducees. The former class denied

MARK 8: 1—21.
8

be on their

e cross suspended,

\

Those

American

Fis mortal life nigh ended,
The Son of God in gpeech declared
i
‘The thoughts which those dread moments shared.
Seven times he spake; and let us hear
His parting words with sacred fear.

if he had warned them to beware of some

A sign given to Ahaz. Isa.7: 10-25.
Old leaven put away. 1 Cor, 5: 6-18.

Upon

and

REMEDY | REETNATISH,

BY THE REV. DAWSON BURNS,
=

Interesting to Singers, Pubiic

| GREAT GERMAN

THE SEVEN VOIOES FROM THE CROSS.

“As

Pharisees and of Herod, paying, ‘ Take
heed, beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and of Herod.”
They at first under-

DAILY READINGS,

S.

their boat.

they were-crossing Jesus took oceasion-to |
‘caution them against the influence of the

|

abk for a sign.
praFisces

It so happened

them when they entered
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The Alorning Star.
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3,

work.

India

will

be

Christian

V. City churches would secure us and decisively. This settles the matter, we
much more money than
we now have for understand, so far as Dr. Smyth is concerned.
benevolent work. Though Christians ‘in | 1t is to be carefully noted, however, that the
the city, in
propottion to their wealth, veto is not bgsed upon any doubt of Dr.
The Visitors
are no more liberal than Christians else- Smyth's doctrinal soundness,

some

day, from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin, and we hope, as a_ people, to have
done well our part in its evangelization.

1882.

The Report contains an interesting acCYRUS

JORDAN,

count of the studies pursued during the
year. Of the ‘ Woman’ Department”
it says, ¢ It has been an object of the
school from the first to teach women as

Assistant Editor.

£5 All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &C., should be

addressed to the Publisher,
¢ributors will please
their paper and not

Dover,

N.

H.

where, yet, as a matter of fact, they

dents receive special attention. Miss
Phillips has devoted much time. to these.

nish the far greater part of the money for
doing religious work on" an extensive
scale. Consequently the sects most numerous in tha cities carry on with vigor the
great benevolent énterprises to which the
spread of the gospel, in our day, is so

women, and several ragged school teach-

much indebted. Not by reason of super-

well as men; and the wives of the. stu-

Con-

write only on ene side of
roll it preparatory to mail-

“- ing. They must send full name and address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot return
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that purpose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of any length.

ers besides, and she has been assisted

We hiive a large corps of paid editorial and special
“contributors and cannot pay for articles contribut«dl by others unless an understandingis had to that
effect betore publication,

by

ior piety

the pundits and by the wife of the resident native preaehers~who has been

teaching

class.

The readers of the Star must understand
that the urgency of ‘the meed, the real crisis
which exists, .amply justifies the frequency
with which the plea for Maine Central Institute has-been allowed place of late. Certainly
10 apology need be made to those who love the
denomination.
None such would thank the
Star, for keeping still when any of our ‘common interests are in. peril.
Read what Bro.
«Penney says this week.
Bro.
Bachelder has
andertaken a no less noble than arduous work
for, when freed from debt, one of our most

the women

of the elementary

Some of these women

diligent students.”

Passing what is said about
Societies,” and ‘* Religious

“~

competing
sects
come mainly from

¢* Students’
Services

Work” we quote a few sentences from the
Iam very happy to "say that, thfough
the kindness of officers of Government an
Lecture

Hall

‘students.

and

been

secured

the

for

the man whom

the N. H. Journal. wittily,

nominates for the "Andover

professorship.—

_

Dormitories ¥for
in

tried, the

desiring a thing
desirable.
You
ious experience
really desire it?

ay

be used

posed

to

to gain it.

revivals

All

whose

men

are not

judgment

is

iinst certain reviyvalistic tactics.
Dis-.
guish, too, between a sin, which implies

.and an error, which
h

does not.

that

it has

deplored

the bettering of its religious

body of Christians, it should now

resources,

for

the larger cities of the

are

policy on our attention,

deter-

Seven

urthis

newer cities of the East, West and South.

What if other sects have taken the lead in’
this work? By attention to it we may at
this day lay foundations that will, in the
progress of years, give us the advantages
which, for the sake-of our Master, for the

spread of his gospel, for the union of
Besides, cer- God's people and the prevalence of his

tain districts of our largest cities rival the

in population and thus give the most

wisely for the future.
OPINIONS

fav-

orable opportunity for spreading our
views of the gospel. It is a day of sects.
Each sect thinks itself the most correct inze distinctions. Draw them carefully terpreter of Christianity, and consequent-fipely. Between two things that look ly feels called to scatter its light among
Ke there may, nevértheless, be all the. men.
We claim that ours are. the most
" flerence between the true and the false, correct views of Christ's
truth. We feel
j1ife and death, heaven and hell. In refer his callto make our truth known. In«erence to such things, pray God yo@ may
creasing rapidly in population, the cities
do no injustice to yourself, nor.to another.
are constantly opening to us new and

fertile fields of labor.

season, will become more

and more devot-

ed to comical concerts and amateur theat-

~ricais; the minds of the young will become yet more thoughtless and the prey of
ruinous influences, and, with the decline of

religion, intemperance
vice will increase.

and

every form -of

BIBLE SOHOOL—THIRD YEAR.
The third annual Report(March—Octo-

ber, 1881) of our

has reached us.

Bible

school

in

During the year,

India

nine-

teen young men were connected with
the
school, one of whom, as Dr. Phillips
told

as in his letter which appeared last week,

has since died.

More

than the usual

amount of illness is reported ..for- the
year. *Midnapore,” says Dr, Phillips,

*“ has not known such- a year for
fevers
gince my coming in 1865." Undér the
head of “Discipline,” Bro. P.,with charac-

‘teristic

and

commendable

frankness,

makes ‘* a clean breast” of the troubles
.which"the School has experienced in the
defectionof some

of its pupils.

“Five

men left the school during the session,

two of their own accord; three others
were sent away.” Bat, he says, ‘‘con-

dral of Amiens with a friend.

with

that monument—built with the strength
of Titans,und decorated with the patience
do not erect such edifices in our day?
And my answer was: ‘ My dear Alphonse,
the men of that day had coavictions,

while we moderns havé only opinions;
and something more than opinions are required to build a cathedral.’” However
this reply may be regarded, it expresses
a thought-provoking distinction
upon
which we might ponder a full hour with
profit.
The difference between opinions and

convictions, as here used, is chiefly the
difference between the shallow and the
deep, between indifference and earnest.
ness, between languid

assent

and

posi-

tive, living, stirring faith; it is the differ-

ence between *¢ I think” and * I believe.”

suggest possibilities.
They show majestic realities, as a shadow shows substance.

church would not see the Republic slip
from her influence she must do, in these
places, the Lord's work well. In this

thistle-down,

It is a wide difference. Opinions are
doubtless worth something. They mark

a being higher than the brute.
dicate some

power

They

of reflection.

inThey

But ¢¢ I think” is only a shadow, after all..
“I think” is.a dreamer.
‘‘I think” is ga
a

weather-vane,

a fourth-

lamp we have need, therefore, to hide the
leaven. A liberal yet conservative orthodoxy will best check skepticism, and
keep our nation Christian. An intolerant
sect cannot do this. High church theories

rate force or no force at all, an underling, characterless, uninfluential, possibly worse than useless. ‘I think” never

dirve men to ultra-liberalism.

stitution, never wrought and suffered for
othiers, never preached a crusade, never

arrogance has made France

won a battle—perhaps was

to fight one.

Catholic.

half

infidel.

never known

‘I think” never built an in-

went to Worms, never sailed from

Protestant arrogance, in our country, can
have no better effect.
Ours is a broad,
charitable and loyal faith. It interprets

gospel

as the

faith that the nation everywhere
to

welcome,

and

that

we

is ready

ought

IV. We should haye churches in the
cities as basins to catch the streams which
are constantly flowing from the mountains and hills where our fathers labored,
and we have

entered

into

their

labors.

the cities.

President;

and

traditidns,

is not whether

the

Chinese

be

or uncrowned,

thought of his time.

main

question,

As

we

regard

it,

this

whole
business
is
likely
to
cost
more
in
the
end
than
it
will
come
to.
It
indicates
anti-republican
tendencies in-our national affairs. It will constitute'a dangerous precedent. It will embarrass

our commercial relations with China, and
binder the Christianization of her people. It
derives its whole

ests and

advocacy from

political ambitions.

selfish inter-

ery righteous sentiment. "If this nation with
its religious faith, its educational system, and

repeated their

veto,

this

~

It is said

with

the

that even. for

the doctorate of divinity, the struggle on’tlie,
part of candidates and thelr friends is often. as

‘and

the wire-pulling

among

ward

matter

of annoyance

politicians,

as

It

marked,

has

as

become

to college

a

authorities,

Several colleges and universities of the higher
order, have of late years declined conferring
them at all, or but sparingly.
At a late commencement at Brown University the subject
was discussed; and it was proposed that the
colleges unite and prescribe an extended and
severe past-graduate course of reading, study,
and investigation,as a condition of honorary
degrees.
This would make it wholly an aca-

demic matter, as it should be, and these honmore

worthily, than

- now, aid
less prematurely, Nothing, howeyer, as
far as we have learned, has come of the
proposition and
so there. will be the annual
crop of—well, of honeraries, and probably,
as usual, the obscurer the college, the bigger

the crop !—certainly of the D., D's,
We are really glad to know

that

there

ipersons.in Canada who take brighter

are

views of

a communication in which he says of the
reigning political party:
“I grant that the
party in power is not perfect; it may be that
some of our leading men drink to excess, and
some
may be selfish and unworthy of the
trust reposed in them; but to say that the

leaders generally are void of conscience

integrity is, in my opinion, saying too

Again he says:

and

much.”

“I have lived in Canada

for

more than forty years and in public life more
than half that time; and in all my experience
I have met very few infidels compared with

the great mass that believe

the Bible.”

He

denies
that ‘‘ nineteen-twentieths” of the
scholarly or unscholarly ministers of any evangelical denomination repudiate the inspiration

of -.the

whole

Scriptures.

We

sympathize

with this denial, and trust that it indicates
the truth more nearly than the views which it
antagonizes. Since the foregoing was put into.

type the Religious Intelligencer
(St. John,N.

B.}for April 28 has reached us.

In it a contri-

be

most,

We hope

We would rather stand convicted

to Canada

he

of such

as may

believe

that

acquainted with the conduct of affairs in

both

‘countries can,in truth, say that there

is in

corruption

that

times

purer

than

nel” lives in Canada, and Bro. McLeod does
not live in the States. By the way, a writer
of high character in'the W. C. Advocate bears
the

chief

city

of Upper Canada.
He says:
* The goodly
city of Toronto is the most remarkable city of
whieh I have any knowledge. There is here
the most positive and pronounced form of
church life, church attendance, Sabbath observance, and

general

morality ‘that

I

have

ever seen on either side of the ocean.” : He
furthermore says of the whole "Province:

emphatically

sons were received into the church the
Same
day,by the pastor, Bro. and Sister Carey being

among the number.

x

-Union Association, Tennessee,
Seeing

Heis described

worship, and

a certain

When he first
a few. persons

known

prophesied:

his

theories, not

been

again™ stated

that

concerning
the ‘origin
generally accepted and

names of brethren

they will

when Mr. Darwin was buried the other day ‘at

Kogland's greatest shrine, Westminster Abbey, among the pall bearers were those who
are known far and near, not only for their love
of science, but also for their loyalty to Christ.

We have received a word from the Rev. N.
C. Brackett, of Storer College, relating to the
unclaimed bounty of colored soldiers, the pro-

posed division of which
|

among freedmen’s

“Schoolsby Congressional action was s

in a recent editorial.
that the whole sum

Bro. Brackett

unclaimed

ken of

writes

is much

Jess

than was at first estimated, and the little that
remains is diminishing every day. Nothing is
likely to come of the bill which was introduced

is nearly worn out and

could

not be expected to do a great deal now.

The

other three brethren are comparatively young
men, able to do good work.

We do pot ignore

the aid of the H. M. 8., but we think that the
aid of the Society could be more appropriately
applied to church building purposes than to
hiring a nissionary to come down here to
preach for us when we have men that can

preach if they will.

W. A. HEADRICE.

Pilot Hill, Tenn.
—————

~
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[The following communecation relating to the pronosed new paper Las been sent to us for publication.—
Eb.]
aro

~ We are able to announce that the new West-

ern paper, The Free Baptist,

will begin pub- =

lication some time in Mav, nothing unforeseen
preventing.
The exact date is not yet decided,

but probably

the 24th.

It will be published ¢

weekly at Minneapolis, Minn,, and tbe subscription
vance.

price will be $1.50

per

year in ad-

a

The financial arrangements are nearly completed, and the work is being provided for.
The brethren having this interest in charge expect the supportof those interested in our cause.
They hope to receive a good number of sol:
scribers before the first issue. A lsrge extra

edition will not be printed, so the friends de-

siring the newspaper from the first should .
subscribe without delay.

The cost is but a tri-

fle. Who will help from the beginning?

Let

the friends send us news from their churches

up do0-the 15th or 18th of

May.

Do not forget

this, please.
All letters for the present direct to Rev. A.
A. Smith, Minneapolis, Minn.

into Congress touching the matter.

The question of Capital and Labor isu most
important one just now with our neighbors
across the border. In Toronto, and .other
Canadian cities, strikes are general. The car-

penters, boot and shoe makers, tailors, coopers,

tin-smiths, painters,’and mechanics of almost.

every trade are demanding higher wages,
In
some instances, the demands are being met.
But in many cases work is entirely suspended.

Blinisters aud Churches.

reach this office
nigh
get into the next issue of ti
Star,
course, reserve the right to condense, and to
when
for any reason it shall seem well to do so,
matter thus furnished.

We believe there is a more excellent way to

settle these questions than by strikes; and yet,

while labor is allowed to be the first thing that
falls in value and about the last to rise, we can
hardly wonder at _the restlessness manifested
among workmen, both in Canada and in this
country,
More especially, as the cost of living

has of late so greatly increased.

While on the

Why not?

and why

not observe

other

days

‘set apart for special purposes? and thus
give
variety to pulpit ministrations, do good
service to Worthy causes, and afford better
ratis-

faction to

gations?

intelligent and progressive congre-

Try

pastorate came

it, brother.

to an

Possibly your last

end

sooner than

need to, because your ministrations

acterized by too much
drum.

.

monotony

are

!

it

char.

and hum-

- Benonvinational,

Maine.

A series of meetings was held a few weeks
since with the church at Windbam Center.

Bome. assistance was rendered by brethren W.
J. Twort and E. Blake, Notwithstanding the
stormy weather and bad traveling, the meetings were very precious seasons.
The church
was very much quickened, a long standing
difficulty in the church settled forever, it is

hoped, and one began the Christian life.

The Rev. L. Given has returned from the
‘West and is ready for work in any field where
bis services are wanted,
His address is West
Waterville, Me.
©

New

Hampshire,

A large number of the good people

of New-

market met in the F, B. vestry on Friday even-

ing, Apr. 21, under the pretense of a sugar festi-

valinthe interest of the Ladies’ social circle, but
it proved to be a surprise donation (successful

ly planned and carried out) for their pastor and
family. All the churches of the place were
well represented and a general good time was
enjoyed. The amount received was nearly
$70. Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Jefferson are very
grateful for this and many other tokens of the
kindness an
ood will of the Newmarket

people which they have received

within the

last few months.
;
A.E. L. H.,, Sec. and Treas.. of Laconia
Sunday-school, sends the following:
¢ The
recent annual report of this school gives an

encouraging outlook. The worthy superintendent, Mr. A. C. Leavett, still stands at the
helm, ably assisted
by the pastor, Rev, F. D.

George, and other willing workers, Whole

Oolored Free Baptists m North Carolina.
Since out last report to the Star, we have attended theetings as follows: March 11 and 12,

at Savannah,

membership about 200; number of classes 20;
number of officers and teachers, 27; largest attendence during the year,
160; average attendance per Sabbath, 133; 9 volumes have. been ..
added to the library; present number of books

Lenoir Co.; March 18 and 19, at
Sand Hill, Lenoir Co.; March 25 and 26, at 281; nuliber of copies of Little Star and Myrile
Poplar Hill, Pitt Co.; April 8, at Jumping’ taken by the children, 42. The penny collection has amounted to $69.86; whole amount

Run, Pitt Co.; April 9, at Queen Chapel
, Craventi Co,; April 16, at New Zion, Pitt Co.

All the above-named

country;

notwithstanding

churches
we

met

are in the
good

con-

gregations
and enjoyed meetings of great spiritual force.

:

,

Rev, J. H, Carey of Shepherdstown, W.

Va., organized a school at Kinston, known as
Kinston Academy, March 18. Such a school
has long been needed

here, and the people are

g'ad it has been established.

A number of

aN

The Free Baptist.

his

that

and if

Bro. Woolsey is a good man, a host

in himself, but

of
man
taught in

to know

Lucas and Burgess;

work we believe that a difference wonld soon

in the inspiration of the

It is interesting

deeply interested in =

be more vigilant in their evangelical

be seen.

resentation.» Nought hss been found, athe reChristians faith

he singles out

list -of ministers which he gave, brethren
Woolsey and DeWitt and add to that list the

sult of Mr. Darwin's investigations, to shake
Scriptures.

time, and

but we believe that we haves

their business aod go to work as’ if their lives
depended upon-their efforts. We will take the

all our colleges. But returns from many of
the colleges of this land make a differept rep-

the

is, thit the H. M.

better remedy than that, and this is, that all of

the entire overthrow of Christian-

has

theory
is now

length of

our preachers get -more

ity. But ‘the superstructure stands unmoved!
It is a mistake to assume that Mr. Darwin's
assumptions: are to-day accepted
as facts.

It

This refnedy

Bro. Manning;

be ad.

from the Father of all living.

by any means good

Society send an evangelist here to labor for us

as a

made

they are not

the remedy.

Christian theist. ** You must not leave out
the word Christian”, said he; * for to leave
that out is to leave out everything.”

It must

in a recent issue of the

ones. Neither of them are finished, and, as far
as we know, no effort is being. made to finish
them; but we are bound to differ from hin in

different mood in the man from that which
characterizes him through all his earlier grop-

chaos.

an article

. - --

Star from the pen of the Rev. J, W. Lucas, |
bave concluded to write a communication on
the same subject. ‘With part of Bro, L’s state.
ments I must coincide, that is in reference to
the dilapidated condition of thingsfn the Up.
fon Association, It is certainly true that we
are weak, very weak. There are but abou:
two churches that have ‘houses in which to

with him, the last years oI his life revealed a

ings through

B. F. Fox.

Kinston,N. C., April 26, 1882,

Whether Mr.

but or (‘‘S”) sharply cirtices the statements of one band employees ought to be reasonable
and
Sentinel” as to the religious condition of
take into:consideratiorr
many matters connectCanada. - They are characterized as “ a simple;
ed with capital whicli they seem to overlook,
caricature of the people, and a burlesque of the
on the other hand, employers ought not to be
truth.”
His (Sentinel’s) broad and general
in too great a haste to get wealthy themselves,
wcomelusions have no warrant in fact.”
An
but should allow those who work for them to
editorial paragraph assures us that * Sentinel”
make fair pay and to live as comfortably as
is also “* just as wide of the, truth in his treatpossible.
A little closer application of the
ment of the * political tendenciesof”
Golden Rule would prove salutary to all
’ Canada.
“ His statements about a prevalent annexation
“classes.
J
2
sentiment are the merest bosh.
Before * SenThe secretary of the I. B. 8, 8. Union makes
tinel’ undertakes
again to tell our United
an urgent request that all our pastors observe
States neighbors about the political and religthe second Sunday of June as Children’s Day,
fous tendencies of Canada he should investipreaching on Sunday-school topics, and havgate justia little.” Really, for a clergyman and
ing the exercises suitable to the oceasion,
a person of considerable observation and ex-

Toronto,

Fourteen of the converts were immersed by
Bro. Carey, on Sunday April 9, and 16 per.

Emerson was a Christian depends much upon
the definition which is given of the term.
Men will differ in opinion.
As seen in his
writings, he certainly was not one after the
type which we must believe is the normal one,
the only one practicable, for the masses of
mankind.
But Emerson himself was superior
to his philosophy.
As with Carlyle, so also

We are approaching the college commence-.
ments.
The campaign--for honorary degrees,

tierce,

sist in the precious work of’ saving soul, |

acknowledge so. great-an indebtedness for én-

mitted that bis researches did not lead him to
look from nature to nature's God; nor did be
avow faith in the Bible as a direct revelation

is doubtless begun.

more persons. We attended the meetings

often as possible, and did what we could
to g5.

nobling impulses.” And TyndalPs: “If any
one can be said to have given the impnise to
my mind,it is Emerson.
Whatéver I bave

owes to him.”

©

ing, which resulted in the conversion of 20
or

Lowell's

common origin to the whole.

a good testimony of

time

been blessed through his efforts, On reach,

testimony : ‘ There is no man living to whom,
as a writer, so many of us feel and thankfully

done the world

et

the town, he commenced & protractedreaching
meer,

As has been wéll said:

Russel

:

+ Bro. Carey is not only a good teacher, but
is
also a good preacher and an excellent Sabbath.
school worker. Kinston church has already”

the popular

men.

unlimited resources, cannot desl

the States. Convince us.of it, and we will begin at once to talk of moving there. .** Senti.

the Hon. C. T. Russell -of Cambridge, have

States.

of

evils attendant upon the coming of « few hundred thousand Chinese into the land, in a better
way than the one proposed, the confession
should make us ashamed before
God and

its’

hoping that Canada is ten

NOTES.

Thursday

In the recent death of Charles Darvin, science has lost one of its most ardent disciples.
It.is worthy of note that his last work was a
plea for one of the lowest forms of life—the
eartb-worm.
Mr. Darwin evidently loved life
in all its multitudinous manifestations, and
with much patience and diligence he sought a

Canada atithe of the political

Dr. Newman Smyth 'is not, then, to succeed Prof, Park as Abbott Professor of Bystematic Theology at Andover. The Board of
Visitors,
isting of the Rev. Dr. Eustis of
Springfield, President Seelye of Amherst, and

last

what Storer Gollege hag doveand
, is gil} doing, for them in 'W. Va. apd, the adjoining

It outrages ev-

exists in the United States.” 'That is putting
it pretty strong, but, really, we are sincere in

the world’s thought and action to-day.
His is the banner for us all to follow !

for our people in this secfionof the country

:

The dimming

Take, .in illustration, James

out for twenty years, or ten, or one, but
whether they shall be prohibited at all. The
details of the bill now likely to become a law’
are of little importance compared with the

ed States,” “ No one,” he adds, *“ who is tairly

of

of Mr. Emerson

J

to be no reason why this school should not
do

acknowl.

“Mr. Emerson’s work has been the fractifying
of someof the noblest minds of his generation,
and through the operations of these minds,
and of others touched by these in turn, he has
made 3n impress upon many people to' whom
he himself was hardly more than a name.”

shut

tinel” ¢“ slanders Canada when he says that in
corruption this country has eclipsed the Unit-

the doing that has been done since first
the morning stars sang together, and the
sons of God shouted for joy. ‘I believe”

universally

Bro. Carey is 5 good

should be well cared"foF. There sem,

the working
beneficial re:

rectly but powerfully, affected

spirit,

all his impressions are absolutely correct.
The editor of the Intelligencer says that “‘Sen-

forces that surmonnt obstacles, destroy
error, and scale the hights of heaven.
‘ I believe” has done everything worth

death

are

TT
——

teacher and has commenceda glorious work
which

that intellectual light of the first magnitude
‘has for some time been remarked.
At length,
now, it is extingnished—or, better, it is lost to

yet, like

the

shall

‘ Sentinel,” than be compelled to

&
1

the

be implied in the publication of the letter by

|

Long and well, though none too long nor’ is the king, erowned

too well, we have sown our truth in the
country, but to little denominational pro-

The

and the fundamental principles, of our government.
The real question to be answered

is,

every’

where in the nation to plant. And. for
this we must begin in the cities,

by

it vielates the

injustice (unintentional)

as a Christian missionary.
‘I believe”
has done all these things and numberless

ex-

ponent of the letter. '(Jurs, then, is the

law

night was not unexpected.

sense, better than the

strangely at fault in this matter.

nor from Delft-Haven,never bled at Bunk-

of this

edged.”

good sense which

perience, ** Sentinel” would seem to

Palos

‘er Hill nor starved at Valley Forge, never
the letter of the gospel reasonably; it ex- published a Liberator, nor went to India
alts the spirit of the

Saturday night closing” saves
man’s wages to his family. The

of theo-

of dwarfs, he turned to me, at last, and { “matters there than did * Sentinel” in his reinquired ; ‘ How does it happen that we cent letter to the Star. One such has sent us

their head-quarters primarily in the large
towns.
Thought, character and piety
anywhere are powerful, but where they
are the most concentrated they generate
the most influence. Hence “the tremendous effects that the cities have on the
religious
national
character.
If the

of other
‘of their trials quickens our sym
faiths with robust members? That
is a
stimulates our prayers, without in iy
e- de- | mission from which we can only
escape
gree diminishing the interestof e home by building churches of our own faith in
Se

who,

mingled fear. and piety, was regarding.

Sowing there the

fit if our country churches are to send so
cerning every
one of these young men | many of their best member
s
‘have hope.”
Let Bro. Phillips and his to be catight up by other sgets.into Istheit city
our
co-workers feel assured that his account mission to supply the churches

churches in their noble and‘ paying”

.ANT) CONVICTIONS.

Said an eminent German genius:
* While I was standing before the cathe-

extent to which the people of this country doctrines of free salvation, free will, beare in danger of becoming lovers of pleas- lievers’ baptism and
free communion,
ure more than lovers of God, than the Free Baptists have a sure promise
of
growing, far-gone, transformation of the ** some thirty, some sixty, and
some an
old New England Sabbath into a day of hundred fold” return.
reckless
amusement
or of unreproved
III. The life of the nation is most aftoil. Admit, if necessary, some of the
fected by denominations that are powercharges against the excessive rigor and
ful in the cities. Our cities are centers’
stiffness of the Sabbath of our grandfaof
wealth, . intelligence
and
culture.
thers; they erred, at least, on the safer
Newspapers,
periodicals,
books,
professide; our error is a notorious irreverence,
disregard for sacred things; we hasten ‘sional and literary men, artists, travelers,
the degradation of liberty, and wink at the leaders of thought and fashion, of nationcoronation of license or licentionsmess by al tendencies, character and life, have

the hands that are boldest and most un—

in a

ors wouldbe conferred

4r'Almost everything in this world
ve, at times, mistaken for something
+. Beon your guard. Be not misled.

No more startling evidence exists of the

that,

of our creed.

pressing

may labor with hope of widest usefulness.
Dis-II. The cities are steadily increasing
of

scrupulous. Nothing can be more certain
than that if the wholesale desecration of
‘the Sabbath which has been witnessed in
this country during the past few summers,
is suffered to go on unchecked, the love of
mere amusement will extinguish respect
for religion; churches, during the cold

and worthy

very heathen in wickedness. Here is a will, we ardently wish to have. It is loyto Christ for us to strengthen our
field where Free Baptist churches, filled alty
‘work.
Itis devotien to him to build
with love and zeal and the truth of Christ,

between
willful
rejection
Arend the doubtings of an honest

sults

one vetoed

beloved ot

us not repeat the fatal mistake of neglect

I. The motive that leads us to do
Christian work anywhere should lead us
to do it in cities. They contain vast multitudes of men unsaved. The inhabitants
of a single ward often out-number those

of several country towns.

er he may have been interpreted, his real
views * * are in substantial agreement with
the characteristic doctrines of this seminary.”

bill is, no doubt,

if,

ing the cities. In fifty years we should
have churches in most of the old and

land.

at least,

a bona fide way until Monday morning. This

* The Senate has
passed the revised AntiChinese bill, with some amendment. The new,

VII. We are now at the beginning of
our second century and are determining its
policy. Let us learn from the past. Let

mine to have. Free Baptist churches in all

gent reasons,

result,

ing in every few days.

in

Smyth * * * and he, with
an admirable
frankness, and with a sincerity which gannot
be doubted, has made, it evident that, howev-

will have the courtesy and

God and fair to men, is kept from the
means of church propagation. To concentrate our energies on the strategic
points and to capture and hold them is
the only policy:that will make us rich in

the

not

the

tition of the age, our Zion,

Not for

life,

at’7 o’clqek Saturday night, and kept closed

of his own feelings or will.” © We trust, now,
that the newspapers, and the public generally,

amid the sectarian enterprise and compe-

the improvement of its doctrines, but for
enlarging its usefulness: us a separate

and merely.deeming it
admit that
a ‘pure religis desirable, but do you
Distinguish also between

f the particular means and methods that

one

ofits faith in the great cities.

Distinguish between

prejudice against a thing and disapproval

sider, then, what must be

want of in the works of the fathers, viz.,
that of planting and nourishing churches

at Bates reminds us of a typographical blunder which appeared in the Lewiston Journal.
‘The lecturer had something to say about the
‘“ parabolic spiral.” The Journal told the public that he remarked
that the man who
drew the hyperbolic spider knew what he
wvas about(!)
So we are credibly informed.
Make distinctions.

OUR CAUSE IN OITIES.

The Free Baptist Denomination needs
to adopt a’ new policy—the one it has
much talked about, the one it. has partly

4¢Tda Hazelton's” report of Dr. Hill's lectures

ix

liberal

May he be successful ‘| as yet for this Memorial Hall. I hope it
has not been lost sight of by our Amerifor the Master's sake, and our common weal.
The school will labor unLet us heed, to such extent as we are able, can friends.
der great disadvantages until these buildthis imperative call.——One of the* youag
ings are provided.
We
confidently means to plant schools, educate ministers,
men
over sixty” speaks in the
article on
appeal
for
help
to
Christian
friends
in In- publish doctrinal works, sustain missions
“~Young ‘Old "Men
and Old Young Men.”
dia
and
at
home.
The
great
work
Whether this- honored: voice speuks, good raising up an efficient native agency. forof in the South and West, and in other
lands. That ability we can add to our
sense, let those judge Who will listen.
May
the evangelization of this pagan land is’
piety
only as we, too, go into the cities,
the Lord deliver us all from the spirit which
one indissolubly
connected with the
he so wisely rebukes. Let that runner in life’s
life of the church. The conquest of India and patiently work and wait for the
race beware who, unlike Paul, counts himself
for Christ is to be achieved by the native
growth of Free Baptist churches there.
to bave apprehended.
We have none of us,
church: It is our privilegeto assist-and
VI. We are destined to be outranked
old or young, done anything worth bragging
encourage the native church in this
in
labors and influence until we develop
ahbout.——A brother out in Michigan has felt glorious
undertaking.
The
students
moved to find fault—yes, that's the proper exare itinerating with missionary parties strength in the great cities.. This is a
pression—with some matter
-that has been
during
the
vacation,
in
the
Bala- natural sequence of the foregoing reason.
allowed to appear under “ Family Cirele”, of sore and Midnapore Districts. Some are All-the strong denominations of our land
late. But then, we might have ** got it” still able to assist much in selling books and are strongly intrenched in the cities.
more severely if we bad rejected that very preaching to the people.
There we are comparatively weak. Con-

matter. Iti an easy thing for an editor to
slip from the frying pan into the fire.
We
<all that brother’s attention, and that of ev-"
erybody else, to Mrs. V. G. Ramsey’s interesting
sketch, the first installment of which appears
ander “ Family Circle” in this issue. Surely,
that is good reading.—The poem called *
Model Church” is inserted by request.——
er Jasper,”of whom Margaret Sydney writes, is

Every liquor saloon in the province is closed

Dr.

the Visitors have shown, in" no prolonging, in
the face of Dr. Smyth’s own averment of his
to nourish churches at the centers of agreement with the Andover creed, the discussion’ of his theological ‘character. There
wealth.
Godliness she has had, and so
are enough other things to talk about besides
have her sister sects. But with godliness that.
i

our

Hardly anything has come

|

people than the Free Baptists cannot be
found. ..Qur . church,
however, has a
‘larger heart than purse. Her poverty is
the chief cause of her slow growth. : The
chief cause of her poverty is her neglect

Loy

examined

-

a teacher, have entered his school, and are ap
plying themselves to study.
The school numbers 60, and others are com.

passed.

mortal vision beyond the mists that shroud the
logy. - *‘ They fear that the same sort of unAmerica has produced
certainty and difficulty .respecting his teach- ~portals of eternity.
ings would follow his fnstructions;- which he but few names thus far that are likely to be
Ralph Waldo"
bas given to a wider public, and that thus his “Known to remote generations.
Emerson's is one of the few.
His place is
pupils, instead
of being trained to close
among the world’s thinkers.
His rank is seethought and exact statement, would be turned
‘more or less adrift on a sea of sentiment, ond to none other. He has not held the popular heart as bas Longfellow, but he has, indiwhere one loses all guidance excepl the bent

whose contributions
the country. Doubt-

‘less in all’ the Republic a more

and

carefully

ods of expression to be a safe’ teacher

gregationalists, Presbyterians,and Episco-

palians, have at a marked disadvantage

have

The basis of objection is the same as that sta-

of the

have been

concluding section:
excellent site has

or creed, but by reason

“We

ted in the first communication of the Visitors
to the Trustees. They regard Dr. Smyth as
unfitted by certain qualities of mind and meth-

consecrated wealth of their members .in
the cities, Methodists and Baptists, Con-

promising institutions.

"

say:

fur-

Ohio General Assembly has at length

~

young men, who bave been teaching fre
schools, learning of the ability of Bro,
eh a

“ Ontario, of which Toronte is the ecaptital,
has
long bad
in operition
a ‘Sunday
closing law,’ even better than that which our

received into the treasury $71.76,

Four of the

members bave joined the g¢hurch by letter;
number of conversions, 3; number of deaths,
2.

fx

aS

Vermont.

ras)

Di

The 2d church of Corinth is supplisd by its

former pastor, the Rev, A. J. Dutton, who 18

doing
a good work.

The old veteran of the

Corinth Q. M., the Rev, H.'F. Dickey, now

past threescore years and ten, is supplying the

E. Williamstown

church’ one hulfof the time,
{

o

|

BENS
NY

AE

ETE
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and the Jouesville, in the Huntington Q. M.

so

has

Rev. L. G. Clark

The

the other half.

far regained his health as to labor u part of the
baving

Washington,

time with the church “at

‘egun his fourth year in that field.’ The Tops-

being sup-

ham and East Orange churches are

plied by the Rev. D. E. Land, who is doing an
work

earnest

Corinth

Ist

The

them.

for

church is without a pastor, but needs one.
.

Rhode Island.

' The church in Auburn realized at least $300
{rom the recent fair held in What Cheer: Cot:

tage, Roger Williams Park.

The Rev. F. H. Peckham has accepted a call
to the pastorate of the church at Carolina Mills.
g

York.

New

Easter was observed at Pike with ope of the
. In the morning

®

sermon

was

preached by

.

and bustle.

prosperity.
"for thanksgiving for continued
~ Twenty have recently united, most of them
heads of families. Thirteen of them have just

been baptized

the pastor, tbe Rev. G. P.

by

above’ addi-

Most of the

in the path of duty.

soon

forward

go

Linderman, and others will

tions are the—-result of personal and pastoral
abor. - The prayer-meeting is & living power;

at the one April 19, between 50 and 60 were

present.
:
At the Dec, term of the French Creek Q. M_

a vote was taken that a committee be appointed to draft resolutions

of respect

for the

late

Rev. O. Johnson and that a" copy ,of the same
be forwarded to his widow now residing at
Bear

Lake,

‘Pa.

The

following

resolutions

were read and adopted at the Feb. term of the
QM.

:

:

‘Whereas, it bas
remove

pleased Almighty

from us,

by death,

our

God

to

venerable fa-

ther, Rev. Oliver Johnson, therefore,
Resolved, that we, the French Creek Q. M.,
mingle our sorrow with the widow and children and mourn with them as children for a

father in Israel.

Another good

man

bas fullen at his post;

‘his last battle was fought with
the enemy of souls, rallying on to God and
victo-

rythe

Clymer

&

Harmony

church.

To-day

we meet, but he is gone; his powerful exhortations and his prayer
over us, his song

for the heavens to hend
that he so much loved,,

lines.

heard in heaven

and answered on

earth and the angel band has come and gbne.
Bro. Johnson is almost the last of the veteran
fathers of this Q. M. Rev’s Cornish, Tanner,
Rexford, Rogers, Burch and Johnson are gone.
Committee, D. 8. Fowler assisted by A. Grif-

fith.
The Rev. A.

3

8. J. Pures, Clerk.
P. Cook, having accepted a

call fromy the Attica church, entered

Jabors the first Sunday in April.

upon

The

his

church

feels encouraged as. it sees the congregations
increasing from Sunday
to Sanday.
The
present outlook bids fair for the future success

of the church,
The Weekly prayer-meetings
are well attended and a revival spirit prevails
in the meetiogs,
and

the

brethren

express

a

desire to see souls converted. The Attica
chitich ieéds 4 new church edifice and the
people hopeto build.

their behalf.

Prayers

;

st

are

asked

on

render

grateful

and

Mrs.

thanks

presents during the

L. A.

for

past

Robinson

donations

winter

Bloom & Scipio church,

$46;

and

as follows:

Lykens, $43;

So. Bloom, $40; Venice, $31. Bro. R. has just
commenced his third year with these churches. In some, there is a real heartiness of worship, in all a steadfastness in‘ Christian faith,

They are looking for better days

in

field of the now

Bro.

sainted Ashley.

the old
C.

B.

Waller spent th¢’ winter there, and cheered
4he friends much by his preaching
of kindly greeting.
:
The Rev. R. M. Cloud Dapuian]
rison April150 and two at Gi

and

words
:

one at Har
April 23

Bro. C. bas received a call from the

accept......The Rev. T. E. Peden baptized
‘two at Petrea April 23....The churches are
still receiving accessions, resulting from the
revivals ‘last winter......The South-eastern

‘Ohio Teachers’ Association met at Gallipolis
April 28,20. Pres. Moulton of Rio Grande
“College discussed the subject of secondary education in a very able manner, The exercises
were of a high order......The Rev. H. J. Carr
has accepted a call from the brethren in Coalton and entered upon his woik. Atv the first
meeting one united with the church.

building,

largely upon the

Portland,
Me.
Cs
(25622)
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Commuuion Baptist Associagion, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)
Rev. L. B. Potter, Jansivg, Mich.; to whom all
money contributed within the boynds of the Mich.
Y. M., shouldbe sent tor F.
M. aud Educa-

condi-

tion and requirements
of patienws, and can, therefore, only be made known on application in eaehr
individual case. Those hvieg at a distavcedna
wishing
to avail themselves of the personal care

Rev. J . D.

rices. The general rule is to treat chronic cases
by the month, and a cordial invitation is extended
by the proprietors to the sick and suffering to call
through

their

friends.

DISPENSABY

MEDICAL

Quarterly

Rev. EID. Lewis, Oak

* April 22

was a day long to be remembered by our people
in Buffalo, Cloud Co. After a covenant meet-

Republic
Co. (Kan.)—Held its March

consolidating

this Q.

M.

Sve

learn

since that the latter concurs and the two will
hereafler
be united into one. A resolution was
passed to send notice to the Morning Star warning the public against A. Crabn, (a licensed F.

Rev.

ber of

delegaies

present,

The

Q.

M.

Institute

Woman’s

Mission,

work of next session
the Q. M.at 10.30 A.

will begin on Saturday of
M. Programme:
The age

and

Knight;

the

gospel,

R.

Mrs, Emeline Cook;

A

Peculiar people,

H. True; The Clivistian lite, ite daties,

Mrs.

E.

Rey. 0.

H.

Sun-

day, April 23, two were buried with Christ in
‘baptism and there Is a prospect of other

fosl-

lowing soon.”

‘Wisconsin,
The Rev. J. J. Hull has resigned the pastor‘ate of the Scott and Murcellon churches, and is

devoting his entire time to the Grand Prairie
church, and the village of Markesan where he
has gathered a good-congregation in an unused

Congregational house. Markesan is a fhriving village of several hundred inhabitants. ReTigion has net thriven, however, in the years
past, the two Evangelical churches
Universalist church being nearly

and the
extinct.

May God blgss Bro. Hull’s labors there as he
has in other places.... The Rev. D: B. Coffeen
‘has taken charge of the Scott and: Marcellon
churches, and the Rev. B, L. Prescott has ‘set.

‘tled with

the Winneconne church......The

‘Rev, J. H, Walrath

of Waupun has arranged

The other

forenoon

a train

on the

Boston

Hortonville church, and the Rev. J. Griffin is

:
SR

Invalids’ Hotel, at Buffalo,

wie grand annex of the widely-6élebrated
d orl®’s Dispensary at Buffalo,N. Y., having been
Destroy by fire 4 little over a year ago the
it ps

of

Trustees took

) for the acCommauatip

prompt

steps

to

rebuild

of the large number of

nvalids who visit Buffalo from every State and
erritory that th
may avail themselves of the
rofossional services of the staff of skilled spec-

» 8t8 in Mediciue and Surgery, who compose the
Jaculty of this,

model Sanitarium

and

Surgical

Dstityt~, as well ad of the facilities and advan:
5 ta ges
0 treatment which such a perfectly equipped
ha blishment affois.

rofiting by the experience afforded by

several

yours! occupabey of the original Invalils’ Hotel

time

LaSalle to C. R.1.

they expect

to

& P. R. R.;

aron

change at Rock

aud

those

Island

men in humble homes

sleep sweeter

and

Osceola, Tioga

Co., Penn.,

meeting, Chatham,

meet

with the Chatham
8,aL2 P.M.
The

following subjects :

sounder

-

Varren, Woman's

Temperance;

Mrs.

Anna

work in the missionary

enter-

prise;
O. A. Smith, An educated ministry; Rev.
A. P. Hougntaling, The humanity of Christ; Rev.
J. 8. Harrington, Attitude of the Christian church
towards the young;
Rev. 0.8. Brown, Relation
of the church to the Temperance cause; Rev. G.R,

Foster,

Church’ purity aud discipline; Rev.

W. H.

“ My advice to de Hoosier brudder am not to
lie or deceive in tradin’ mules; but to answer as
few

queshuns as he kin an’ seem

sort

o’

Whodder his offer am ‘cepted or not.”

Kkeerless

Many thousands of women huye; learued how to
be cured of Chronic Weakness by addressing
H.
F. Thayer & Co., 13 Temple Place, Boston,
88.,
for descriptive pamphlet.
:
The meanest

man

om

record

post-office
presided over hy
card on which was written:

sent

through

a woman
a
¢ Dear Jack:

the details of that scandal.”
was ip Greek.

And

then

the

a

postalHere's

rest

Dr. KMve’s Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases. All fits stopped
fiee. Send to 931 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa. 1yl8
A: ‘ How do you like

m’

bride?

Do. you

ap-

rove of my choice?” B: “Well, I must confess that
n one
point, at least, she is far ahead ofyon.”

A:

“What

point

do

you

mean?”

B:

“ Good

taste.”

4

House cleaning loses more

than half

its

terrors

when you use PYLE'S PEARLINE. - Be sure you
are not deceived by the vile imitations which
the

name of James

s

A fond mother wrote to an enthusiastic young
lady, who had established a physiology class’ for
giris: “Do not teach my Mary Aun any more
about her insides.

It will never

i

do her

any

good

Allison W. Cheney, of Sutton, N. H

are delinquent on

of corn, as he could plainly

that distance.

Shall use

see

reported.

the difference

Phosphate

entire

Glycermne

not 26).

dom:

(N.

Y.)

Friday,

June

2.

Every

church,

- Friday,

with

June

Sérmon by Rev.

toral work, and preaching as a missionary

Rev. RB. Ii. Howard, teacher.
from each minister present.

Benevolent

and obstinate skin diseases
AYER’S
SARSAPARILLA.

4

Ch

:

leaving

late victim smiling and thankful for their
deliverance. Impurities of the blood are
neutralized and, expelled from the sys.

Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S
SARSAPARILLA, and do not be per

Price, $1; six

;

Cephaline is;a Vegetable Nerve Food.
A cerfain specific
for _billousness and torpidity of the
ver.
,
;
Consumption Cured.
Since 1870 Dr. Sherar has each year sent from
this office the means of relief and cure to thous.
ands afilicted with di
The corr
dence
necesitated by this work: becoming too heavy for
him, [ came to hig aid. He now feels constrained
to relinquish it entirely, and has placed in my
hands the formula of that simple vegetable remedy discovered by an East India missionary, and
found so effective for .the speedy and permanent
“cure of Consumptisn, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asth.
ma and all Throat an Ying Discares; also a positive and radical cure for
Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints. Its remarkable . curative
powers have been proven in many

thousand cases,

known

to others.

Address me, with

sta

huit

ngm-

50.00

1.63

Me
“

Sutton

Ch Waterbury River Ve

~~ 83.00
1

Soc.

3.15

1.37

50.00

25.00.

1.62

2.00

6.00

1.00

1.00

2.40
1.00

2.40
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12.75
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1.20

10.00
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y
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2.00

1.00

'

2.43

5.90

a
4.00

a
8.12

1.00

a.

1.00

10.00
10.09

.8

3 4%

Eales,
is

4.50

10.00

”

« Madison
“
WMS Centerbur 9
Prairie Sen
J M Palmer
nl
w M 8 N Johnstown

\

4.50

3h
8.12

“

L
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1.26

Sarah B B Sherman Chester Center

1.26

62

°

Self
se
Lb FM HM
and Ed Soc

Do tor Bates College

i
M.

In my

Iowa

last monthly

hen

credited

10.00

10.00

6.00
5.00

219.83

102.35

62.34

report

g

April

Rhode Island.
People’s Soc

2.50

Wayne

with 8.00 The

Miss H

J

date of purchase.

Phillips’s

Fund

we shall distribute tops,

kites of which we have

10.00

16.75

WHOLESALE

1.25
Inc

Ragged

A

‘A Lockwood

teacher

zenana

Miscellaneous.

From a friend West per Mrs V G R 1.00 for~

$247.24
L. A. DEMERITTE, Treas.
per M. S. WATERMAN, Assist. Treas.
Dover, N. H.
For

Home

Missions

West from

R.

I.

Providence—Greenwich St Aux
A
“"
—Roger William’s Aux
North Scituate church

|

AND

RETAIL.

every

and

grade

Domestic

Co.

credit

BIBLE SCHOOL FUNDS,
Int,

and

variety

Carpeting,

of

il

New

560

Foreign

and

Washington

as

Good

as Gold, (words

BOSTON.

J

Erskine—J

13t9

be ordered

it
t

Morrell—Mrs C

Taylor+~F Treat—S

Vittum—Vogeler,

i
White—D IL Weaver—A J Wood—D Websten—G L White—M White—W Walker—Mrs A
Watchom—L Wood—F T, Wiley—Mrs 8 A Weeks
—8 We
rth—W
Wing—R B Wentworth—F
H Webjer—J P Walker—E D Wade.-C F* Williams
—0 W
Young—S B Young 8 Goodwin—C W Green
leaf.

|

Books Forwarded
BY MAIL.
Rev 8 J Weed Jennerstown Pa
Miss

Annie Etnerjdge

Aubnrn

O

240

Lewis Cook Farwell ‘Mich

2.00

Rev H Lockhart St Johnsbury Vt.

J M Maghews Burlington Vt
Rev Wm Walker Scottsburg N Y

Fal

100

only)

any

¢
¢

100
100

Hookseller

Add postage

if ordered

ear. the standard and beautiful
usic published by Oliver Ditson
& Co , keep their hold on public favor, simply by
the excellence of
bound music as

their

contents.

Such

books

of

GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG ($2). NORWAY MUSIC ALBUM ($2.50), "FRANZ’S ALBUM ($2),
GEMS OF STRAUSS ($2), BEAUTIES OF SACRED SONG ($2), and 30
to 40 others (send for
lists) contain a perfectly immense amount of
the best and most popular music, at the lowest
price.

Such standard Operas

as

!

MIGNON ($3), AIDA ($2), CARMEN
($2), MEFISTOFELE ($2), FATINITZA
($2), MANOLA.,
OR
DAY
AND
NIGHT
{81.500 BELLS
OF

CORNVILLE ($1.50), andthe well known light.

Marshall

Meyer & Co

¢«

The Year Romd,

W Flinn—

—H K Merrill—J Messecar—~W L Noyes—Mrs 8
Neal-J B Bouniogton--G Pettengill—1 Prickett—
G Plummer—A P Phinney—J W Parsons—~W A
Phillips—Miss M J Phelps—J Parsons—J
Pricket
—~J D Parsons—M A
Quimby—F Richardson—
Miss C Read—C Rolling—H Ridder—S A Rich—S
Rowe—D L Rice—Mrs H M Ransom—S E Rogers
J C Robinson~G W Sherwood—B M Smith—Mrg
C Sterling—F Starbird—S Stevens—E Small—-A H
Staples—I
W Smith—Miss J D Sargeut—C Sweetland—H R Stevens—7 Sanders—~Mrs H M Stiles—
ME Strickland—A Seese—Z Sheérberne—M P Stockwell—R Taylor—Mrs E 8 Tarbox—D A Tucker—R

100

30

and year after

-K W Hall—-Mrs H P Hosler—W H Jenkins—M
Jackson—E Jenkins—Mrs A Kennedy—A Love:
joy—R O Lewis—H
Lincolo—H
FLockhaftt—A
Lopaus—Mrs J Livermore—J B Leighton—Mrs M
LerGro—C Lane—R P Lee—Mrs E
Luthea—W
H Littlejohn—T P * Moulton—B F McKenney—M
M McLellan—F Miller—H Merritt—S
L Martindale—F M Merrill—D G

through

100

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.
’

Best—

C Dyer—J 1B
J Easimian—G

A Edmotuds—F

«

BICLOW& MAIN,

HS

—J Clark—A K Currier—E A Carter—J Cummins
—G W Colby—C H Chase—L G Clark—E H Conibear—J E Cox—E Donnocker~I Decker—Mrs J
Eston—J

¢«

40

by Mail.

G H Brown—A W Brayton-A 8
Bolt—J T Bradbury—S D Bates—A Blackmer—W F Crangle—T
Clark—L Cook—B Cozad—B R Clark—E H Che)ey

Dunton—Mrs C E Digkinson—J
Davis—M Dewey-0 D Davis

Gold,

40

10.
Songs for Little Folks, 30

A Bralt—A
Bacon—J P

S Brainard—dJ 5 Burry <d

England

boarding-school

$40 per 100

Good

Burleigh—I Budlong—F F Butler—8 G Bickford—

C Bickford—S

at

of Praise,

or Music Dealer,

St.,

iJ Ashley—Mrs P T Aldrich—S A Adams—M Af-~
wood—J
C Ayer & Co—Mrs E Adams—E E
.Angell—A F Bryant—M
Babb—Mrs
W Brayton—A J Bartholomew—S E

piaced

Alleluia,

i

and

been

Hymnary,

Book

Can

338

FAILURE.

For Every Department.

Cloth

Matting.

DEMERITTE.

and

;

Sunday School
~ Song Books.

1.88
L. A.

marbles, bats, balls,

SURE TO PLEASE.

ORIENTAL RUGS,
And

63
50

Mon-

by a rich aunt, where her development is traced
under the surrounding
influences.
All the other
characters are finely
drawn. The plot is well laid
strongly carried out.
I
-For sale bv all booksellers, or sent postpaid on .
receipt of price by the publishers,
4
DP. LOTHROP
& CO..
Boston; Mass.
32 Franklin St.,
=
Complete Catalogue sent Free.

AXMINSTERS,

5.00

eler’s carriage
4

On

bright and ambitious daughter of a New

MOQUETTES,

;

Miss Bacheler’s support 4.00 for Mrs Bach-

prom

a large stock.

FORTUNATE

farmer, who has

BRUSSELS,

-

for

between
we

as a successful writer of magazine stories, and
anything from her pen is sure of a multitude of
readers.
In this volume her powers are shown at
the best. The principal character is the sweet,

WILTONS,

York.

teacher

and

By CAROLINE B. LEROW. 12mo, illustrated, £1.25.
The author of this charming book is well known

8.00

—5 8 for Harper's Ferry
.
Pennsylvania.
Tioga—Q M Woman’s Miss Soc for F M
Wisconsin.
Burnett—Mrs E N Wright for zenana
—Mrs

inflate 500

2t19eow

*¢

‘“

of

G. W. SINIMONS‘& SON,
OAK HALL, 32-44 North St , Boston.

CARPETS.
J HLPRAY,
SONS & C0

support

for

six days

(Hats, Caps, Boots, Shoes, or Clothing).

Williams’ Busy

3.75

any

day, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,

St Young Poutless

Roger

Gleaner’s
Schools
New
Elton—Ch'for
F M

to

ise one to each juvenile patron in any department

‘10.00

—Roger Williams’ Aux 15.00 for
Miss H FPhillipess support 5.00

«.

within

Every Saturday we shall

4.00

Phil-

for Miss Franklin’s salary
General Fund .62 Lit and

sent
/

We very clearly and distinctly

the hours of 10 A. M.,, and 6 P. M.,

i
BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.

lips’s SUpBOM

$e

the

announee that our distribution of tqys, books, and
balloons is an advertisement, a very obvious one,
as our names will generally be found in prominent letters on whatever we give away.
The
balloons which we distribute at this season are
made to our special order in Paris, and they are
the handsomest toy balloons to be seen in Ameri.
ca, they being the same in size _and quality as.
those which have for years been
distributed
as, advertisements by the * Grand Magazin du

find no remedy equalto this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. Forsale
{Fr
by all Drugdlgists. $1.00 per bottle.
only by

for

lips’s support 2.50 for Miss

H

and

Louvre,” in Paris.
19.51

4 Jips's support 50° for Lit and
”
¢ Fund Greenwich St Miss
elpers 5.00 for Miss Ida
Phillips’s support
.—Park St Aax for Miss H Phil-

should have been given to Wayne Co. Q. M. 111,

Prin.

purchasers who return goods

(}inecessary
to the brain,
#lthe nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
il thereby
malkes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle,
(It
works
won:
, curing
NERVOUS and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.

H Phillips's support 1.26

h 2.50 for

manufacture,

Our goods are sold entirely on their own merits,

1.26

H Tozer—I Tucker—S8 Torrey—M W Turner—R A

E. N. FERNALD, F. Sec’y.

P.S.

Ida

1.0

NY

Pestenkill

Miss

L Hulsé—F E Hutten—S Hazelton Hanson—T
H Higgins—C D Hall—M Hartwe'l-G H Hubbard

7.50

RI

10.00
11.47

H M Ford—/J Fullonton—B A Gurney—M Gatchell
—J Gorseline—C H Garland—A R.Hemenover—

DB Hatch) id
’h Park 8t
Providence
oh RT
“BE

.8.00

Clothing

and each and every garment is warranted, and in
all cases money will be refundedto all dissatisfied

A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,

salary 2.50 for Miss Ida Phil-

W

A friend do (Present to

6.00

School

samples and rules for self measurement
address on receipt of postage.

T=.
JICINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK..&] Highly
recommended
by Chemists and Physiciansas

10.00
10.00

27.00

Hatch

A
ing this paper, and I will mail you, free of charge,
Cdl 8 J Weed Rio Grand O
the recipe of this wonderful remedy, with
in
printed
use,
aod
preparation
its
C
Clendenen.40
L Clendenen .80 J
for
reotions
W, A. NOYES,
749 / + Fletcher 40 A Ulsh 40 all
German, French or English.
g!
i
Powers" Block, Rochester, N, Y.
Clariden O
”

Ed.

support A L Houghton and
India.

18.00
5.00

FOR BLOOD, BRAINAND

IWoney Letters Recedved.

M.

o

F00D

ANZ”

\a)

:

‘The

i

« (Main St) Lewiston‘
W MS

H

4.06

' heeler

Pt

Kittery

M.

Mi(HHPAY

12,00

church

Societies.
F.

Ch W Buxton Me

Rheumatism
hobbles off, and goes to
stay. - Gout and Neuralgia are routed

and, actuated by the desire to relieve suffering
manity, I gladly assume the duty of making

Asso.

25.

LIQUID

Carolina—Young Peoples’ Soc

for April, 1882.

Scrofula
vield ' to

tem,

St.

for

Ministers’ Conference, May 23, 2 p. M.

in

All bane-

departure,

May 24,

Thursday,

and

LM

and

Spring Suits we are now offering will be found to
consist of original designs which we ¢an justly .
claim are not excelled for stylish effect, excellent
finish and low prices.
Illustrated circular and price list of 75 pages

6.50
Band

Greenwich

sermon

C. C. FOSTER, Clerk.

of ¥. B. churches with the Greenwich

« Worcester
Mass
1 M Bedell Lynn
Ch Lawrence Mass to

their

Sketch of a

G WGould

quires careful attention in

2.25

for

Union 2.50 for|Miss Franklin’s

work,

Notice.
The annual meeting of the Rhode Island

#9 Buxton

take

esday, 9

Marilla and 3.00

-

Youth’s

have separate and distinct qualificatiofis—each re-

No

27
E H Butts

for
Miss Franklin’s salary .25 for
Lit and
ine Fund

to continue

A. G. Hill,

:

rapklin’s salary
and .50
.
for Lit and -Inc Fund
Providence--Greenwich St Aux 6.25 for

church,

Association with
Sueuing.
June-§;
y

Children’s, Boy’s

1882.

support and.5.00 for Miss
Franklin’s salar,
Greenville—Aux for Miss Hattie Phillips’s
an
fort

A. M., Essay by Rev.¥. W. Towne, subject; Best
methods of promoting revivals;
Lesson in
Homiletics, Kidder, Chap’s 16, 17; Preaching as a pas-

ful infections are promptly removed by this unequaled alterative. Itis the most potent blood
purifier, and a fountain of health and strength.

and

M.,

$74.08
Treas.

collection

“

indi-

gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CoO., New York.

Georgiaville—Ch 5.00 for Miss H Phillips’s

is requestedto

2, at 2 P.

$833.18

:
Phillips’s support
Lowell—Paige St Aux March and

Miss

breads, or.
Dyspeptics <

without fear-of the ills resulting from heavy

stimulant it quiets and soothes.

salary .25 for Litand Inc Fund
5 00 for Miss H Phillips’s sup-

:

aration makes such light, flaky, het
luxurious pasiry,
Can be eaten by

MissionarySociety,
for April,

port
—Misrion

:

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep-

~ ~Sold by Grocers everywhere,

"10.00

New Hampshire,
Dover—Washington St Ch for Miss Brackett’s salary
Sutton—Aux12for
FM 12 for H M
Massachusetts.
Blackstone—Aux 1.25 for Miss Franklin's

June 6

at

Pearl's

2.00

sapporé

Clerk.

the Naples

Absolutely Pure.

i

do better than to substitute-choco-

Bacheler’s support

expected to

HART,

church

The Exeter Q. M. Ministers’
the church at Garland, Monday

stati
£8
Bat Phillips Me

Be'wisein time.

B.

Patrons.

late at supper. Itis not only nutritious, but so far from being a nerve

Richmond Village—Aux
Rockland—Aux for native teacher
West Buxton—~Aux for Miss Bacheler’s

North Seituat

P

have

For Breakfast,
Dinner and Tea,
©
FOR
? Sickness and Health,

5.00

1.00

over the Sabbath.
0. C. HILLS, Clerk.
French Creek (N. Y.) with the North East
churcn, commencing Friday, June 9.
8. J. PHELPS, Clerk.

Wednesday

:

tocon Mrs

remit a sum equal to five cents a member for Y.
M. expenses.
L. WARNER, Clerk.
Tioga County (Pa.) with the Marsh Creek

satisfation for

and

are

Exeter (Me.) with the Garland church,

Receipts

toilet use as Pearl’s White
White Glycerine Soap.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.

C.

=

Bowker’s

give sueh

interest;

managers

.Thase people who, like Sweden-

‘MOSES B. SMITH,

7

“Migg

tha. the

borg, are apt to see visions ‘‘ after
coffee,” and to whom tea is as
stimulating as champagne, cannot

Doughty Falls—Aux
:
.
Lewiston—Main St Aux .58 for Lit and Inc
Fund and 1.05 toward the extra
40 tor Miss Franklin’ssalary
Lamerick—Mrs ND Burbank
North Berwick—1st
church Aux for Miss

:

17

27.25

for

I Carolina—Yopng

aged

No further guaranty concerning advertisements
can be given than the above.
Readers must exer.
cise their own judgment on articles advertised.

!

18.00
!

'

Jose,

Baker's Chocolate.

Ply-

:

John

Advertisers.

it shail appear

60

+ Miss Franklin’s salary
Bowdoinham—Aux tor native teacher and

pay it in before Q. M. closes.
CHAS. W. CRAIN, Clerk.
Rochester (N. x with the Parma church,
Friday, June 2, It is desirable that eaeh--church
should be well represented and the full amount of

preference to all others.”
Nothing ever can

their

time

6.00

towards con Mrs

L

Mrs.

33.60

Ch Me
H

28, 1881

Alice Gertrude, dougbter oy

and
:

church
West

Bath—Aux 15.00 for

Waupun
(Wis.)
with the Grand
Prairie
church, May 24.
-J. P. HEWES, Clerk.
RootJRiver (Mion.) with the Lime City church
commencing Friday, June 2. at 2 P. M. We hope to
see a full delegation present as it is the annual
meeting of the Home
Mission Association. All who

“I used two bags of Bowker’s Phosphate for

trial, besides another phosphate; and I find it superior to the latter brand, although I think it is an
excellent brand. I used it on corn, and left one
gow In the piece that I did not put any on; and
one of my neighbors that lives about a mile
off asked me what was the matter with that row

53

AE

invite and arrange for
some one beyond
the
bounds of the Y. M. to be present and aid in the
work of the institute.
Committee.

at 7.30.

1.06

Woman’s

“

Mr.

.30

Anson—Q M W M Soc

the above list are expected to furnish a paper of
their own selection, Let every minister and individual to whom a subject has been assigned be
prompt in their attendance upon the institute.
Aliipe time is given so that we trust no excuses
will be asked. The committee as instructed will

the 8c, tax

1.06

N

$
Aud.

No advertisements will be-admitted to the columns ot this paper, of whose pure and truthful
character satisfactory. evidence is wanting. If at

Maine.

|

of

To

61

Receipts

art:
* Bill, Pli.bet that ol duffers would
give a
Peck, Sabbath-schools, their relat:on to thie church
Clean thousand for my appecite.”—
Inter- Ocean, band
the world; Rev.
G. Donnocker, Sabbath
desecration; Rev. L. Kellogg, The duty of a church
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
to its minister;
Rav.
r.
Hunt,
The
Bible
standard of benevolence and how to bring the
Is designed to meet the wants of those who need a
courch
up
to
it;
Rev.
Mr.
MeKineey,
Quarterly
medicine to build them ups give them an appetite,
urify
their blood, and oil up
the machinery
of Meetings, their advantages and disadvantages.
Other brethren whose names do not appear in
their
ies. No other article takes hold of the

system and hits exactly the spot like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, It works like magic, reaching every part
of the human body through the blood, giving to
all renewed life and energy. $1 a bottle; six for $5.

2.50

1.22

0

mfantuom,

ht

2.50

1.22

mouth

its reiation to the missionary enter-

rise; Mrs. Z. B. Hills,

5.00

Butler

cholera

any

Ter

Wright

: F. B.

ii

both of L

been deceived, the deception will be exposed.

1.20

Concord, N. H. -

Rev. S. Butier, Missionary
and
Edueational
finance; Rev. D. A. Pope, The ministry; Rev. C.
Fuller, Revivals; Rev. A. C. Downey, The Divinity of Christ; Rev. J.C. Warren, Material creation the work of God; Rev.
O. G. Hills, Our

in

-

$986.81

Q. M., June
assigned the

the same, Ord.

Jackson,

Springvale, Me.,

To

®

5.00

Rev OT Clark Kan

M. Ministers’ Conference

church, Tioga Co,
committee have

50.00
vin

Sarah Reynolds - Lowell Mass
~

of

:

27, by

Miss Ella R.

_..Libby—In Scarboro’ Me, April 19, AnnieL.,
daughter of Augustus and Louisa Libby; aged 4
months..
:
:
GE

1.0v

C

ho

and

Goodwig.—In

daughter
months.

\

;

1.20

Richmood

Mrs

them.

Penn. Y.

:

oint Va by Rev
Bilas Curlis
hiladelphia Mission

*

N. H.,

Died.

Soc.
62.34

1.00

Fund
|
From
sale of
ropercty

that

to place

Ed.

20.00

Rev J E Mills Riverside Me
Henry
Sinclair Canandagua NY
Philadelphia Miss W
Buxton Ch Me,
Interest from Invested

S. But-

who will see

both.of Portland, Me:
Hall-Jackson.—April

Mass

City Mon

will arrive
Brethren are

teams to convey them from the depot

country

:

Chymberlin

Mrs R A-Todd

Crossing.

requested to forward their names fo Rev.

After
all, Jay Gould only gets his victuals and
clothes for taking care of all of it. Millions ot

B

. Waverly

arrive.

the

Y. &

church’

Ch in Green O
L R Leavitt W Sandwich Mass

on

on

N.

Me

A friend of Missions
‘Barry Ill

Persons

Teams will
be in waitingat Atkinson on the
rival of the aftercoon trains from the East

C. B. & Q. will

ler,

Parker's Ginger Tonic has cared many in this section of kidney andl nervous disorders, and we
commend it heartily to such sufferers.— Freeport
News,

Village

NH

A

:

Freema ana Emma E. Goodwin, azed 1 year.
. Jose—In Gorham, Me., Apkil 15th, Lucy A.,

wa

50.00
1s

SIMONTON, Clerk.
propose to attend

Valley Road to Elkland, where they
about noun of Thursday, June 8.

Don’t condemn a Good Thing because you have
been
deceived
by
worthless
nostrams.

bottles for $5.

‘the wuy of hearing gospel truth......The
Rev, R. Phillips has closed his lsbors with the

what

32.70

of

. Chichester N
Estate
of
William

Gorham

Those coming by Ill. Centrai R, R. will change at

|

‘ent, Bro. W. on the evening of April 28,
commenced a series of illustrated sermons,
‘Which bid fair tobe a success in interesting

,

mentioning

'

Portsmouth,

April 26, by the Rev, J. Herbert
Yeoman,
Mr.
Charles A. Tibbetts and Miss Angela M. Howland,

way R.Hall
Portsmouth.

. M.
102.35

Irene

Clerk.

Foster’s Crossings

“45,00

1.00

the 11liooisY. M. will confer a favor by notify:
Rev. J. Hogan, Atkinson, Ill, by postal card,

&

home,

Int

brethren of various portions of the

R. R.
A. M.
and others who

v» Tibbets—Howland.—In

32.70

June 2—4.

M. will make an effort’to be--present.

Little Miami
Delegates

Maine,
passing between Biddeford and Sace,
struck a man walking on tne ‘track. 4 He was
thrown 20 feet, but was not injured.
Being asked
what he wis there for, he sald a train had run
over his cat’s tail and cut it off, and his wife had
sent him down to find the caudal
appendage.
Just then his wife put in an appearance and she
berated him for his. carelessness and sent him

suaifled to take any other.

‘Pupplying that church.

Y.

iss EstellaE. Hartford.

20.00

Chaffee Waterloo
Ia
Estate of 8 Stanyan

Lake

Treasurer of

23—25.

all

Miles Corydon Fa
600.00 = 600.00
Rev
Wm
Johnsen
Le
Corry Pa
* 1.00
Harriet © A ‘Déering ..
"

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, May
V3l and Juve 1,2 and’3, and at Kewanee, on the
tendance was large.
Preaching
was done
arrival of the 1.45 P. M. train on Thursday, June
Rev's B. F. Ferguson and T. M. Sanderson.
1. By request of pastor.
B. A. GURNEY.
Next session with the Providence church, Sat,,
July 8.
W. H. SAYLER, Clerk.
Brethren intending to go to the New York &
Penn, Y. M. willtake the Lawrence & Coanesque

‘to supply the Oak Center church for the pres.

‘many whodo not usually put themselves in

Neb.,

WHITFIELD,

coming by rail will stop at

True; Sanctification, Rev. J. Parkyn.
This year
the per-capita tax is ten cents.
Next session with the Warren church.
Rev. J.
Parkyn will preach the opeumg sermon June 2 al
7.30 P.M.
. F. FARNHAM, Clerk.

For all field crops, BoWker’s Hi 1 and Drill Phos
phate gives marked results. Oa corn and potatoes, it is unequaled. The following is from Mf.

material.

¢ School

all money

“(13t2)

WM.

Hope that the

deprived

composed of good substantial

whom

N. H.

EE

of grace in the heart, and

see this day, a church was organized of seven
members,to be known as the Buffalo Valley
church. This place is about eight miles northwest of Concordia.
Tt is a good location and

to

Ohio with the Mainville church,

dnd it's rude.”

the privileges of the covenant meeting for
_ Years, rejoiced that they were permitted to

Center, Wis., Treasurer

Philadelphia, Jefferson Co., June

Lafayette(Wis.)—Held with the Wayne church.
Three churches reported by letter. A good num-

Rev RH Tozer Tannton Mass

Dyer -Hartford.—In Denmark, Me.. Feb, 18,
o rhe Rev. J. B. O. Colby, Mr. Geo. A. Dyer and

16.00

45.00

F

Sec

H. M. So. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb, Y. M., to whom
all money for this So. ghould be sent.
B. minister) who has been guilty oc immoralities,
Rev. W. Russell, Chester X Roads, O.
disqualifying him
for the midisiry, or even
Rev.J. C. Osgood. South Straflord, Vt.
church membershin.
]
Rev. A. J. Eastman, Pittsfield, N . H.
Next session with the Mill Creek charch, beRev.
W. L. Noyes, Three Rivers, Mass.
ginning Friday, May 26;
W. N. HOSKINSON, Clerk.
Yearly Meeting Notices.
Montcalm (Mich.)—Held with the Crystal
Maine Western at Canton; June 20:
church,
Sc¢ven churches were represented, either
St. Joseph Valley (Mich) at Batavia,May 26.
by letter or delegates.
The religious services
Genesee (N. ¥.) at Potter, June 16.
were interesting, especiaily the preaching.
Bro.
Minnesota at Rock Elm, Wis., June 2.
I. P. Bates from the Lansing Q. M. preached SunMichigan, Commerce Ch., June 2—4.
day morning 01 conversion.
All present
seemed
Illinois, Liberty Ch., June 2.
deeply interested with his discourse.
his sesNew Hampshire, Rochester Village, June 13.
sion was well attended. There were three minisCentral N. Y., Prcenix, June 23,
ters and two licentiates present.
God’s presWisconsin, Winnebago Ch., June 21.
suce wie truly feit and an enjoyable time was the
Ohio & Penn., Waterford Ch., June 23.
result.
;
—
+ Next session with the Howard City church,.
St Lawrence'(N. Y.) with the F. B. church in
‘commencing
June 9.
«A.J. EVANS, Clerk.

of the joys
of

¢ School Int coll by

(10128)

N H

Favvied,

os

F. M.
219.83

by F Sec

to whom all

e sent...

Water Villige

Receipts for April. 1882.

Bible School Prin boll

Treasurer

Missions within the Wis.

8.F. Smith, Fairbury,

Ward

BY EXPRESS.

-

Societies.

)
Coll by F Sec in April

Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer of
the Central Association, to whom all its contributions should be sent.
x
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education
Soe. ; to whom contributions
may be sent in aid of those preparing for the
Gospel ministry.

session

ing;in which new converts spoke
others,

y

Rev. N. C. Bracket, Harpers Ferry, W. Va.
Treasurer.of Storer College and Agent of Shenandoah Mission. .
Te
Moses B. Smith, Treasurer of the Freewill
Baptist Foreign, Flome Mission and. Education

with the White
Rock church.
All the churches
were represented by delegates and a very interesting and; we trust; profitable session was had.
M. and the Jefferson Co. (Neb.) Q.

Benevolent

Buffalo,

Societies,Concord,

A move was-made toward

Society,

Mission Board,

Should be sent for Home

Bectiiigs.

flood the market, but see that

Hansas.

Batson, Northfield, Miun.,

of the Home

to. WORLDS

ASSOCIATION;

iy

Bufton North Parma NY

W H

.

:

Ex. FERNALD, F. Sec’y.

Lewiston, Me., April

(25t)

money for this Y. M. work should

Al-inguirvies and

be addressed

j

of the Minn. Y.M. Mission

on them, or write if they cannot call, or communi-

commuuvications should

to Rufus;Deering,

tion Societies.

and attention of the Facu.ty will be provided with
good boarding
accommodations
at reasonable

cate

*

30 Olive Kelley .50 J Clough
2.50 H Clack 1.00 A Clough

The terms of treatment at this resorc are regulated go as to be within the reach of all classes, and

R Hayes Si Louis Mo

Henry

£0 P Kisner .50 J B Goodrich

It

sion should be sent

Robt P Lee Bone Gap Edwards Co Ill

:
1.

Kev

G Laribee 1.00 C J Davis 2.50
C 8 Clifford 1.00 8 A Clifford

Pa
Post-Office Addresses.
1.00 all Burnett Wis
H Clack 10.00 A Clough 10.00
Rev. E, N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
is well provided ‘with fire escapes and, in fact,
Burnett Wis
nothing has been neglected that can add to the from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
52¢
comfort and home-like make-up
of this popular
All money contributed for the Maine State Mis- |
national resort for the invalid and afilicted.
:
are, of course, dependent

n «80

15.00
10.00

T Hog 1.00 W P_ Clifford 2.50

Iotices.

Street car

brick

upper stories are quite as desirable as any,

Pyle is on each package.

The Rev. E. E. Harvey writes:

$

Main

built

J Ridge Waynesville O
W Mauck Hillsdale Mich °
8 ‘Palmer Prairie Center Ill
A Folsom .50 Addie Clack 1.60

trimmed with sand-stone, well-lighted, and provided with. patent hydraulis elevator, so that its

Columbia

‘church to become its pastor, and will probably

?

and

than the great financier. As the little bootblack
once said to his eflum when passing A. T. Stew-

’

Ohio.

The Rev. J.C.

Exchange

If is a substantially

White Co. (Ind.)—Held April 8, 9 with the
Newinn church, A good time was had-and the at-

“Come, angel band come, and around me stand,

have been

It is easily reached from the railroad

depots by . the

Ww. Dodge, late of Apalachin has taken charge

:
«of the interest at Bliss.
The church at Phenix has abundant reason

Drake Marion O

building, which at the date of its erection was the
True as sunshine melts the frost,«ddamson’s
largest and most complete] establishment of it
kind in the world, they believe, they have in the | | Botanic Balsam cures Coughs, Colds, and all
new building made great improvments over ‘the difficulty of breathing.’ Price, 10, 85, and 75
cents.
5
original Invalids’ Hotel. If js pleasantly situated
onMain Street just aboveand outside the business
.
:
or

M.

Rev.

Jume......The

in

house of worship

their

dedicate

to

expect

They

parsonage.

bought a

has

at Pike

The church

<chool.

Sunday-

and

held by members of the church

was

concert

a

, in the evening
the pastorind

place.

that

in

seen

ever

finest floral displays
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er and easier ones (send for lists), have in them
a large proportion of all the popular melodies.
Such 00d "I
erance Books as
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WASHING xo BLEACHING

TEMPERANCE
ANCE JEWELS

In Hard or Soft Hot or Cold Water.
SAVES LABOR, TIME, and SOAP AMAZINGLY,

and

gives

universal

satisfaction.

family, rich or poor, should be without it.
sold by Grocers

everywhere,

but

beware

No
of

imitations well designed
to mislead.
PEARLINA is the only safe labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above EFnbal; and name of
20t18eow

JAMES

PYLE,

New

York,

ANTED, AGENTS for the complete
and
authentic Life of HENRY W. LONGFELLOW, by
F. H. Underwood.
lllustrated.
The people are
ready for it. B.B. RUSSELL, 57 Cornhill, Bos.
ton, Mass.
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THE MODEL CHURCH.
‘Well, wife, I've found the model church: I
worshiped there to-day,
made me think of good old times before
hair vas gray.

my

The meeting-house was fixed" up more than it
Was years ago,
.
:
But then 1 felt when
for show.

I went in it was not built

The sexton did not seat mé Way back by the
-door—
He knew that I was old and deaf, as well as
old and poor.
;
He must have been a Christian, for ‘he led me
boldly thro’
de
The long aisle of that crowded church to find a |

pleasant pew.
I wish you’d heard the singing! ‘it had the
.old time ring.
The preacher said with trumpet voice, * Let

all the people sing.”
The tune was Coronation,
and the music upward rolled,”
*Till I thought I heard the angels strike all
their harps of gold.

brethren

- | tained their ‘pure and simple worship.
Like the Waldenses, they had been
persecutéd with the most unrelenting hatred,
and every effort had been made

It

ae

My

deafness seemed to melt away,my spirit
caught the fire,
.
I joined my feeble, trembling voice with that

to

informing bim of their impressions of
duty, and asking his sanetion. He en-

tered into their spirit, and communicated

law

their letter to the congregation,’ where

of

made
a deep
impression.
was doubtful whether so many

Christ, might have beén found in every
pation. They had regarded the words of
Christ as binding them when they were
persecuted in one country to flee into another.

it

Still it
obstacles

as lay in their way could “be overcome.
By the world outside of theit community,

the idea waa ridiculed as utterly impracIn the year -1722, a colony, of these ticable. Many of the Brethren believed
brethren, led by Christian David, left that the resolve of the young men was an
impulse, ‘and not a divine
ip ancestral homes in Moravia, and, emotional
call.
«
Thedapgers and the hardships
under the protectionof Nicholas Lewis,
were represented as frightful, and beyond
Count of’ Zinzendorf, settled in Upper
human endurance. So great was the opLusatia. They built a-village on the esposition that Leupold gave up, but Dober’s
tate of the Count, which they called
resolution could not be shaken.- A year
Herrnhut, or Watch of the Lord.
passed, and still the congregation was
Count Zinzendorf had been, on a false
divided, and the Brethren besought him
accusatien, banished from.Saxony, and to

| to leave the matter to-be decided

this circumstance, perhaps, we may ascribe his wonderful career of usefulness
in the work of the Lord. When he re-

Lord in the lot.

He

by

consented,

the

saying

that he did so to satisfy others, he himself

the storm.

The preacher—well, I can’t just tell all that
the preacher said,
But I know it wasn’t written, and 1 know it
wasn’t read. He had not time to-read it, for the lightning
of his eye
Went passing ’long from pew to pews nor
passed the sinner by.
The

sermon wasn’t flowery; ’twas simply
gospel truth,
It fitted poor old men like me, it fitted hopeful youth;
:
*Twas full of consolation for weary hearts that
bleed,
i
Twas full of invitations unto Christ, and not
to creed.

ceived orders to leave the kingdom,

he

ble parentage, and, having learmed the
potter's trade, in company with his
brother Martin, he set out to seek employment.
Reaching the infant settle-

ment, they were cordially

welcomed

the Brethren, who needed

skilled

by

work-

while their hands were busy molding the
clay

into-forms

of beauty

and

utility,

the Holy Spirit, with touch more skillful,

weep no more.

—8el.
MAA

JOHN LEONHARD

DOBER.

BY MRS, V. G. RAMSEY.
I.

In the vast inheritance which

we

have

received from the past, there is nothing
more precious, nothing that we ought
to review with more profound gratitude,
than the history of those saints and martyrs whose lives have been given to the
welfare of men in the advancement of the
kingdom of Christ. Their example stirs
our emulatfon and quickens our zeal.
Their successes encourage
us in the
hours of weakness and despondency.
I

know i4 may be said that we have the example of Christ
; why should we turn from
the divine and perfect to contemplate the
human and the erring? Is it not true
that there are times when the beauty and
perfectness of Christ dismay us? . Though
he is our Elder Brother,

the

man

Christ

It was in this year

the

with some other brethren,

two

to the service of Christ, and asking for a
greater measure of the Spirit's power.
A mighty awakening resulted from their
prayers, which spread through the whole
community, and from which sprang that
wonderful missionary spirit that scattered

We need to see the foot-

prints of our fellowmen

who

have gone

before us, aad to hear the human voice
saying, ‘Follow me, even as I follow
Christ.”
au
Among those whose faithful labor in
the causeof Christ makes their example
a
ous legacy to the church, the name
of John Leonhard Dober should not be
forgotten, He was the first of that won-

soul would. refuse for a draught so divine,

To purge itself wholly from malice ?

we clip from an exchange, is worthy of
being preserved in letters of gold:
A young man; who had been reclaimed

from the vice of Iempetancs

was call-

ed upon to tell how he was led to give up
drinking.
He arose, but looked for a
moment very confused. All he could say
little

shoes,

they

did

it.”

With a thick voice as if his heart were in
his throat, he kept repeating this.
was a stare of perplexity

There

on-every

face,

and at length some thoughjiless young
people began to titter.. The man, in all
his embarrassment, heard this sound, and

rallied at once.

The light came into his

21st,

in

church,

white

and

I will stand by you.” ** Allright,
*‘ I'le fetch 'um.”

began

somewhat

in this way : ** Now, breddern and sistern,

a flash;

he

drew

himself

up

cified.”
The Dober brothers were

as remarka-

ble for their love of learning, as for their

piety ; indeed, their love of learning wasa
part of their piety. While necessarily engaged in their business, they studied the
Greek and Hebrew languages that they
might be able the better to understand and
explain the Holy Scriptures ; and whatever promised to increase

de door wid dem young men, what's been

their--usefulnéss,

“Yes, friends,” he said, in a voice that

as a deep-toned

bell,

think of it, I've

told

you the truth—the little shoes did it.

I

was a brute and a fool ; strong drink had
made me both, and starved me into the
bargain.. Isuffered—I deserved to suffer;
but I did not suffer alone—no man does
who has a wife and child—for the women
get the worst share. But I am no speak-

Is be in de pulpit, sottin’ ’l&gside de
preacher on de sofy ? Or is he sottin’ up
dar on de Bible-board, by de blessed
book ? - Or (with peculiar emphasis) ts
he in dat knot hole in de floor? (a favorite mark for thuse who chewed tobacco).
0, my breddern, dis blessed Book tells us

ter to compare Scriptral thingy with
Scriptral ; and when you axes, * Whar is

impredsed by what he had learned. Ata

de. Lord?’

meeting of the congregation, he recounted
his interview with the negro Anthony,
dwelling especially on the spiritual destitution of these poor and oppressed people.
During the -address, Leonhard Dober was

de

Secripter

answers:

Lord is ebery whar vresent.’
shully, breddern, de Lord

‘De

Consequenis in

de pew

wid ole mauser, and in de pew wid young
missis, and down yander wid dem young

ladies, and in de door with dem young

greatly moved. He heard the voice of
the Lord calling him to make known his

men, apd in de pulpit wid de preacher,
and on de Bible board, and in de knot-

saving grace to these perishing souls.
He returned to his home and retired to

hole in de floor, and ebery time yunner
(plural of you) nigger and yunner

white

matically, pathetically, the scenes to which be
introduces the reader.
So far as we are able
to judge,we incline to think that Mr, Roe’s
defects appear in occasional crudities, or at
Jeast intimations of such, an unnaturally rapid
development of character and experience, and,
now and then, a somewhat artificial placing of.
figures
and arrangement of events.
His

deficiencies as a novelist are, if of the higher
order, certainly of the less obvious to the
ordinary mind, and ate in uo “Wile calculated
to hinder a wide and marked
popularity

What
with

rea-

fineries,

blue; chilled child, on a bitter cold

Christmas Eve. I took hold of my little
one with a grip, and saw her feet! Men!
if the little shoes smote me, how

meP

I put

them, cold as ice, to my breast, and

they

pierced me through and through. Yes,
the little feet walked right into my heart,

and away walked my selfishness.

I had

a trifle of money left; I bought a loaf of
bread and then a pair of shoes. I never

tasted anything
but a.bit of bread all the
next day; and I went to work like mad
on Monday, and from that day I spent no
more money at the public house.
“That's all I've got to say—it was. the

little shoes that did it.”

Could there be a more powerful temperance lecture than thisP—Selecled.
5-0-8
»--

A

bestowed.

Of it, the author

tion to them.” * I cun say with sincerity that I
have made my studies carefully and patiently,
and
when dealing with practicil phases of

life.I have

evolved

very little from my

of typical tenements; I have sat

have

lately

found

that

the

Dingley

explained

the

new

device.

It

statute forbidding the barbarous regulation,
saleswomen are ttill

tinuously in.many

eompelled to

of -twelye short

addresses,

a series

illustrateq |,

|sketches and designs which reach and attra
the eye of the child, showing the effect physi.

York.

.

the |

yo

ed pi
the 8
a [ew
the n

discovered that the modern

band bills and otherwise that they can
furnish pure liquors at reasonable prices
in *¢ original packages” to individuals for
their own use. Congressman Dingley

and
to

put a stopto their practice, which he says
{is rapidly increasing the use and consump-

tion of liquor in Maine, in defiance of the
State law, and at the same time discouraging American producers of ardent
spirit.

“ig ge

point
100

,wint
weal

riper

fair 1
that t
“for 8(
little
a pre
fracti
subsi
from
the 8!

difficult dishes of so-called * fancy cookery.
bave been avoided, as bas been the use of any
but the

most ordinary

materials.”

Address

Juliet Corson, 1516 Broadway, N. Y.
Harper's

Magazine for May contains
the

instal

beginning of a new serial story by William
Bluck, entitled * Shandon Bells.”

five ¢
“quart
and

There is an

interesting article on ** Some London Poets,”

in me
straw

‘also one on ** Music and Musicians in Austria.”
Edwin Arnold contributes a long Eastern
poem of great beauty and depth, called “ Love

ton, and A. T. L.

Decay

!

of

Criticism,”

besides

grow!
. dark:
bears

many

heat ¢

other excellent and valuable pipers. A re
markasbly well conducted magazine is the
Eclectic. E.R. Pelton, 25 Bond 8t., N.Y,
March—April.

It is an exceptionally able and

-

valuable missionary publication. Among the
contents for this number we netice a psper on
the * Early History nnd Missions of New

land.” It has un article also in

Zea-

the proposi-

hotte:
is no

tion to evangelize the worid ‘in the nexf
twenty years, and another on * How to interest Girls in Mission Work.
Its Review of
Foreign
Missions in 1880—1, and its Fleld

night,

mean
the m

est Fe
grees
large
never
extrel
never

Notes are full of interesting intelligence, Pub.
lished ut Princeton, N. J.

Price $1.00,

vance, per year,

io ad-

Teed

. Horticultural Essays by Peter Henderson
is a bright, well-printed, fllustrated pamphlet

Growing,

Culture,

Celery Growing;

Root Crops,

Hose

perau

and I huve conversed with

many opium slaves

in all stages of the habit. I am sure I am right
in fearing that in the morphia hunger and
consumption one of the greatest evilsof the
future is fooming darkly above the horizon of
society. Warnings against this poison of body
and soul cannot be too solemn nor too strong.”
..% J can truly say that I have bestowed more
labor on this book than upon any which have
preceded-it; for the favor accorded me by the
public imposes the strongest obligation to be
conscientious in my work.”
These quotations show the moral purposes

LITERARY JOTTINGS.

=

The story

is full

of

the youthful

Berkshire poets, have

‘been studying in New York dering the
winter. Their productions are said to be in
great demand, one publisher offering $25 for
a poew of

twenty

lines,

and

$100 for one of

sixty lines. A four-year old son is said to be
another prodigy in the fumily, having made
rhymes for two years already.

It is stated

Mr. Longfellow
wrote
forty-two
distinct
works, some of which have been translated
foto thirteen different languages.
The.
Literary World remarks that the incidents
likely to follow on the death of Longfellow
are

ajready a matter for

will has ‘been

made

public bequests.
An sppropriate

record.

Tbe

poet's

publie, but contains no

His property Is considerable.
minute adopted by the City

interest from beginning to end. Mr. Roe knows
how to keep his: readers awake.
The Preface
and tbe Appendix enhance tbe - value of the

Government of Cambridge has been acknowl

book,

edged by the family in simple and fitting terms.

say

widely read; it will be,
not.
?

that

itshould

whether we

be

say so or

Its Curability.

By Seth Pancoast, M. I». With illustrations.
pp. 162. Price $1.00. Philadelphia: 8. Pancoast, 917 Arch St.
severe nature; wide prevalence, frequent
which

character

this neat

of

volume

treats, certainly require that the best results of
investigation regarding
-it

made widely known.

®hould be

Dr. Pancoast's study of

the subject merits careful

perusal,

we should

It is written in a style adupted to non-

professional readers,

and

has

the

merit

of

direciness and clearness. Of Bright's disease
he snys, © we have fully demonstrated its curability within the last few years, toour own
satisfaction, as well as to that of many we have.

treated.”

:

MRS. MAYBURN'S TWINS; with her Trials in
the Morning, Noon, Afiernoon and

of just Ome Duy.
Author of *‘ Helen’s

A movement is on. foot to secure some permanent memorial of Longfellow in the city

which was so long his home; toward which

WHAT 18 BRIGHT'S DISEASE?

The

er th
~ tering

Henderson &
="

Goodale,

not

. _parat

Popular Errors, Drain.

medical work¥ ind authorities on the subject,

We. need

ilzer,

containing eleven
valuable
and
practical
papers on Green-House Structures, Manures,

The prospect for the book trade this spring
is said to be very good.———Deora and Elaine

us.

days

of sul

treatise, which would bé poor taste in u work
of fiction, I have carefully consulted the best

book before

pear,
This
north
as fai

As a
cans

opium or morphia

babit has a large place in this volume.
While
[have tried to avoid the style of a medical

say.

the Dominion of Cana-

Thisis a manual of tactics thy;

By John
Babies.”

Evening

Habberton.

This is a book that will go straight to the
heart of every mother in the land, Natural as

the formation of a Longfellow Memorial

ciation, composed of distinguished

the first immediate

Asso-

Longfellow in. preparation;
taking no notice of either of

but the family,
these undertak-

ings, bave publicly requested all suitable
materisls to be sent to one of their own number. By long and sympathetic acqusintance,
as well us by an agreement of

Mr.

Green

wonld

certainly

of Longfellow;

long standing,

be
but

a suitable
some

who

“know him best-and who set the highest value
on his parts, fear lest his age—he is now eeventy-one=—and

his

to the
they
tails i
mak
. Blredl

ness.
six ©

sandy
ed sp

which
perat
preve
grou
lake i
hund;
that t
before
There
wher
ter lie
feet a

with
quire

quali
but vi
be th
ing-o
Fo

step. Mr.F. H. Under-

wood and Professor Geo. W. Greene have both
announced themselves as baving memoirs of

biographer

i
\

citizens, is

extreme

feebleness,

may

prevent bim from doing justice to himself
with such a subject.—~——The publication of
the authorized edition. of * The Works of
.President Garfield” has been intrusted to
Mesers. Jumes R. Osgood & Co., of Boston.
It will be carefully prepared. and edited by
President B. A. Hinsdale,of Hiram College,
Ohio, the life-long friend of General Garfield,
who was thoroughly familinr— with the late

* Chy
singu
scien
times
Year

intere
field
Da
thor (

larly®

desce
these
is bu
been
is not
sion,
Wolf
Lama

the 1

agato
Darw

humor, The action eovers a single day, but
what a busy day it is, and how crowded with
important and realistic household events, The
story is in brief the diurnal experience of Mrs,

volumes,

in 1
share
termi

style of the University Press of Cambridge,

has ji

and handsomely and substantially bound. It
Mayburn, whose husband is Joving, biit will contain new portraits of President Garthoughtless, and whose children are real flesh field. The work is expected to be ready for

lutior
meth

and blood youngsters, at once the joy and
torment of their mother's life. No one who

publication in November next,———General
Beauregard has been engaged for some tin¢

life, it

sparkles

on every page with

delicious

President's ‘habits

and methods of thought.

The work will

in

be

two octavo

from new and clear type, printed in the best

likes to read about children, their mothers and

on a book about the War and his MS. is now

and fathers especially will find it a treat of the
rarest kind. It is published in a large square
duodecimo volume, paper ‘covers, uniform
with “ Helen's Babies,” price fifty cents.
2 B, Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia,
(¥

military career. Itis not conciliatory in tone.
fundamental
throughout the
It. assumes

the home circle should miss this story. Mothers

almost complete.

The work covers his whole

justice of the Confederate cause and maintains
The
a
derful band of Moravian missionaries, bed, but sleep did not visit him.
folk spit terbacker spit in dat hole, you
that thelr sentiment and teachings upon thal
who, with a sublime courage and an cry of the heathen was ringing in his: SPIT RIGHT IN DE LORD'S EYE! and I tell
Rev. G. F. Clark, of Mendon, Mass., |
subject ought to be preserved and cherished.
ears,
apd
the
longing
to
aid
them
grew
undoubting faith, remewed the conflict,
—A
new journal exclusively devoted to
‘you what, my brudders, * DE LORD 'SPISES recently delivered an address on temperNew Educa~
educational
interests will be
which had so long ceased, between strong in his heart. The next evening NAST'NESS!"”
ance.
He
goes
much
farther
than
speak/
to be
periodical,
weekly
he
went
out
to
attend
a
prayer-meeting
sixteen-page
a
tion,
Christianity and Paganism.
The,emphasis and tone were sublime ; ers generally on this subject, and claims THE CENTURY ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY issued by T. W. Bicknell, of Boston.—
MAGAZINE.
November 1881,to April 1882.
‘The Moravians claim their origin trom that the unmarried Brethren held in the the effect wonderfully salutary, and a that the seeds of drunkenness are frequentVol, XXIII. New Series Vol. I. The Cen- The Woman's Crusade againet Intemperance
the Christian converts in Moravia, who open air outside of the village. As they radical change might have been seen ly sown in our habits of eating and drinktury Co, N. Y.
;
was one of the remarkable movements of
returned
home
they
poured
out
the
fall‘teceived the gospel in the ninth century
ing; that as a people we educate’ drunkafier that,
hi
the age, and gave an infpetus to the battle
‘We
acknowledge
with
much
pleasure
the
s Cyril. These faith- ness of their souls in songs of praise and The incident is not without application ards by giving our children stimulating receiptof this truly splendid volume. The against rum, which is not to cease until vic:
ym Methodiuand
to God. Approaching the in certain sections even new, both North { food and drink, or diluted tea and coffee, cover fs handsomely designed in bronze and torlous. Mrs. Annie Wittenmeyer, tho first
‘missionaries not only preached the thanksgiving
and an undue amount of meat. He thinks black, and is in keeping with the first-class art President of the Woman's Nutional Temperut they composed an alphabet, house of Count Zinzendorf, be stepped and South.— Selected.
forth
to
meet
them,
accompanied
by
a
lanthat a diet more largely ‘composed of which ebaracterizes this world-renowned snd lance Union, and widely known as an effective.
translated the Scriptures into the
uneurpassed
magazine.
The
publishers writer and speaker, has writlen
complete
_*
All
our
afflictions
are
Christ's
refinings
;
minister
who was visiting
Point,
whole grain, fruit and vegetables, with- evidently mean to build yet more grandly
guageof that country. Possessing this to the young meno, he said him.
and the purer the gold, the hotter will
History of the Crusade. JumesH. Parle,
with
prophetic
priceless treasure, this unerring guide,
be the fire; the whiter the garment, the out condiments and spices, is the begia- the structure into which Dr. Holland put so Boston, has it in press, an octavo of 800 pages
ing of a permanent temperance reform,
they had clung to the (ruth, and main- confidence, ‘ See, here among these barder the cleansing.—A4. Thompson.
muchof what was best in his nob'e nature.
i illustrated,
:
ur

nies
retire

ologically which alcohol hason the syster
Address J. N. Stéatns, 58 Reide Street, New “

ing, ete. Price 75 cents. Peter
-Co.; 8 Cortland St., NY.
©

in original packages, and that the impor-

Means Committee shortly and ask_aid

ad

Addresses on the Physiologic

Action of Alcohol (price 10 cents) is

trust-the reader will note carefully the Appendix at the close of this book. It will soon be

al instances, 8 man may import or may
buy from a bonded warehouse any liquor

expectsto appear before the Ways

uusirated

brewing,

in the United States js given,

Strawberry

medical

brandy, ete., froin

extent of distilling,

liquor-selling

could not suffer as much as the slight growing
girl who must stand during a long bot day. 1

the dread disease of

da. The ‘original packages” are made
sma}] expressly for this trade and the
dealers on the borders are advertising by

con-

Bergh

even a cat from

fatality, and scarcely understood

The sharp dealers in ardent spirits,
therefore, have opened » lively trade by
importing in *‘original packages” whisky,

Mr.

in the city unitedly

appears that under an old decision of the

original packages cannot be interferred
with under color of any State or munici-

stand

of the stores.

Supreme Court of the United States,
which has since been reaffirmed in’sevér-

tation, sale or purchase of liquor in such

day after day

on the bench with police judges, and have
visited the station-houses repestedly.
There
are few large retail shops that I have not
entered muny times, aud I have conversed
with both the employers and employees.
It is
a shameful fact that, in the face of a plain

of the

A NEW LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
Washington letter says:
Maine’

‘authorities

to the

‘The

been

cruelty; but all the cats

smote

valuable Statistics

pains has

On

| himself says:
“I - touches
upon
several
modern and very difficult problems.
T have
not in the remotest degree atlempted to solve
them, but rather have sought to direct atten.

deserves praise for protecting

have

Much

The Eclectic for May gives us ** The Re
vised Version and its Assailants,” by Canon
‘Farrar, “ The Great Discovery at Thebes,”

there outside was my shivering wife, and

must the feet

trafic.

information; compiled from official sources, g

the

and provide not even coarse clothing for
my own, but let them go bare? And

fathers!

the liquor

whole, his books deserve no blame, and have
generally escaped it; they merit much praise,
and have abundantly received it. .
The present work is one upon which much

city

others

Government andthe Liquor Troffie

(pricey
cents) discusses the duties and responsibili
tjey
of the national Congress, as represeuting all
the citizens of the United States, concern;

and Death.” Toems are also contributed by
Ada M. E. Nichols, Louise Chandler Moul-

own inner conscionsness...I have visited scores

son had I to clothe

the internal revenue system.”
The Nationg

Meals for the Million 1s a veat little cook

tle shoes I saw one night when I was all
but done for—the saloon keeper's child
holding out her feet to her father to look
at her fine new shoes. It was a simple
thing; but, my friends, no fist ever struck
me such a blow as those little new shoes.

They kicked reason into me..

Just

for temperance workers.
Unholy Allignegs
5 cents)
(price
presents in a gi
light the unrighteous complicity of the nation:
al Government with the liquor-frafiio ¢

Skirmishing.

er to enlarge on that; I'll stick to the lit-

loafin’ réuiid outside de house ob God ? pal law or regulation.

they pursued with an ardor that the
mere love of culture could never inspire.
In the year 1731, Count Zinzendorf
vis-

a

has

Pamphlets

In-the_ten years, or more,
which
have
will certainly be in demand by these who are
elapsed since * Barriers Burned Away”
ap- -interested in light gymnastics snd this peculiar
peared, Mr. Roe has produced several stories
use of the broom. New York: Charles T.
ve
Lp
which have had a large circulation, one, at Dillingham, 67 Broadway. least, * Opening of a Chestnut Burr,” reaching
its thirty-seventh
thousand.
The. religious
book of84 pages, in paper covers. By Julie
element is dominant in his books, and their
Corson, Sup't of the N. Y. Schoel of Cookery,
tone is eminently pure and stimulating. - He
Price 20 cents. It may be hadin cloth for 3.
has a strong imagination, ‘conceiving vividly, |
cents, The auther says in the preface: * The
generally justly, and expressing forcibly, dra-

among average or uncritical. readers,

went from his throat.

the text what I'me going to talk about’ liquor men in that State have discovered
am dis: -*De Lord is in de holy temple.’ a new way to evade the" prohibitory and
them abroad among the heathen and
Now, de house ob God am de temple ob punitive laws against the sale and conmakes them, like the apostles, examples to
de Lord. Does yer say, ‘ Whar is de sumption of ardent spirits. In conversathe church of what great, things..may be Lord? Idon’t see 'um anywhar round
accomplished by a few persons who dis yer church.’ Whar is de Lord? Is tion with several members of the Ways
and Means Committee,
Congressman
“ know nothing but Chrifit and him cruhe dar in de pew a sotting 'longside ob
ole mauser; all de time he sleep and de
preacher been a-preaching to 'um? Is he
dar, in dat pew ’longside cb young miss,
wid her pretty smiling face and her nice
new bunnit? Is he down yander in de
pew wid dem young ladies, what's been
a-giggling and a-laughing all de time
since they cum to church ? Is he standin’ in

to compoxe

nary beholder and thinker.

THE LITTLE SHOES DID IT.
The following touching incident, which

‘‘ The

or a Hawthorné,

¥

successful story inspired by suchan event, and
The Broom Drill, including
the Schoo] of
yet it required the pen of more than an ordi- | the Soldier, School of ‘the Company; nd

...
°
— Signal.

O-0-O-0-6
Bahan
4

was,

to the

Roe

The book which introduced Mr.

Thackeray,

But Lise is a banquet and Love is the wine,

‘“ whatever you may

front of the pulpit, and

Jesus, who is touched with the feeling of ited Copenhagen, where he met a negro
our infirmities, yet he is ‘* Mighty God, slave who had been brought from St.
The account this:man
gave of
-the everlasting Father,” and between Thomas.
an the
the depths in which-we struggle and the the pitiful condition of the slaves
hight and completeness of his nature, West India Islands touched the heart of
there is a distance that seems to baffle the Count and he returned home deeply

our weakness,

And pure lips alone touched the chalice,

cut its way clear

of August

Accordingly, after his sermon on Sunday,
the pastor informed the congregation that
he wanted them to listen to what Toney
had to say. The old man came up in

ing a complete consecratien of themselves

If Life werea banquet, and Love were.the wine,

And pure lips alone touch the chalice!

It is certainly true that great’ popularity is
not always indicative of extraordinary merit,
particularly as regards those qualities which
are commonly held to outrank all others, And
It
yet, great popularity is rarely an’ accident.
is usually won by qualities that are rare, either
in themselves or in their combinations. Sometimes, however,it is won simply by afelicitous
expression of that which, for the hour, is the
.themeof common thoughtor which pleases the
:
prevailing fancy.
public,as a writer of fiction, < Barriers Barned
Away,” and which has been; so widely read and
commended, grew out of the impressions made
by that memorable event, ‘the
burning
of
Chicago. ‘It needed not the pen of a Scott, a

prayer, on the morning

boss,” was the auswer;

selves into a band for special prayer, mak-

At the cost, tho’ his beart’s blood bad swelled it—

If Life were a banquet and Glory -were wine,
And Pain were the strong bowl that held it?

and addressed the audience ; the choking

black.

them-

If Lifé were a banquet, and Glory were wine,
And Pain were the strong bowl that held it,
Would any man pause ere hé quafled, or repine

prepare
for their great undertaking.
Dober was solemnly consecrated to his
work by the laying on ofhands by Count
Zinzendorf, and after a night spent in

tobacco-chewers

brothers,

formed

And Being the cup to contain it,
What duty had man, save at ease to recline,
Drink deeply and never disdain it—
If Life were a banquet and Beauty were wine,
And Being the cup to®ntain it?

eyes with

was making of these brothers vessels
meet for the Master’s. use.
They gave
themselves to Christ without reservation, like the primitive disciples, they pursued
and he filled them with himself. Though their journey on foot to Copenhagen,
young in years and in the faith, they which city they reached on the 15th of
The preacher made sin hideous in Gentile -and
soonsbecame distinguished for their fer- N September.
in Jews;
The Word
He shot the golden sentence down on the fin- vent zeal and deep humility.
“DE LORD 'SPISES NAST'NESS.”
of the Lord was their delight, and he
est pews,
And though I can’t see very well, I saw the
gave them a profound insight into its | Just before the late awaur, in the little
falling tear,
mysterious depths, and clothed them with .town of ——, South Carolina, was a gem
That told. me hell was some ways off, and the power of his Spirit.
ofa Baptist church. The congregation
heaven very near.
An incident that occurred in the sum- was composed of the wealthy planters: of
How swift the golden moments fled within mer of 1727 illustrates their tact no less that section and their slaves, The ‘latter
that holy place!
than their zeal. A nobleman visiting the occupied the gallery, the frontof which
“How brightly beamed the light of heaven from
Count, was. brought to the pbitery of the was of iron fret-work. Chewing tobacco
every happy face;
Dobers
to examine the work. With the in'church was a habit indulged in by
Again I long for that sweet time when friend
clay
in
their
hands they gave him an ob- many of both races; and on one occasion, |
shall meet with friend,
?
‘Where congregations ne’er break up and Sab- ject lesson of the destruction of the soul a rivulet of tobacco juice found its way
from the gallery to a bride's
jwhite bonbaths never end.
:
net in the pew beneath. The pastor felt
I hope to meet that minister, the congregathe occasion was one where he
‘took a lump of clay and, writing the gen- t
tion, too,
;
could
check the abominable practice. So
tleman’s
name
on
it,
laid
it
aside,
a
type
In the dear home beyond the sky that shines
from heaven’s blue.
of the unregenerated
heart of man, calling to. him an old and faithful negro
who had the knack of saying
I doubt not I'll remember, beyond life’s evensolemnly declaring that that lump of clay exhorter,
ing gray,
should not.be shaped into a vessel, until many wise things in his own quaint way,
The happy hour of worship in that model
he whose name it bore should be formed Bro. —— said to him: * Toney, after I)
charch to-day.
into a new creature through the power speak on Sunday, I want you to give the
people a talk; and you must go for those
Dear wife, the fight will soon .be fought; the
of the Holy Spirit.
victory be won;
;
The shining goal is just ahead; the race is
nearly run;
;
Q’er the river we are nearing, they are thronging to the shore,
To shout our safe arrival where the weary

: -

POEM.

If Life were a baoquet, and Beauty were wine,

What

Roe.

P.

Author of * Barriers Burned Away,” etc,
New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.
~pp+560.

It took these heroic men but few days to

1732, the congregation, with. many tears,
gave them a parting blessing, and sent
them forth in the name of the Lord.
Their only baggage was a bundle eack
carried on his back, and their only worldly wealth wus six dollars in money. Literally without purse, and without scrip,

men, and they were soon busily at work
in charge of the Herrnbut pottery. But

A PRIZE

The Nutional Temperance Societ
published three new and excellent

Edward

By

A HOME.

WrrHouT

"BY MISS JOSEPHINE A. CASS.

friend Leupold, they wrote to the Count,

called thémselves Fraires
the sect, who
of the

IF LIFE WERE A BANQUET.

This incident strengthened the resolution of Dober, ‘and being joined by his

wrest

, PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES, gc.

Rook Table.

Temperance.

messengersto the

heathen in St. Thomas, in Greenland, and
in the uttermost parts of the earth.”

the Scriptures from their hands, and to
bring them under the control ot the Catholic church. They had been driven from
one country to another, till fragments of
legis Christi, or Brethren

are future

was sure... When the lot was drawn it
contained these words: ‘‘ Let the young
said, “Now I am a pilgrim, and myman go, the Lord- is with him.” This
_meledious choir,
;
x
work must be to collect a congregation
ended the opposition of the Brethren, and
- And sang as in my youthful days, * Let angels
of pilgrims and “to train laborers who
prostrate fall,
removed the principal difficulty from his
Bring forth the royal diadem and crown him: shall go forth into all the world to preach
path.
Christ and his saivation.” It was with
Lord of sll.”
Dober asked that a brother named
this feeling that he received the Moravian |
Nitschmann
might accompany him, and
1 tell you, wife, it did me good to sing that
exiles and resolved to cast his lot with
hymn ence more,
this worthy man, without hesitation, conthem.
I felt like some wrecked mariner who's got
sented to share the perils -of the underIn the fourth year after the commence- taking, with the understanding that, as
a glimpse of shore;
a
I almost want to lay aside. this weather-beatment of the settlement of Herrnhut, the
he left his wife and children, he should
en form,
:
subject of this sketch was providentially
return when the mission was established.
Aud anchor in the blessed port forever from
thrown into its midst. He was of hum-

eff

3, 1882.
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Le

i

:

compa-

Lumber

of special
myth, and holds that no species is permanent, but a development from lower orders of being; that in the struggle for ex.

istence, the strongest and finest specimens
survive; that needs result in the produc-

science and philosophy.

For

he

not

on-

nies would invade it here and there, and ly gave a wonderful and vital impulse to
retire after haviog robbed the forest of scientific speculation—which of course
properly be called ¢science’—:
the pine which is found in a few scatter- .cannot
but his theory is the basis of the SpenIt would be an eddy where
ed patches.
cerian philpsophy, the one great contributhe stream of Western migration had left tion of the last 30 years to thdt depart-

o few Indians and woodsmen to subsist by
the methods of primitive life. The land

ment of mental activity. -The lack ‘of ev-

idence in the geologic records or in historfarmer's. teal experience of any such process of
point of view, for the soil is a light drift development —unless
the = problematic
—1o00 light for wheat—and the climate a descent of the horse from a succession of
‘winter modified by a season of summer fossil forms be accepted as such evidence
‘weather too short for Indian corn to —appears to the simpler minds fatal deripen. Hay, oats and potatoes yield a fects in the theory. And then when we
fair return, but the climute is so rigorous step beyond physics to the phenomena of

“is generally valueless from

the

that the securing of shelter and fuel calls
for so large an amount of energy that
little is left to devote to cultivation. Itis
a proof of this that a very inconsiderable
fraction of the population attempts to
subsist by farming, although the freight
from Chicago is added to the price of all
the staple articles of production—hay, for

Poets,”

Istria.”
lastern
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from

twenty to

twenty-

five dollarsa ton, and milk

ten cents

quart.

strawberries

Curiously

enough

a

and currants reach a perfection unknown
in more hospitable latitudes, a Marqueite
strawberry resembling ‘in size a Seckel
pear, and in flavor a wild strawberry.
This is owing no doubt to the fact that in |
porthern latitudes-—Marquette is about

as far north as Quebee~—the few

summer

days have from eighteen to twenty hours
of sunlight and after-glow, and vegetable
growth is virtually uninterrupted
by
_ darkness. Light, the botanists tell us,
bears the same relation to aroma that
heat does to sweetness.

ries as these miust be seen
ciated, and must

be

Such

strawber-

to be

visited to

appre-

be

ter modified by a short

mind, the whole scheme of

summer.

The

July and August weather I can vouch
for as delightful. Even when the sun is
hottest you feel. instinctively that there
is no prostrating power “in it, and the
nights are invariably ¢ool. In July the
mean daily range was 40 degrees, and
the monthly ringe 50 degrees, the low-

selection,

nat.

ural or sexual, falls short.
The one _particular of the genesis of language stumps
the Darwinian. . Dr. Darwin himself confessed to the imperfections of his theory
in these respects, but he believed

that

fur-

ther research would supply the ‘ missing
links” in physical development;
aud he
had the suggestions of an argument cencerning mectal development also. Nevertheless,

in

spite

of the

shortcomings

of

the theory, it is already accepted in part
by mauoy theistic thinkers, and is to ‘date
rather advancing than retograding in importance.

»

An Almost Magical Effect.
Reportofa Compound Oxygen patient : “I was
unable to digest my food on account of Chronic
Inflamation of the Stomach and Torpidity of
the Liver. Tbe Treatment had an almost magical effect from the first. My iinprovement in
strength, appetite, and ability to digest my
food was
indeed wonderful.”
Treatise on
* Compound Oxygen” sent free. Drs. Star.
key & Palen, Philadelphia, Pa.

seen,

for they are too large and too delicate to
bear travel themselves. *
I have spoken of the cliniate as a win-

MAY

Obituaries.
accompany

the copy

per line of eight words.

Pa.,

March

25,

Mrs. Laban. D. Wheeler, aged 67 years.
leaves a husband and a large family of

She
chil

dren to mourn the loss which is her: gain.
She ‘was a faithful member of the F. B.
church in East-Troy" for--ovér 50 years.
She
passed peacefully away

shore,

longing for

;

the

w

other

ri

Stevens.—Died
in Canton,
Pa., at the
home of her'daughter, April 1, of quick consumption,
the wife of Dea. B. H. Stevens,
aged 72 years.
A husband, son and two
daughters survive her; the neighbors and
friends feel to sympathize with the family in
their afiliction. ~ She was a true Christian" and
faithful member of the: F. B. church for over
30 years.
Her faith in the Lord Jesus suse
tained her to the last. She died in the full ascurance of going home.
Her husband, who
walked life’s pathway by her side, is left, but
his hope in God is strong and he looks. forward with joy to an early meeting with 4he.
loved and mourned.
s
H. PAYNE.
Lasher.—Deacon Jobn V. Lasher, born in
Red Hook, N. Y., Aug. 19, 1799, died in Rutland, O., April 9, in the 83d year of his age.
He was of German parentage, but received an
English education.
He was married to Miss

Catherine Martin, Oct. - 24, 1820.

He

The next year be and his

wife joined

the F.

B. church in Rutland.
Soon after he was apHe was for many years one
pointed deacon.
of the most active members of the church,
and somewhat gitied in prayer and exhortahis long life he was an uptions. During
right and useful citizen, always keeping on
the side of religion and reform.
He was
among the first in Rutland to vote” against
He never suffered
slavery and intemperance.
the infirmities of old age, but was hale and
hearty up to bis last illness. A second wife

and seven children mourn their loss. Funeral discourse on the 10th, by the writer, assisted
by Elders Harvey and Smith.

S. H. BARR¥TT.
Bickford.—Died in Short Falls, N. H., Apr.
8,Abraham Bickford, aged upward of 75 years,

at the rate of four cents

J erses are inadmissible.

Meserve.—Died in 8an Francisco, Cal., of
cancer, March 1, Dea. James L. Meserve, aged
63 years, 6 months and 29 days.
He was born
in Limerick, Me.
At! the age of 16, he went
to Bangor, and in [833 experienced religion,
anil was baptized by Rev. Ami Bradbury, and
united with the F, B. churchin that place.
In 1840, he returned to Limeritk and united
with the chureb there.
Subsequently
be
Joined our church in Gardiner, and soon after,
the church in Richmond;
in each of these

som, N. H., Aprii 9, aged 75 years, 3 months
and 4 days.
Bro. G., the deacon of the F. B.
church, bas beew®an earnest and faithful ser-'
vant of the Master and will be greatly missed.
N. A. AVERY.

Worthen.—Amos

Worthen

field, Me., April 11, aged 74
fessed faith in Christ at'the
and connected himself with

and remained with them

died

in Fair-

years. He proage of 33 years
the F. Baptists

till death.

His

at-
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There is no

other

covered

place

on

with

the

ice.

globe

where so large’a body of cold fresh wa-

ter lies at an elevation of six hundred
feet above the sea. The air In contact
with this deep chilly water seems to acquire a peculiar vivilying and refreshing
quality, quite impossible te describe,
but very easy to appreciate. Here must

be the great summer sanitarium or cooling-off place for Chicago and Milwaukee.

. F. Johnson, Jr., in Harper's Magazine.
| OE

having most
affected the

thought

of his

times, has vanished from earth in the 73d
year of his age. We take the following
interesting summary from the Springfield Republican:

Darwin is often referred to as the au-

thor of the evolution theory, also popularly’as the man who held that we all
descended from monkeys.
The first of
these ascriptions is wrong, and the other
is but partially right.
Evolution hus
been a thought of slow growth, and it
i8 not possible here

to

trace

iis succes-

sion, but may be said that the Germans
Wolff and Von Baer and the French
Lamarck were before Charles Darwin
the most advancing advocates and propagators of the theory, and Dr. Erasmus
Darwin cannot be placed below them
in influence when we- consider what

share his apparent

vagaries had in de-

termining
the bent of the thinker who
has just tied. But this man's question
was: Accepting the hypothesis of evolutionas true, what must have been the
method of evolution? That he attempted

lo answer in his great work on “The Origin of Species,” and its continuation,

“The

Descent

of Man.”

From

these

works, and from other discussions of
bis, it ‘may be gathered easily—for Mr.

Darwin has a clear and perspicuous
Style — that Mr, Darwin stops at. no half

way houseof monkey ancestors —he left
that sacred to the comical ‘manes
Lord Monbeddo—but traces * the
scent of man” up to a mere worm,
ascidian, as the witty lord said iningenious parody of the old song: —

the

Free

Pittsfield, May 28, 1871,

Baptist church

and

in

her

of
dethe
his

“For man is but a leather bottle.”

In this sack-like creature Mr. Darwin
detects the first rudiment of the spinal
cord ; and from it he holds’all vetebrates

to have derived by various processes of se-

ction, It must be remarked here that Mr.

arwin did stop, if not at a half-way, yet

at a wayside house, in beginning with the
ascidian worm, for it was reserved for Mr.

Huxley to dive far back of that to protoplasmic ooze, the raw material of all liv-

ing organisms, which he has lately found
and since disowned in the bathybius of

at

diary of

that date we find the record of a spirit of con-

secration to God, and the church of her choice,
which was conscientiously
maintained until
she was called to the church triumphant.

She was graduated

from

the

Maine

Central

Institute at Pittsfield in June 1871, and

DARWINISM,

scientific and religious

tized and joined

successful teacher in Lewiston

Php

Charles Robert Darwin,
singularly and profoundly

of Jacob and Laura Berry of Lewiston, Me.,
died at their home in Topsham
Feb. 9, after
an illness of only a few days.
Sister Atwood
was born March 23, 1853, Her home was one
of religious Influences, and hence she learned to
pray early in her childhood.
She was bap-

was

for four years

a

following.
She was united in marriage with
Bro. Atwood in July 1875, and has indeed
been a helpmeet in kis work, taking a deep
interest in the different churches where they
labored, and especially in the work of the

Woman's

Missionary

Societies.

When

in.

formed that she was very near the close of
her earthly life, she was surprised for a mo-~
ment, and the thought of leaving husband and
the dear only child of two years of age, caused
her pain, still she had acalm, triumphant faith
"in Christ, which upbeld her in her sufferings
and sustained her in the hour of death. Funeral
services were conducted’ by the writer, assisted by Rev, B. M. Edwards of Brunswick,
at the church in Topsham, which was filled
by a sympathetic congregation, a large delegation being present from the
1st Brunswick
church, their former pastorate,
The large attendance and the many tearful eyes evinced
the large place of .love she occupied in the
hearts of the - people.
Among
the mourners
were found ber 8, 8. class of eight little boys,
who indeed mourn the loss of a faithful, loving teacher.
_A large vacancy has been made
in the home, and church, but the memory of a

sweet, helpful life will cheer

in

many

dark

hours, and uphold in many times of depression.
Sister Atwood
indeed rests from her
labors, and her works do follow her,
J. B. JORDAN.
Rideout.—Died
A.,
wife of the

in Monmouth, Me., Mary
late Jairus Rideout, aged

60 years.

She gave evidence of a true change

of

some

heart,

twenty-two

vears

ago

and

was Dapiicad by Rev. David Libby and joined
the I.
. church at 8. Lewiston, Sister R.
was a consistent Christian, modest in her deportment, constant in

prayer,

always

to give
a reason of the hope and
Saviour.

Her

disease

was

love

ready

for her

paralysis,

which

ave her no warning, but it found her with
So lamp trimmed and burning. She leaves 10
mourn one son and his wife and distant relatives: '
MARK GATCHELL,
Clark.—Died in Alton, N. H., March 15,
Aaron Clark, aged 87 years, 9 months. He
was converted when young, and united wit!
the F. B. church in Barrington. For gears h
lived a Christian life, and was one of the
Lord's
faithfal witnesses, - Out of a family of nine
ghildren, four remain, with one of whom,
Hiram M., he lived and died. He was tender
ly cared for, vet as infirmities increased, he

could say with Job,“
way.”

I would

Hill.—Died in South Alton,

W. Hill, aged65 years.

Hard

not live al-

April

10, True

work

and

ex-

posure to storms broke down a natugally
strong constitution, He desired to live loners
but was obliged to yield to the stern call of the
death messenger,
He was formerly a mem-

ber of the Rev, 'David Garland’s church in
Barnstead. Although he had not lived in the
full enjuyment of religion for some years, he
felt at lust that he

could

my Redeemer liveth.”

say,

“I know

that

C. M. EMERY.

Vaughn.—William*Vaaghn died in Dover,
N. H.; April

19,

of pneumonia.

His

severe

Dr. Mary Walker thinks

as

a

of marrying

medici-

and

set-

tling down, but the name of the prospective

bride

“is not given,

If you would not have afiliction visit you

twice,

listen at once to a word of advice—

“ Try Wheat Bitters.”

“« My Wife,” remarked Fitznoodle, “is fairly cra-

zy over the. fashions.
8he’s got the delirium
trimmins.” *
Paralytic strokes, heart disease, and kidney affections, prevented
Bitters,

It was William

by

the use

Cullen

ot Brown’s

Bryant, the

Iron

celebrated

minstrel, who said to his Httle sister: * I
rather have my poetry, ‘ Thanatopsis?® ”

would

Sold Out.
Special Telegram to Henry, Johnsen & Lord.
Freedomville, Ohio.—We have sold all those
Baxter's Mandrake Bitters
you sent us.
They
give universal satisfaction.

forthwith.

Send us twelve dozen

YOIIK

3d

Roekingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

Breast, and

EPHRIAM

&

66 N.

Fourth

Street.

have not called a Physician in- the whole time.
My wife had been an invalid for years, but these
Bitters have cured her.”--Price 20 cts. per bottle.

DIPHTHERIA!
HE

PROSTRATION

Diphtheria,
which it clings
known to all who
with this terrible
The

which

follows

i |
PIANO
N
0

be-

;
.

Send for Catalogue,
Warerooms,
608.

and

following

letter

shows

how

the

AGENTS
in America.

BAL

!

i]

1]

NE

in the form

Price §1.

Six bottlesfor $5.

of pills, also in the

form

Address

as above.

Mention

Ta

Sol

QUAL

hy i

%W
0

Sent by mail

to any form

Me.

and_

Throat and Lung Troubles.

For the Throat and Lungs.
‘ When I received Dr. Warren’s Wild
and Sareaparilla

Troches

All

Cherry

I was suffering with

a

cold and they helped me at once. I have found
them superiorto anything
I ever used for the
throat and lungs.”—|
Maine, Feb. 27.

Rev. N. Stackpole, Plymouth,

Bronchitis.

“I think the trial Hox of Warren’s Troches you
sent is doing me much good.
Having been
troubled many years with bronchitis I have tried
various remedies, so far none
immediate relief.”—[Rev. R. A.
Me., March 3.
For

have given such
York, Yarmouth,

Catarrh.

ALL

benefit.

I have

done me

more

been

suffering

from

than

other

chronic

tarrh and have positive relief from
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches.
good

any

ca-

your Wild
hey have
icine

have ever taken.”—[ Rev. 8, F. Strout, Saccapappa,

and

B35 Price %5c.a box.
Sent by mail on receipt
price.
Address ‘‘ American Medicine Co.,”

of
Man-

chester, N. H. For sale by leading druggists.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

:

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED
TRY

WILL SEE
3 7%

BY

WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THIS COUNEXAMINING

SAIN

THIS MAP

AEST

ANT

THAT

THE

il

SasC aa

/

novel

by the Best

hysicians.

;
Ve R N Y

n
;

:

MAIL, 81 50.

Lady Agents wanted.
Manufactured
by
actu

Mina REFU 8

Fox. ARMO N&O

- [fIOLLER' Sw!
COD-LIVER OIL
ayy Best
testify to its delicacy of
tasteand smell, For sale by

W.H.Schietfelin&Co(

nada) NY

| CURE FITS!

|

en I gay cure I donot mean merelyto

em

for a time and then have them return again,
radical cure, I have made the disease of

Fits, Epilepsy or Falling Sickness

a

ROOT, 183 Pearl 8t,, New York.

y

/8end for Mlustrated ciren-

’

’

of the Bible,” Bishop
gress,” Bibles, etc.

tel

lars and proof that $100
y@ month is made selling
“ Mother, Home and

ev

no

“4 Curiosities

ven’s’' ** American
:

}

e

Pacific

Oceans.

Its equip-

1 and magnificent, being composed
Beautiful Day Coaches,
ars,
nd tio Bost

ree

ise and a I'ree Bottle of my infallible remedy. Give
Exjjress and Post
ce. It costs you nothing for a
trial, and I will cu:
un, Address
D
Dr.
H. G.

\

Calls the attention of travelers to the central
ie
fiom of: ita lines SomnecuaE Ihe Hast and the
West
ries
ute, and o
n|
e
without change LS oars, petw sen Ghioag Da
Bon
il Bluffs, Leavenworth, Atchison,
t. Paul. It conneots in Union
he pringival lines of road between
unrival

a life-long study,
I warrant my remedy to cure the
worst cases, Because
others Have failed is noreagon
for not now receiving a cure, Send at once for a treat.

f

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R'Y

{ Most Co
0!

4S

I

Me., Feb. 23.

For sale by all leading dealers.

OUT.

1y85

Colds, Bron=

Hoarseness,

“ The box of troches sent to me proved of great

WN!

by a new

Xs Approved

H & OC, 88 Dey Bt. N.Y

ery, Augusta,

Coughs,

Catarrh,

TING corset kKnowil,

80 ets. - Ciroular

Address P, 0, Vick«

WARREN'S

arrangement
in
construction,
and is the most COMFORT A.
BLE and PERFECT FIT.

or circutarand terms to the
Twombly Knitting
on, Mass.
hine Co., 49 Washington St.,
:
1218 ous 21t *

Outfit free.

sells at saght.

AGENT! 8S
WANTE, . Send for circulars
i
to
A. D. WORTHINGTON & LO
Conn.

chial

Impurities
Disco orations,

PRICE BY

A YEAR and expeneges to agents.

Fa:

thisgrindand

It

THE MAGICAL REMEDY

Freckels,
Tan
ot!
'atches,
Black

15 Nor RN

Years Remark

ans, and Jeveats forthe first fame

Sherman

For Sore Throat,

Cheapest

as WEAR

1t gives his 88

9 Ind

TENCE AMon/

ring Deeds, Customs,
Exploits,
“nner hfe,”life,”
4
Published by Authority
of, and full I Introduction
2

HEALTH PRESERVING
CORSET
1s made Pertectly Adjustable

of lozenges, on

mail,

Gen. Donae.
heir

ERIE doi

ith HEEL and TOE comple
in
Ps
Tt will also knit a great variety of fancywork for whichethere 18 always a ready market. Send

Ry

given. Send forcirculars tothe
G OO, liartford, Cone

TROCHES!

will find the Tonica

Great

PIAL dela

. Extra Terms
P UB.

, PROPRIETORS AND SOLE PRODUCERS

Mac

\y/

gives truthful revelations
woman sees 1.1"

The besteelling book out. Agents Wanted.

snd
HARTFO.

i Dealers in. Toilet Articles

COM-

AND NOT

sand inside workings of

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE (0.,

AGENTS hine
WANTED
EVERIFHERE
to so
ever invented.
Will knit a pair of

Todi

and cured by

you can be in-

Sunburn, Prickly Heal, -.
Chapped, Rough or Chafed Skin

1s

hs

arsons’® Purgative
ke New
Rich
Blood; and will oompletely change the blood in
the entipesystem in three months, Any person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1to 12weeks
tored to sound health, if sucha thing
be
bi
,. Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.
ig
ible "H
& CO Boston, Li
formerly Bangor, Me.
fi
Slat

vigorated

Rf
SD
ru

this Paper,

THAT

shows the

WILD GECARY AID SRGAPAATL

either withimor upon the
skin, leaving it smooth,
soft and pliable, and of
that perfect clearness and
purity which eonstitutes
the really beautiful complexion. Itbleaches the
skin
to a marvelous whiteness,

Churches

NEW RICH BLOOD!

or Liver Com-

ERADICATES

without
Injury:

FOR

2

earl's REFINED

FRINK’S
Patent Reflecto
ive
the Most
Powerful, the Roftent,
heapcst and the Best Ligh

ood's Tooth-Powder, Only 25 Cents.

Kidney

worms,
eT

a

Itportrays the “inner fe,"

every Government Department; and
of life * behind the scenes,” “as a

R.

Rev. T. P. CHILDS, Troy, 0. |

churen LIGHT,

t

Py

bald

pr

of his own experience; they are
the only known means of permanent cure.’’—Ba tint.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

Price §1 a bottle or

Clemmer,

k by these distinguished Authors,

*‘His remedies are the vutgrowth

Penetrates
the &kin

WANTED

ings. Agents are makingimmensesalesof

rfumed and
Rovtore color

or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanent and Pos#9 itive Cure. A Home Treatment:
88 No charge for consultation by
i# mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

‘chools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc, FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0

six bottles for §5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD
& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

AGENTS

famous

Liberal

Toany suftering with Catarrh,

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for GhtfTeher,

a
t bottle has
does not disbag Tid good; her food
ress her now, nor does she suffer from that
‘extreme tired feeling which she did before
taking HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA.”

CO.

None genuine without signature of Hiscox & Co.
50c. & Preise tn
Large Saving Buying $1 Size.

Spo

i

Heid Scenes, Marvelsand Mysteriesof the Capitol;
of the daily Tite ht the White House and of all its

Every intelligent per-

tl
Baru

fn

Diseases.

Address

. By Mary

Tad

St.,

Highly Invigorating Medicine that Never Intoxicates

LIVER PILLS, They cure
ipation, bili
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
A= Sold by all Druggists. “G8

”

the

ith Consumption, Age,

ngs

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

The

Brain

popular book, The

“plaints,

i

NE

receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs, Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphe
let,

and

DR. E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,, Convulsions, Nervous Headache,
Mental Depression,
Loss of Memory, Premature Old.jAge, caused. by
over-exertion or gver-induigepiooy:
leads to
misery, decay and death.
One box
will cure recent cases.
Each box contains ope month’s {reat
ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars ; sent by mail, nost-paid on receipt of a
.
We guarantee six
boxes to cure any. case.
ith
each order received by us for six boxes, acco
nied with five dollars, we will send the
“the
or written guarantee to return the money
treatmentdoes not effect a cure.
Guarantees issued only when the treatment is ordered direet

en Years Washinglon

PARKERS GINGER TONIC

POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass,

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.
TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER, &c.
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Ma8sachusetts
Charitable Mechanic's Ass
on in 1881.

:
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont St., Boston, Ms,
y

using,

For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

/

op

W

ELS

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com«
, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Disp!
ts, and the
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in

bid

Sold by all druggists.

R

;

Compound {s unsurpassed.

1 Tn
& SoyriL, Miss.
Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.:
Gentlemen—
My little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, bleod poor,
with no appetite, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects. HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA was recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been taking it a few days we noticed
a change for the better—she began to eat
with a relish. It seemed to take out the
poison the disease had left in her blood, the
change being very noticeable in her face.
She took it two months and fully regained
We now
her health, much to our delight.
recommend HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA Witha
yours,
great deal of Pleasure. Very touly
.
H,
19 Butterfield Street.

Tired F eeling.
“That Extreme. done
daughter
my

ih

BY

PURE WHITE LEAD.

from us.

All Farmers, Mothers,
Business men, Mechanics, &c., who are tired
out-by:
work or worry,

29

-

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS,
¢ BOSTON STAR BRAND.”

TK Jertect dressing ele-

SAM.

Scald

BOSTON LEAD MAN'FNG CO.

Address HALLETT BOOK Co., Portland, Maine.

TAIR

Rheum,

ila

With Gen,

to our best female population.

VEGETARLE

and

With their departure health returns.

BOOK

at

Any one canbecome a successful agent.

PARKERS

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses

PINKIIAM’S

bility,

8

ORGAN

Immense profitstoagents.

terms free.

Tetter-

male Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhea aricing
from internal ulceration
“and uterine diseases,
Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and General De-

48 fine Engravi

wanted for the immensely

sonwantsit.”

Isel
a Positive Cure
La

E.

Tumors,

Lives ofall the Presidents of the U.S. Complete
in one large elegantillustrated volume. The fastest selling book

|VEGETAELE COMPOUND:

LYDIA

Salt’

years en-

them

Washington

gestion,
“
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
1t will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.

re-

inspect

ESTEY
.

O.

R
ORGAN
Sl
die
5
N

All the leading artists of the past few
dorse these instruments as the best.

It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration;
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

storing and invigorating properties of
tl
overcome it, and
Hood
S
how by vitaliz:
M
ing and enrichSarsaparilla ing the blood it
neutralizes and
eradicates the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the convalescent the color, life
and vigor of robust health.

Sells as $1.50.

HAINES ~~ ESTEY

an early stage of development.
Tho tendency to cancerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
' It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
~for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.

and the persistency with
to the patient, are well
have had any experience
disease.

Pa,

Dourstic ScALk Co. Cincinnati,

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
socommon

Pustules, Blotches,

Boilg,

Nerve

Acenta wanted. $5 a
made
selling
our NEW HOUSEHOLD
ARTICLES and FAMILY SOALE,

y

fore I took your medicine,
:
Mgs.’H. KNOWLTON.
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I bad a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend te my work,as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recom-

&
hi

Eg

Philadelphia,

BY Weighs up to 251bs.

P. PICKERING.

I never knew a well day

Co, No.

3A

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver © Complaint,
and
have
never
Deen

troubled since.

Rose or, Erysipelas, Pimples,

Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones, Side and Head, Fe-

RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

Epileps;

dition; Nationalities representrd; Climate Soils, Products,
Wages. all T#ades and
Professicns; all Statistics; Areas;
Raimnfulls § Manitoba, British Columbia, Alaska. Texas and
every seetion, Sellsto every class. BRADLEY, G ARRETSON

being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
with no dppetite.
=I concluded
to try. Dr.
Clark -Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood,

"J, WERTS & SON.

au-

Ea WESTERN xs
Just issued, by ablest Geographical scholar, County
Maps of every State and Territory in colors, every
Rail=road and Town beautifully illustrated. Tells of
Mining,
Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands; Transportation. Prices; Social, Educational and Religious Con-

St.,

CITY

In 1877 I had an abscess on my

The Rev. Chas. E. Piper, of Wakefield, R. I,
‘writes: “I have used Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters
inmy family for over two years, and_as a result

Park
are

Agents wanted for “Our E MPR

IT.

West

._,.

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres. WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.

Arch St. Philadelphia, L'a. Seepringipaldruggists.

is the Hope of the Race.

it is aguin

recommended

to

in attention to directions.

DRUGGISTS

the

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD 8Y ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES.
wd

P. O..and express address to De..K LINE,031

deli-

are

Eng.

rstday’suse; Treatise and $2 trial bottiefreeto
it patients, they paying expressage, fcnd name,

There are no spirits employed in its mann-

facture, and it can be taken by the most

derangements

Diseases of the skin, St. Anthony’s Fire,

or all BRAIN & N Ai

cure for Fits,

Internal

MANUFACTURED

Insane Persons Restored,
ELINE'S GREAT

It opens the pores of the skin and induces
Healthy Perspiration.
It nentralizes the hereditary taint,or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner. of skin diseases and
internal humors.
p
’

Health of Woman

terms.

before

is

37

blood.

determination of these same humors to some inter-

nal
organ or organs,
whase action they derange,
and<whose substance they disease and destroy.
| AYER’S SARSAPARILLA expels these humors from
the blood.
When they are
gone, the disorders

DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.

STOPPEDFREE

It
Promotes Digestion.
It Nowrislies, Strengthens and Invigorates.
It carries off the Old Blood and makes new

Woman can Sympathize with Woman,

distinet
nsluted
—The.
cidents
glelfow
“poet's
ains no
erable.
he City
koowl-

Nitro-glycerine

CO.,

‘from the

The

for particulars

&

troublesome

disorders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance
on the surface of humors that should be expelled

they produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of
the Liver, Stomach, Kidney, Lungs, Eruptions and

New

are our Agents, and

MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

nal agept in epilepsy.

that undermine health and settle into

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

the Bowels.

tachment for-his own denomination was very
strong. He took the Star for forty years, always
pus ing in ndvance. - He proved himselfto be a
est recorded temperature being 38 de.
mend it to be a reliable remedy,
truly benevolent Christian man, a kind father,
grees. Near the lake the presence of so
and affectionate busband, always ready to pro- |
3
JOSEPH WAINE.
large a body of water, which at Marquette
mote the comfort and happiness of his fam.
Manchester, N. H.
never falls below 52 degrees, and on the
ily, and the welfare of Christianity.
He was
This {#8 to cértify that I have used Dr. Clark
extreme northern end of the peninsula
a grept sufferer for many years, and as he
Johuson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
drew near the close of life, he longed to ‘denever be 48 degrees, acts as an equalfor the past two years, and consider it the best
In 1859 he purt dnd be with Christ. He leaves a wife, family medicine known. When the children
ilzer, and restricts the range within com- churches be was elected deacon.
one son and four daughters, who though deepcame
to
California,
and
immediately
united
paratively narrow limits. This low tem- with the Union Square Baptist church of ly feeling his less, rejoice that his sufferings get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever,
a few doses will set them right. In m
perature of the lake water, which is high- which be remained u consistent and worthy are oyer. Funeral services by the writer.
own case I use it, and think it the best medier than that of any of the sireams en- member until death. His sickness was shart,
H. PREBLE.
cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
“tering it, precludes the idea of bathing. - but very painful, and during those long days
constipation, which has become chronic and
Mr. Oscar Wilde has made $25,000 ont of his | stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
As a consequence few of the lake sailors and nights of suffering be evinced the sweet lectures.
He Joints to it when inquired- of as to
of trust and
Christian.
resignation.
cure me.
=
WILLFTAM
McPHERSON.
can‘swim, and it would be of little avail spirit
Dea. Meserve was known as an honest man, . the utility of ¥ eauty.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
to them #8 a means of preserving life if one whose integrity was never questioned.
¢ Their Occupition Gene.”
‘Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
ent.
Particulars given on application.
they could, for the most robust man if he He was conscientious, always careful to conR. V. PIERCE, M. D,, Buffalo, N. Y.: I was attails into Lake Saoperior chills and dies form his life to the teachings of ‘the Bible. tached with congestion of the Jungs, soreness over
the
liver,
severe
pain
in
the
joints,
a
burning
feHe was deeply interested in the prosperity of
in a few moments. The numerous trout the-church
ver, and general giving away of the whole system.
of his choice, ever ready and anxious
streams in the woods are of an icy cold- to promote its interests. He knew the signif- Failing to find relief 10 remedies prescribed, I
your ‘* Golden Medical Discovery.”
It etness. The snow, which falls to a depth of. icance of sorrow and disappointment, and tried
fected
my entire care. Your medicines have only
six or seven feet, melts 254 Soka into was quite ready to pass through the valley and to be used to be appreciated. Ifevery family
sandy
ground,
to re-appear
from deep-seat- join the loved" ones whose society had been would give them a trial, nine-tenths of the doctors
bis comfort and delight. As deacon of the would, lika Othello, find their occupation gone.
ed 4
with a temperature of 39 deg., church,
Yours truly,
as a willing helper in every good
L.B. MCMILLAN, M. D.,
Breesport, N.Y.
which is
equal to theaverage annual tem- cuuse, he was upbrecaiced y all. As an in-

perature of the place. The thick forests dulgent father bis place can never be filled in
He is greatly missed
prevent the sun from warming the the now lonely home.
ground or the water. And finally the because his seat is empty. Services by the
writer, assisted by Rev.
Mr. Bromley.
lake is 80 deep—its bed reaching several
N:L-ROWELL.
hundred feet
below the level of the sea—
Atwood
.—Mrs,
Abbie,
wife
Chas.
that the summer air has little effect on it: B. Atwood of Topsham, Me., ofand Rev.daughter

in

it purifies the blood,
purges out the lurking
humors in the system,

Eruptive

College.

place

and
Manthe Iodides

of Potash, and
Irom,
makes a most cflectual
R~ cure ofa series’ of com-!
|= plaints which are very:

Tr

MURRAY.

Telegraph Department,
New Hampton, N. H,

It acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the Kidneys.

ing required

\

Is a special departmeny
atthe New Hampton Com-

only

the medicineistaken Immedintary after
eating
the fermentation of food
is prevented,
It Regulates

R.

of

Altera

prevalent and. afllicting.

land where Telegraphy is practically and proper
ly taught. Young
men or ladies Sid of be.
coming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.

A defi=

stomach.

g

:

.

in the

Starch

of the food into glucose.
in

Souring

the

; b

aid JAS.

compound

Stillingia,
drake, with

gara= CINCINNATI 0.

ip possesses Varied Properties.

It
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moved,

in 1823, to Sullivan Co., and ten years after to
Rutland, Meigs Co., where he has since resided. Before his removal to Obio, he belonged
to the Methodist church, but becoming dissatisfied with sprinkling, he was baptized by im
mersion, June, 1838, by Rev. Cyrus Stiison.
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was president of the L. A. 8S. at the time of her

Wheeler.—Diedin Troy,

e

%

24, of inflammatory rheumatism, Lucinda, wife
of Dea. Joel Calkins, aged 41 years. A hus.
band and three children survive her, and their
irreparable loss is sincerely shared by the
brothers and sisters and the community.
In
early youth she consecrated herself to Christ
and united with the F. B. church in East
Troy,
and continued in its fellowship till
death. Her faith was firm and unshaken,
her convictions of truth and right strong. She
death, and the society feels to sympathize with
the family in their great affliction. | She passed
away without a cloud, urging her family and
neighbors to meet her in heaven.

:

:

«. Griffin .—Deacon. John Griffin died in Ep-

Particular Notice. Obituaries must be brief
and for the public. For the excess over one hun
dred words, and for those sent by persons who do
not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will

t

i

3, 1882.

;

an

tion of organs adapted to them; that so
one type has merged into another, until
was the first land that was attached to from * a hairy quadruped, witha tail’ and
the original Laurentian nucleus about pointed ears, probably arboreal in its habwhich our continent has been formed. its,” it became but a step to man as we
it has, in consequence, always been a see him in his lowest estate. This theory
favorite field for geological study, and only reached its extreme in-application to
its novel industrial features make it no mau; it is the same in due degree with
Jess interesting to the ordinary traveler. | regard to every other form of life.
The arguments’ against
this
theory
The face of the country is rugged and
seamed and worn. Were it not for its have never been satisfactorily’ answered,
mineral wealth it would remain perma- either by Darwin or any of his school of

nently a& wilderness.
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which is so productive of iron and copper
__formsno exception to this rule.
It is
old—older than most of our hills, for it.
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TUESDAY, APRIL. 25.—

The steamer ** City

of Sanford?, plying between Sanford and Jacksonville. Fla., was destroyed by fire on the St.
John's River, vesterday, and nine persons are

known to -have perished.—The casualties by
Saturday’s cyclone at Monticello, La., were
ater than ut first reported. Fineen persons
illed

and

thirty

injured.

Fortionso

Here Visited by a terrific
a
os
“hurricane on the same day, and & number of
people were killed.—The Indian troubles in
Arizona are growing serious; - forty’ persous
have been killed by the savages.——Sixty-three
buildings in the town of Eau Claire, Wis., were
destroyed by fire yesterday, the total property
loss amounting to $250,000.

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

town

26.—The

of

Galeyville, Arizona, was burned by Indianson
Monday, and thirty-five of its inhabitants
who
Emerson,
<~Waldo
killed. — Ralph
been sick at his home in Concord,
has
Mass., for a few days with pneumonia, 18
Col. Forsythe gives battle
growing weaker.——
to the Apache Indians near old Camp, Rucker,
Arizona, defeating them and killing six. of
their number:
:

THURSDAY,

APRIL

27.—Mr.

Ralph Wal-

do Emerson dies at his, home in Concordat ten
minutes before nine o’clock this evening.—
The Tenn. Republicans unanimously re-neminate Gov. Alvin Hawkins.
:

FRIDAY, APRIL 28.—-There have been 110

business failures throughout the country during the past seven days.——President Arthur
and party inspect the naval fleet at Fortress

Monroe.

MAY 3, 1882.

—
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Educational,

ary. i
' AT

MORNING . STAR.
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eat

He

_ SATURDAY, APRIL 29.—At
Hickory, N.
C., five men assaulted a policeman, who shot
three of his assailants; .two bystadners were
also shot.
MONDAY, MAY 1.—The funeral of Ralph
‘Waldo Emerson occurred in Concord yesterdsy afternoon. There were private services at
the house, and public seryices in the Unitarian
church, with addresses
by Judge Hoar and

Farm and Frome.

Arbor Day was celebrated at Hillsdale on
April 27, by the planting of a large number of
trees on the college campus.
On the same day
the students, under the leadership of Prof.
Fisk, turned out in a body and, aided by teams

WAS FOR FRUIT TREES.
A correspondent of the Fruit Recorder writes as

follows: I noticed in a recent issue a number of
receipts for killing codling moths.—I have tried

hired for the purpose, made rapid progress in

various remedies on my

the work

have been

of grading a buse-ball ground.

Tbe North-western Summer Tunstitute
of
Science, Literature snd the Arts opens its
first session of -five weeks at Petosky, Mich.,
the 13th of July.
The faculty will consist of
12” professors; one of which is Prof. Fisk of
Hillsdale College. His department is Geology.
Education

in the South.

’

The Rev. A D. Mayo, who has been traveling,-lecturing and Working in the South in the
interest of Education, in a letter to the Springfield + Republican, uses these words: ** The
crying want here, as through the South, is
good teaching for all classes of children to the
age of 12 to 14 years. For want of it, thousands
of children are growing up, either ignorant or
very poorly instructed ; the academies are compelled to deal with ‘young people only fit for

low grade work and the colleges can

be

little

better than academies.
A national grant that
would enable the people of every district, after
doing their best, to place an effective element:

ary school for blacks and whites on the ground

weuld not only educate these children for the
duties of life, but would wake up the entire
region to academical and collegiate education.”
Speaking of Seuth Carolina, he continues:
¢ Every town is taxed heavily for the ordinary
expenses of building itself up to a condition to
do business and meet the calls from year to
year. Fifteen years ago the financial
bottom
was out of the State and only since 1876, has
there been a condition of political tranquility
that would assure progress. in any direction.
It is astonishing how much has been done, by

both

races,

in that short period.

While, on

Prof. Gardner drew by personal exertion a full
house to hear his address on the “Evils of Intem| perance.”

suggested

orchard,

by

some

scientific

of which

men.

I will

now give you my experience with them.
chard consists of trees ranging from
years of age, and I find the codling

for attack at any age.

My or-

one to fifty
moth ready

Last year, when

I made a wash of my own and

tried

pruning,

it with good

results. The following ingredients composed the
wash: One quart of lime, such as is used by the
plasterers in * white-coating,” one peck of leached wood-ashes,

two

pecks

of

cow-manure,

one

quart of soft soap, and ong large tablespoanful of
Paris green.
I wet the mixture thoroughly to
make it like paste, beating it" thoroughly until it
became tough.

I added

twelve

quarts

of ‘water,

or enough to give the trees a thorough
I find on the ol trees so washed, that
bark has dropped

off and

left

sniooth. On all the trees I have
great improvement. |

the

new

coating.
the old
perfectly

washed

I

see

a

ABOUT SWEET PEAS, .
Sweet

Peas!

How

rarely

than
we

see them of late! Itis true that the same thing—
the intense summer heat—which makes our season of ** green peas”

rather

short,

also interferes

with the sweet peas. Those who weuld have.
sweet peas should plant them early, and plant
them deep. Three inches of covering is none too
much, and they should be put in as early as the
soil is in a condition to work.
Of course they
must have something to climb upon.
Pea-brush,
such as is given the ordinary garden peas, is per-

haps the best, but, in the absence of this,

Parker’s

4

Wild Pigeons, ¥ dozeu #2 00. a $2 25.
PORK. Prices are firm, with a good trade.

strings,

Mosses from the ancient Viking ship found last
year on the const of Norway have
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witlr thé vessel thousands ot years, and yet retaiped their structure perfectly.
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heard expression, “Oh! | wish |
had the strength!” If you are
broken down, have not energy, or
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feel as if life was hardly worth living, you can‘be relieved and re-
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During the war I was in-

Thy

by a piece
jured in the stomach
of a shell; and have suffered.

fromiteversince. About four
yearsagoit brought on paralysis, which kept me in bed six
months, and the best doctors
in the city said I could not
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indigestion, and for overtwo
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health and strength oversirained nature.
the one hand, the leading white population of
wires, or whatever will allow the plants to ¢limb
the Siate seems determined that, under no
Parlor Decoration.
for
about
three
feet,
mast
be
provided.
Sweet
Dr. Freeman Clarke.
Interment was in circumstances, shall the old condition of negro
HORSE-SHOES, painted plaques and SUN-FLOWsupremacy be restored ; yet, on the other,there
peas are excellent flowers for cutting, as they
Sleepy Hollow cemetery.
ERS have each in its turn been the pooular parlor
is a genuine desire to break up the awful reign
have long stems, and they retain their beauty for
ABROAD.
ornament, but are now superseded by TAMBORINE,
of ignorance upon the celored population.
very many days.
To have sweet peas at their
which when tastefully decorated iz very ornaTUESDAY, APRIL 25.——It is reported from Fifty-one per cent. of the negroes are unable to
best, plant early and plant deep.—Am. Agricultu- mental. For fifteen cents the Wheat Bitters Co,
Rome that the Pope is seriously ill.——Relief
read, and it is impossible for us st the North
19 Park Place, New York, will send free a beaatimeasures for the Russian
Jews are being
rist.
to.comprehend the condition ¢f unfitness for
fully decorated Tambonue.
pushed at Berlin,——The reports of the anti- intelligent political action of the large majority
—————
pen
Jewish riots at Balta, Russia, on the 11th of of this people. Outside the ** poor white trash,”
New Zealand is now spoken of as one of the
Apr. are confirmed by later news.
The town
countries with a prosperous future in store. It has
TO MAKE GRAFTING WAX.
a considerable body of white people is found
“was virtually destroyed and six thousand faman
area of
105,000 square miles, a’ capacity for 20,
unschooled, bat still vigorous, instructed by
We have answered a number by mail, but so
ilies are homeless.——Twelve per cent. of the
000 souls, witnout over peopling, and a very large
life and tolerably intelligent in public affairs.
many inquiries coutinue to come, that we repeat
proportion of arable land.
population of Port au Prince bave died of As Jong as the negro in these *‘ black belt”
the recipe given in former years. Rosin, Bees
small-pox and the inhabitants of Jacmel are
States is in the condition that I find him, there
The
daily
movement
of
the
great
Swiss glacier,
Wak, and Tallow, are the essentials.
Some use
dying of the scourge at the rate of twenty-five
can be no peace, politically. He will be cheatthe Mer de Gace, is from seven to thirty-six in.
a day.
equal
parts
by
weight;
others.
prefer,
as
warm
ches.
k
ed by every knave in business; bulldozed by
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26.— Minister Low- one class and wheedled by another crowd of weather approaches, more rosin and less tallow.
Don’t Die in the House.
ell is one of the pall-bearers at Mr. Darwin’s
A good recipe is rosin 2 lbs., bees.wax one Ib.
politicians; his vote on local issues oftener used
‘ Rongh on Rats.”
Clears out rats, mice, roachfuneral in London to-day.—— Lieutenant Dato obstruct than advance the public interest. and a quarter, tallow 12 ounces. These should be
es, bed-bugs, flies, ants;. moles, chipmunks,
gonenbower and his companions leave Orenburg
There was never a greater delusion thum the
melted well together over a gentle fire, dnd stir:
phers.
15c.
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for St. Petersburg; they. are all well.—Gen- | idea that an intelligent Republican party,as we
red
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mixtare
cools.
It
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most
conveniently
eral Skobeleff is dangerously ill of inflammaunderstand republicanism in Massachusetts,
That Husband of Mine
used upon strips of cloth, Auny old calico or
tion of the Jungs at Berlin.
can be formed in 4 State like South (‘arolina
1s three times the man he was before he bégan us’
muslin that will tear readily, may be torn into
vut of the mass of negro voters and the black
THURSDAY, APRIL 27.— Prince Leopold,
ing “ Wells’ Health Renewer.
$1. Druggists.
strips 2 inches wide, made into balls and soaked
and white leaders that now have them in trainthe youngest son of Queen Victoria, is married
Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N.H.
ing.” He was especially kindly received in
in the melted wax, until thoroughly saturated.
in Windsor to Princess Helen of Waldeck.——
Two hundred Russian Jews leave Liverpdel Charleston, visited every school in the city and We preferto roll the cloth upon a short stick, to
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ie
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Stinging irritation, inflammation, all Kidney and
The
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wax is spr¢ad. with a brush upon one side of
_ FRIDAY, APRIL 28.—=Earl Cowper resigns
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the Lord Lieutenancy of Ireland, aud Earl
this Manilla paper.
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a
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s
Dr.
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to succeed him.——
Lamson sufmade with raw linseed oil, using a pint of oil inSchool slates are now made of white card-board
fers the penalty of death at Wandsworth jail, educate than the latter, while the valuation of stead of a pound of tallow.—American Agricultcovered with a film formed by the action of sulSpringfield is greatly in excess of that of CharlesLondon.
>
phuric acid on tissue paper.
This covering is
urist.
ton, and closes
the
editorial
as follows:
probably a modification of celluloid.
SATURDAY, APRIL 29. —A plot has been
** Charleston is doing all that can reasonably be
—_—
tt
discovered in Russia to blow up the whole expected ; other communities are not doing as
For the delicate and complicated difficulties peThe Flemish farmer scrupulously collects evKremlin during the coronation of the Czar.
well, but the pation ul large with its abundant
culiar to the female constitution, Lydia E. PinkThree bundred Nihilists have been arrested on
ery atom of sewage from the towns, he gnards his
resources ought to come to the aid of that
ham’s Vegetable Compound is the sovereign remesuspicion.——Two hundred
Jewish families
dy. It aims at the cause, and produces lasting
section of country which at once suffered a manure like a treasure, puts a roof over it to preresults. Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkbam, 283 West.
Jeave Wilna, Russia, for America to-day,
great destruction of values and had forced upon . vent rain and sunshine from spoiling it; he also
ern
Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets, =
1t a great demand for educational facilities. Its gathers mud from rivers and canals, and the ex.
MoxNDAY, May
1.— Lieutenant
Danenneeds increased in the same ratio in which its
hower and others of the ‘‘ Jeannette” party
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cretions of animals along the highways, for conresources fell, and the true economy of prompt
reached Moscow on Saturday ia good heaith.
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
version into phosphates.
relief from the national “treasury cannot be
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
doubted by any one who believes that popular
Cengress.
The dead bark from the trunks and larger
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
government depends on popular intelligence.”
limbs of trees is best removed during a thaw.
A
An important bill has been passed by the
wash
of whale-oil or soit soap applied with a most mild, bland, and nutritions form in which
Heuse, which provides for the appointment of
Cod Liver Oil caa be used, and with more benefit
brush gives a smooth healthy appearance, = ~
a marine signal board consisting of five per: ““ How painful and pitiful is the daily specsecured to the patient. by a single teaspoonful of
sons, who are to draft, prescribe and adopt a tacle of some graduate of our schools, soaked
A teaspoonful of saltpeter to a pail4f water this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liguid
system of marine light and fog signals and regoil, and the most delicate stomach will not
t
with lessons, who cannot put a thought into
will kill worms in the roots of squashes.
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
ulations for all vessels sailing in the waters of
words or a purpose inte execution,” says Gov.
298 Pearl St., New York.
'¥9.
4-0-4
the U. 8.
“HLT
Long of Massachusetts.
:
An interesting debate has occurred in the
Davidson College, in Mecklenburg County,
MAKING THE CROWS USEFUL.
Senate touching the removal of political disaN. C., has an attendance this year.
of. 121
bilities from ex-Counféderates, who by the presW. 8. Morgan, Somerset Co., Pa., in view of
students, 21 being seniors, 21 juniors, 38 sophoent laws are not eligible to appointment in the
U. 8. army. Senator Edmunds asserted that mores, 31 freshmen, and 10 sub-treshmen. The the fact that the corn-plaunting season is at hand,
“ there could not have been two right sides to faculty numbers seven,including the president; gives his experience, which we commend. to those
A.D. Hepburn, D. D., LL. D.
who look upon the crow as an enemy.
He says:
the rebellion and that the Government only
* —-held the right side.” He believed that the law
The school expenditures for next year. in “ For the past five seasons, 1 have, just before 1 It Rings ‘of a Grateful Heart and Gives
should stand as it is perpetually *“so that the
onor where Honor is Due.
expected my corn to come up, sowed on the field
San Francisco are estimated at $840,460.
Government might hold some inextinguishaabout a quart of corn to each acre, and repeated
Mr.
William
W. Chadwick, of Hatchville,
ble memorial to show the difference between
The Commercial
Club of Chicago contemthe operation as often as necessary, until the corn
Conn., writes under date of Jue 14; 1880, to
the one side and the other.”
.
plates establishing a Manual Training School
was so large thatghe crows colild not pull it up. ] Dr. Kennedy, to say that the use of ‘ KenneThe Senate has voted to appropriate $5,000,-. in that city, at a cost of $100,000.
dy’s Favorite Remedy” has cured him of’ Gall
Ifthe corn is soaked until tender, they prefer
000 for the improvement of the Mississippi RivLord
Ripon
declares
that
it
is
impossible
for
Stone from which he had experienced everypicking what they want to eat from the surface
er, and $1,000,000 for the Missouri,to be expendthe
Government
to
establish
a
real
and
effecthing
but comfort for a long time.
Mr. Chaded by the Secr
in accordance with
rather than to pull the young plants to get it. The
tive system of general primary education in
wick felt wholly cured when he wrote, and
the plans of the Mississippi River Commission.
cost
of
the
corn
thus
sown
is-but
a
trifle;
as
a
reIndia, aud he _sppeals to men of wealth to
says: “J have had no pain for six months,
James G, Blaine has at last testified before
sult I havea great number of ¢fows almost conRusd schools, aid colleges and provide scholarand have also regained my flesh and can stand
“the Com. of the House which has been investiships.
stantly
on
my
corn
field,
and
after
they
have
been
a fair day’s work. I recommend ‘Kennedy’
gating Sbipherd and his South American
satisfled
with
corn
they
will
still
pick
up
all
the
Favorite
Remedy’ to any. one suffering from a
scheme,
r. Blaine not only
pronounced
The trustees of the Baltimore
Female
deranged
liver.” Grateful patients are cominsects, grubs, and cut worms they can find, as a
Shipherd a forger and a perjurer but also
College have presented to Mr. Enoch Pratt,
mon.
Dr. Kennedy is daily in receipt of letproved it. Perry Belmont, a junior member
In raising fifty acres of corn since
of that city, A handsome medal and a series of dessert.
ters from them, expressing similar sentiments.
of the Com., endeavored to cross-question Mr.
resolutions, as a token of ther appreciation of adopting this plan, I have not lost a hundred
These letters are spontaneous, and
put in all
Blaine with the avowed purpose of establishhis gift of $1,000,000 to the city for the esstalks by crows and cut worms combined.”—
varieties of phraseology, but invariably setting
ing an unsavory interpretation of Mr. Blaine’s
tablishment of a free public library.
.
Am, Agriculturist.
Hg
forth
one
ting
she
value
of
*
Kennedy's
dispatches
to the late Minister Hurlbut,
Mr.
Favorite Remedy" for many forms of disease.
oreo
Blaine thereupon charged Mr. Belmont with
It may be just the thing you have -been lookScience and Art.
having untruthfully misquoted his dispatches,
ing for. Is your Liver disordered.” Have you
whereupon Mr. Belmont lost his temper and
ASKED FOR
Nature states that a Russian naval officer
derangement of the KidneysorBladder, agsoindulged in some very foolish remarks.
It is has invented a very ingenious apparatus for
ciated
with Constipation ot the Bowels? If
beginning to appear that Mr. Blaine has been
ascertaining the depth of the sea without the
maliciously traduced and unfairly misrepre- | use of a costly and heavy line. Indeed, no . Many of the self=raiging flours aud bread pre- 80, you want * Kennedy's Favorite Remedy.”
Dr. Kennedy practices
Medicine and Surgery
sented by his enemies in reference to his Seuth
line at all is used. The instrument consists of parations sold for baking purposes, are not made,
in all their branches.
Write and state your
American policy, and in view of this it is not
it appeay's from cream tartar at all. The compoeia piece of. lead, a small wheel with a concase
frankly.
Letters
promptly answered.
surprising that Mr. Blaine resisted further at- trivance for registering the number of revolu- tion and process of manufacture taken from the
Address Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout, N.Y.
tem
align
him.
.
tions, and‘a float. While the apparatus sinks
records of fhe Patent Office at Washington, of a
¢ Dr. Kennedy's Favorite Remedy” for sale by *
The anti-Chinese bill has passed the Senate
the wheel revolves, and the registered revowell-know!
ufacturer, is one of the most
all. druggists.
by a large majority. It has been somewhat
lutions indicate the depth.
When the bottom
loathsome character.
This is the formula:
amended and must now be returned to the
is reached the lead becomes detached, the
500
POUNDS
BURNED
AND
GROUND
House before it is submitted to the President.
float begins to act, and the machine shoots up
BONES are placed in
to the surface, Where it can be easily fished up
Personal.
(oil of
by a net and the3 register read off.
400
POUNDS SULPHURIC
ACID
:
‘The wife of Senator Edmunds is to receive a
Vitriol) fresi#y diluted with
It
has
been
proven
by
direct
comparison
that
Boston Produce Report.
gift of a silk quilt from the women of Utah as
1,000 POUNDS WATER, and stirred from time
objects which are white by sunlight appear
a mark of their appreciation of her husband’s
rtedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
Re
to time for three days. The paste is mixed
yellowish under the electric light and red when
recent services.
so
0
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
seen by gaslight. ‘The illusion,” says Dr.
with farinaceous material, or with freshly
8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 8,
Miss Lizzie Sargent, the younger daughter
Werner Siemens, ¢“ arises from our being acburned
gypsum,
or
with
stearine,
and
cy Market, Boston.
of the Minister to Germany, intends to pursue
customedto see the earth redly illuminated
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, April 29, 1882.
dried and pulverized. * * * PhIB pulher medical studies at a German university.
after sunset, and on this basis forming a differverized acid is to be used with bicarbonate
She is already a qualified physician, having
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS.
ent scale of colors for ourselves. Daylight
of soda in baking powers.
begn graduated at the Pacific
Medical College.
Western superfine. ceeeeseosercrencenss 427@
475
would accordingly by night appear still bluer
Bones of defunct animals gathered from in and
Common eXLraB..esserevececsncensnees 500 @ HTH
than the electric light, 'I'bis false idea would
_ The Rev. Phillips Brooks, who is shortly goWisconsin. esesseeensees
RY 526 @ 700
ing to Europe, has refused to receive his salary
about the great cities, or battle-fields and wheredisappear if electric illumination became genMinnesota,
DIKers. coeessesseneiianns 660 @ 800
duriog. bis vacation time. He has asked his
eral,”
bog
ever else théy may be found in quantities.
These
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....$ 50 @ 9 50
congregation to expend the money in supplybones
are
reduced
to
a
powder
with
sulphuric
Modern improvements have: increased the
WINTER WHEATS,
ing his pulpit while he is absent with the most
power of the microscope so greatly that it is acid, and this powder is the cheap substitute used
eloquent clergymen to be found.
Mr. Brooks
Patents,
ChoiCe.
ves seeresecneeirs.ee
$825 @ 8350
in
selt-raising
flours
and
yeast
powders
in
lien
of
now
made
to
magnify
about
100,000
diameters.
can safely make this arrangement, for not one
Pitente, common 0 g00d.eeve nies
750 @ 800
The best unaided human vision can see no
the wholesome and more expengive cream tartar.
of them will be able to make his congregation
ORi0, ssssrensesssrsssecvssrassrsrinns
nbd) @§ 73%
objects much smaller than the three-hundredth
The following article is copied from one of the
forget him.
L050 @ 700
‘of an inch in diameter; but the most skillful leading daily papers of St. Louis, beaded, 4 Yeast
650 @ 750
The Herald says that the Marquis of Lorne
microscopists, with their best instruments, are
a2
8 180
and the Princess Louise will visit British CoPowder Investigation:
able 10 exumine monads a hundredsthousandth
J2
@ 11
lumbia in Sept. next,
:
9
@ 3%
“ A complaint, signed by a large number of citof un inch in didmeter. Beyond
minute00
@ 52
+ There is a rumor in England that the Prinness is obscurity.- It has been estimated that jzens, has been filed in che office of the Health
“B00 @ To
Commissioner, alleging that the yeast factory
cess Beatrice'is to be married to the Earl of the ultimate particles,or atoms composing all
wes 725 @ 750
* * * on the corner of State and Mallett streets,
Fife, who is a handsome, clever and unusually
matter cun be no more than
ohestwenty-milwas a nuisance and asking that it be
agreeable young man,
BUTTER. The market gained some strength
lionth of an inch in dizmeter;
"it seems Carondelet,
investigated. It is claimed in the complaint that
m toe week, and sales of choice dairy lots
. Will Carleton will read the
poem at the next hardly probable thay they will ever be revealed the establishment used large quinfities of bones early
have been made at 1° cert a
pound above the
to buman eyes.” |
in its yeast preparations, and that the bones are lowest
anpual meeting of the New
York Press Assorates last week.
The sales of finest Verfrequently brought there with putrid flesh stick- ‘mont dairy
ciation,to’ be held in June,.at: which Judge
lots have
n at 26 @ 27c ¥ WH, but for
Paper made from strong “fibers can now be
ing to them, causing unpleasant odors in the lo- the bnik of the
/
Tourgee delivers an address.
receipts biiy ers are not operating
compressed into a substance +80 hard that
cahty. A sanitary officer visited the factory, and
3 over 26c, and ordinary lots are selling at
Mr. Arthur's little daughter is a preft
nothing but the diamond ean seriteh it.
reports that while he discovered no flesh on the freely
@
26¢.
‘bones, he discovered a large quantity
of bones
child, ebubby #8 a cherub in an Erni
George Hollingsworth, who died in, Boston, and obtained a pew and interestin
NORTHERN,
!
b
ight ioto
a pair of ‘large brewn eyes that March
and owning
19th, was for man
the manufacture of yeast
wders entirely un.
Creamery ChoiCe.seesveissivanmees worsees20 @ 30
look brightly out from under a fringe of short
known to him. He states the process consists in
Do. fair to good........ds
«26
j
‘brown hair.
grindin the bones into a Jowger, and then mix.
Franklin County; fine,## ®b..
«26
ng acids with the powder, producing a comMr. Emerso’s death was serene and gentle.
N.Y. and Vermont, GHOIOE,
vas srrrrss ress
There was a slight effort to breathe,a little
ponnd highly dangerous
to health.
© matter
Do
do,
fair to good......ivee22
Do
do,
COMMON. .sasssesreas lf
will be investigated by the Board of Health.
tremor, and all was over. The fine, strong
Association, which e
+ No article of daily food appears to be so brazenWESTERN,
face was finer and stronger than ever in its re- the present Boston A
ly and persistently adulterated as that of yeast Creamery, Choi0@.ssecsessesesescessersase29
The State of Connecticut Las @ommissioned powders, and the so-called selt-raising flours apDo, fair t0 good...
—rvesnl
Miscellaneons.
O. L. Warner, the sculptor, of New York, to
choiCe.isessessew
sere
pear in the same category of fraud. We know Dairy,
Ladle
packed,
¢hoice.....
seen0
make
a
statue
of
Governor
Buckingbam,
10
be
The Secretary of the Treasury issue
1
pure baking powder can be bad, for atthe time
0
12ir t0 800d. ssvsesrvvenrsiadd?
placed in the Stute House at Hartford.
this week for all the unpaid A he phy
Dr. Mott, the government chemist, exposed the
OnEESR, Northern factory,ehoice,¥h 14
143%;
bonds of 1881, amotnting to nearly $11,000,000.
” The international art exhibition jo oy a
Nortt.ein factory, fairto good, 12 @ 18%c;
orthadulteration of baking powders and flour in the
pulir success,
an
‘visite
3
A mrveying expedition in South Oran, A)
ern
Factory
hall
skim,
6
g
8c;
Northern
‘acto!
Scientific American, the Doctor
made special
i
hi sth
skim, 2 @ 5¢; Western factory, choice 18
1x0;
geria, was recently surprised and forty of the people daily. oe yl [
mention of having analyzed the Royal Baking
Western factory, fair to
0@l2}c;
Western
; Sumber were killed and as many more woundMr. A E. Harnisch, a
Carolina
sculpFactory,
common
b
g
8c;
Worcester
Co.,
choice
Powder
and
found
it
composed
of
pure
and
whole
a
2
. |
tor, who hus been working in Liaiy for a while,
12 @ 18c; Worcester Co., good 9 @ 11¢; Worcester
Queen Victoria has invested the King of the has returned to his native
with three some material. This powder, says the Doctor, Co., common A 8c; Sage, choice 14 @ 14); Sage, |
models for a proposed statue of
**1
use
in
my
own
kitchen.”
1
common
to good 10 @ 12¢.
Order of the Garter.
thy “wy
Galhoun.
Egos. Bastern, ¥
doz. 17% ¢; N. Y. and Ver.
Durie the nine months ending March 31
ont, 17 @ 175%¢; Canada, 17 & 17}¢ ; Western, 16
TU
iw
LF
440,32
Imm
ts arrived in
the principal
BEWARE OF FRAUDS.~The original and
(Battle Creek, Mich., Dally Journal)
customs d
of the United States, against
BEANS, Pea, Northern, H, F* ¥ bu..$3 75 @ 3 80;
only genuine “ Rough on Rats” is° manufac- | Upon being spoken to concerning St. Jacobs Pea,N.
300,031 for,a corresponding period last year.
YH.
P,
FEM
3
edcommon
tured by and has the name of Ephraim 8. Oil, our fellow townsman, Mr. Theodore Wakelee to
290 @ 3 hu; Medium,’ shoicé hand picked
John Charles Frederick Zoellner, the German
said:
I
bad
been
suffering
with
rheumatism,
and
8
365;
Medium, choice screen ed 8 56 es 60 ;
i
Wells, Jersey City, N. J., on each box.
astronomer add natural philosopher, is dead.
obtained the
test relief from the use of St. Medium, common to good 280 @ 836;
Yellow
He employs no Traveling Agents, nor Ped- Jacobs Oil,
It has also been used in my fami
Send |
and
Eyes, improved 320 @ 3 2h; Yellow Eyes, choice
Philagelptin.
Po address
ress toto Cragin and Co.,;
for
jowe
time,
and
has
never
been
found
to
fail
in
flata,3-10
@
3
16;
Yellow
Eyes,
common,
00
8
3 05;
for cook book
free,
dlers.
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good demand at
Porkis in
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: tha 8 50 for long
HE for
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cut byclear, az a $22 1o¢ shoit cut clear, and $23
Sin® Y there 1s opie demand
and family, with sles a 31s @
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Yniicba; James EPPS & co,

Elegant!

Exq |

#15 50 & $16, and mess §19

tra prime commands

‘** Who knit the dog?”

Pierce’s

:

puir, good order $1 @ $1 10;

¥

18c; Grouse.

16 @

’
Pri
Pu
tan
Do

amaopathic Chemi:
:
Eng.
Also Epps’ Chocolate Essence for Aftarmao
noon Uge,

choice 17 @f19¢c;

Common to good, 12 @ 13¢; Chickens, 4 @16c;
Chickens and Fowl. 11 a 13¢; Geese, choice heavy
12 @ 14c; Geesé,.common to good 8 @ lic; Ducks

Tonic

rilla and you have conclusive proofof its superior
strength and cheapness, Try it.

Dr.

Northern—Turkeys,

:

Voll water rat
oiling
Sold in tins, (only X 1b. By 1b.) dig dats

@17¢; Common to good,i3a 15; Mixed

Fowl 12altc.

=

a ade aes)
with
simplywith

oice 15
@18¢; common to fair, 15a 16¢: Chickens.ch
Chickens&

A gentleman; calling upon some young ladies,
who do much worsted work and likewise keep a

does not dread

Suaw.

to good #15 @ $16;

Rye Straw common

~
Oat Straw $9.
POULTRY & GAVE. Western—Turkevs, chowee 17

in

is popular among them, because it bavishes impurities from blood and skin, and make the face

glow and the eye sparkle with health.

$12 @

Poor

choice £17;

$9; Rye

Hay

—

i

;
disease. Hundreds of subtle oy
tendency to
are floating around us, ready to attack whe
ad
thereis a weak point. We may escape man reve
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortifieq ow fy fatal
bleod,and a properly nourished frame. ?~
pe

Eastern- Choice

Northern and

od

ne.

ually buritup until Shong enough to resis; Srad-

and

#20a $21; Good $16 4 $18; Five $156 dls;

#14; Swale

:

such articles of diet thata constitutionmay be ges.

Eastern

Eastern

wr

of

Provided our breakfast tables with a Fd has
avered veverage, which may save pg telyheavy doctors’ bills. It 1s by the udicious ay

uarter-

York,

@ 6+;

64¢;

@

5

quartered

AND STRAW.

HAY

coarse

attractive

Ginger

@.

Northern, sliced 5 a 83;¢; Evaporated, choice 138
14c; Evaporated, common to good 9 @ 12.

East, young
Greeley, the

All Ladies know their faces are more

when free from pimples.

sliced :5

New York,

aud Northen,

Compare the dose and quantity of Hood's Sarsa-

What is more beautiful or more fragrant
the old-fashioned

The World’s Dispensary and Invalids’ Hotel at
Buffalo, N. Y., destroyed by fire a year ago, is re-

somewhere
:

Southern, sliced 4} a 8: New

4c;

BREAKFAST,

trition, and by a_caveful application of B the
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr.

Southern. quartered, ¥b, 4 @

DRIED APPLES.

ed 5 @ 6c;

,

“ By a thorough knowledge

- which govern the bporations ops ig Laws

Baldwins,
.

$4 00; Baldwins, choice, #350 @ $400;
common to good, $2 00 @ $3 00.

built.aud fall of patients.
For * Invalid’s Guide
Book,” giving particulars and terms of tréxtment;
address, with two stamps. * World's Dispensary
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

young man will be likely to locate
the vicinityof Ohio.

¥
2 50 # bbl.
2 25
Russets, choice, # bb! $375
eh Jy

a

Camels are said to thrive in Arizona, where
they must create much astonishmen,on account
of being able to go so long without drinking.

white poodle, inquired :

roe

sons, 70 @ 80c; Seedlings 10081 10; Burbank Seedlings 1 00 @1 10¢; English and Scotchit0 8 0c.
for old native
The season
NATIVE ONIONS.
Onions is drawing to a Close: Sales of best offer-

(South Bend Evening Register.)
When certain powers are claimed for an_article,
and everybody testifies that it does- more than is
claimed for it, to gainsay
its worth is useless.
This is the substance of the St. Jacobs Oil record.

* Stay
Horace

———

110
!15; Northern Rose,
Maine Central Rose,
@ 115; Prolifics, 100; Peerless 95 @ 100e; Jack-

¥

Solon Chase's
advice is
mab;” so. between him and

4

GRATEFUL—-COMFORTING,

PEAS. Canada; choice,# bu $1052 110; Cdvada, common 8 @ 95¢; Green Peas, Northern $120
a $1 45: Green Peas, Western $1 60 @ #1 66¢.
POTATOES. Aroostook Rose, # bu.,115 @ 120¢;
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ANNUAL

SALE

OVER

Pa
:

50,000

;
TONS.

All Farmers wishing to make their business a success, should
use this old and tried plant food. Its use pays better than
any other investment, giving a direct return of many

its cost ip the increase of yield.

It is rich in ammonia,

times

bone

phosphate of lime and potash, and is a complete manure,
te. Pamsuitable for all crops. For sale by local
phlets with testimonials, directions for use and much valua-.
ble information mailed free on application.
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GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,

CURTIS

- - - BOSTON, MASS.

H. A. BLAKE, Sutton, Vt., Special Agent for Vermont and New Hampshire,
:
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JOTIN B. MORRISON, No. Chesterville, Me,, Special Agent for Maine.
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